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On the Mineralogy of Ceylon.—By Dr. Eudolph Gygax,

(Read May 22nd, 1847J

I have on several occasions attempted to form a descriptive

Catalogue of the Minerals of Ceylon, but on each attempt met

with so many discouraging difficulties, that I had abandoned

the idea, until recently persuaded to return to the subject.

The difficulties alluded to consisted chiefly in the want of

means of obtaining information relative to the various speci-

mens I have met with. Many descriptions have come into my
possession at various times ; but of their proper locality,

geological position, description of rock in which found, rarity

or abundance, I have been able to obtain but scanty informa-

tion.

Nevertheless, I conceive, that something should be

attempted, even if only as a precursor to more fortunate labors,

and I accordingly prepared a list of such Minerals as I have

encountered since my arrival in the Island. It may afford

some satisfaction at having even this rough document, although

I must confess that it will but poorly illustrate this branch of

the Natural History of Ceylon.

I purpose giving a short description of each mineral,

distinguishing such as I found myself from those found by

gentlemen in the interior who have presented them to me

;

shewing their geological situation, their crystalline forms,

&c, except in the cases of such as are found in all parts of the

world, and consequently very well known, such as Rock-crys-

B
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tal, Calcspar, &c, of which I shall only offer a few remarks on

any peculiarities they may possess.

I shall enter more in detail respecting such Minerals as

are sparingly found in other countries, as for instance the

Chrichtonite hitherto only found in very few and minute

Crystals in Dauphiny.

A more careful and minute description, with analysis,

would be necessary for such doubtful or new Minerals as the

Molybdate of Iron, the Ceylon Cerer and Tantal Ores.

The following Catalogue of Minerals is divided into three

parts :—firstly, such as I have myself found in my travels

through several districts of the Island : secondly, those pre-

sented to me by friends ; and thirdly, those I have purchased

from native dealers, and respecting which I cannot speak with

so much certainty,

PART I.

1 Rock-Crystal . . . Abundant.

2 Iron Quartz .... SafFragam.

3 Common Quartz . . Abundant.

4 Amethyst . . . . . Galle Buck, Caltura.

5 Garnet ..... Abundant.

6 Cinnamon Stone . . Belligam.

I
7 Harmatome . . . . St. Lucia.

8 Hornblende .... Abundant.

9 Hyperstene .... Do.

10 Common Corundum . Badulla.

I I Ruby Do. and SafFragam.

12 Chrysoberyl . . . Ratganga, North feaffragam,

13 Pleonast . . . . . Badulla.

14 Zircon Wallawie ganga, SafFragam.

15 Mica Abundant.
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Patna Hills, North-East.

17 Common Feldspar . . Abundant.

18 Green Feldspar . . Kandy.

19 Albit Melly Matte.

Kandy.

21 Pinit ...... Patna Hills.

22 Black Tourmaline Nuwera-Ellia,

23 Calcspar . . . . , Abundant.

24 Bitterspar . . . . Do.

Galle Buck.

26 Fluorspar . . . . Do.

27 Chriastolite Mount Lavinia.

28 Iron Pyrite .... Peradenia.

29 Magnitic Ironpyiite . Do. Rajawelle.

30 Brown Iron Ore . . Abundant.

31 Spath Iron Ore . . Galle Buck.

32 Manganese . . . . Saffragam.

33 Molybdenglance . » Abundant.

34 Tin Ore Saffragam.

35 Arseniate of Nickel . Do.

36 Plumbago . . . . Morowa Corle.

37 Epistilcit . . . . . St. Lucia.

II.

1 Gadolinite . , . . Saffragam.

Deltotte.

3 Magnetic Iron Ore Do.

Saffragam.

5 Chrichtonite . . . . Do.

6 Ilmenite tA'

.

Do.

7 Pyrochlor , . . . Do.

8 Pitaniferous Iron Ore. Do,

9 Binnerite. . . . . Do.
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III.

1 Rose Quartz.

2 Hyalith.

3 Sievrite.

4 Epidote.

5 Tremolite.

6 Cyanite.

7 Topaz.

8 Oriental Topaz.

9 Sapphire.

10 Tolith.

11 Emerald.

12 Beryll.

15 Yellow Tourmaline.

16 Nitre.

17 Chrome Iron Ore.

18 Anatas.

19 Rutil.

20 Sphene.

21 Cerite.

22 Allanite.

23 Tantalite..

24 Tahlemite

25 Sulphur.

26 Anthracite.

21 Spinnel.13 Euclas.

14 Green Tourmaline.

In addition to the above, there may be perhaps ten or

twelve other Minerals not yet properly defined.

The lists which I have been thus far able to furnish

prove that a full and faithful Catalogue of all the Minerals

of Ceylon cannot as yet be given : the difficulty of the task

lies in the almost impossibility of procuring correct informa-

tion as to the locality and position of many minerals ; for it

must not be supposed that they have their origin in the district

in which they may be bought.

As an instance of the truth of what I state, I may remark

that in Saffragam previous to the Festival of Paraharra, all

the rubbishing stones in Colombo and Galle are bought up

and sent off to Ratnapoora for sale, and they are mostly dis-

posed of there as though just found in the mountains of that

district.

If we are not able to buy a Brazilian Topaz, a Khoras-

san Turquois, or a Capellan Garnett in Colombo, we may de-
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pend on buying it at Ratnapoora from the searchers for pre-

cious stones

!

An account of the Dutch' Church in Ceylon, collected from the

Local Records, deposited in the Wolfendahl Church,

Colombo. By the Rev. J. D. Palm.

(Read May 22nd, and July 1847.)

PART II.

I wish it were in my power to trace the History of the

Dutch Church in Ceylon, from its commencement. But the

local records which have supplied the information in this pa-

per do not date earlier than 1659, twenty years after the Dutch

settlement. During that interval Ecclesiastical matters ap-

pear to have assumed a sufficiently organized form. At Jaffna,

Colombo, and Galle, a Consistory was established, Dutch schools

were in operation, and ministers were located, who not only

attended to the fixed congregation in the town, but also gave

religious instruction, by means of interpretation, to adult Sin-

ghalese and Malabars, at the native village schools. It appears

from the correspondence preserved among the records, that one

or more ministers and krankbezoekers always accompanied

the Dutch fleet in their expeditions, and that as soon as a

place was conquered, a minister was stationed to preach to the

Military and the Company's servants of the settlement, but no

less to endeavour, in obedience to certain official instructions

to the clergy, to propagate Christianity among the aborigines,

in order, as one of the Classes expresses it, that God may make

instrumental the conquests of Netherlands' arms to the exten-

sion ofhis name and kingdom among benighted nations.

The collection of letters from the year 1660 to 1777 is
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very large, consisting of local correspondence between the

churches ol Colombo, Galle, Trincomalie, Jaffna and Manaar ;

letters from and to Batavia, Malacca, Negapatam and Cochin
;

and the annual official letters to the East India Company, and

the four corresponding Classes in Holland, together with the

replies and instructions of the latter. But the amount of in-

formation that may be interesting at the present day is not so

great as would at first appear. A great deal was written back-

wards and forwards about individual clergymen, their choice,

appointment, qualifications and destiny ; their arrival, adven-

tures, location, removal and departure ; their age, sickness, in-

firmity or death
;

slight misunderstandings about charges in

their appointments ; recommendations and testimonials on their

arrival and departure either home or to a new station. The

classical letters contain lengthy assurances of interest and co-

operation, kind and christian encouragement, and detailed

accounts of home Churches, of proceedings of the classes, and

ofthe state of the Fatherland, its diplomatic and warlike opera-

tions with the Kingdoms of Europe, all which was of course

interesting to the colonists to know. Many of the consistory's

letters to the high authorities are urgent applications for more

clergymen, either to fill up vacancies or to meet the increasing

demand.

The oldest letter with which we begin, is from the Galle

to the Colombo Consistory, dated June 1659. Previous to this

the Ceylon clergy had not been in the habit of sending to

Holland annual Ecclesiastical Reports of their operations.

The classis of Amsterdam wished that a direct and regular

correspondence be opened and kept up between the Church in

Ceylon and themselves, that thereby the Colonial Church may

remain in a desired connexion with the Parent Church. The

classis wrote to this effect, complaining that all they knew of

J*
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late about Ceylon was only indirectly from Batavia. This

letter was circulated among the Ceylon Consistories, and as it

was considered unsatisfactory that each individual Consistory

should correspond with the classis, as had occasionally taken

place, one general epistle giving an oversight of their opera-

tions throughout the Island was unanimously thought prefer-

able. But as it was not advisable that a single Consistory

should take upon themselves to state, what not only they but

their brethren in other places were doing, the plan was adopt-

ed of sending to Colombo once a year deputies from the re-

spective stations. The letter above alluded to is in connection

with this subject. The Galle Consistory state that they were

about to send one of their brethren to be present at the framing

of the general Report, and express their willingness to conform,

for the sake of uniformity, to all that the united clergy may

deem beneficial and necessary in the mode of conducting Ec-

clesiastical matters ; and request to that end a copy of their

conclusions and arrangements.

They had just ordained two new elders and four deacons.

The Dutch congregation at Galle was in a satisfactory state.

Though most of the Military were away from the Fort engaged

in skirmishes with Rajah Singa, King of Kandy, yet those

who remained and other inhabitants were diligent in the as-

sembling of themselves together for divine worship. As to the

establishing and extending of native Churches and Schools in

the country, nothing could as yet be done ; the Governor Van

Goens had visited the district but cursorily, and was not as

yet able to express his authoritative opinion as to localities
;

and what had been besrun had retrograded on account of the

war with the Singhalese King. The clergy hoped that the

King's heart might be moved to desire peace and tranquillity.

Their Deaconie-funds had suffered much from the cessation of
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judicial proceedings, the fines and penalties of which went to

that fund, so that nearly a hundred poor had to lose their

charitable allowances.

A letter from the Colombo clergy to those at Malacca

dated May 1662, gives the following account. " The external

condition and good order in divine worship in the Church

and in other places of assembly, on Sundays and weekdays,

both in the Portuguese and Dutch Services, are carefully

maintained. The number of Church Members in the Co-

lombo Congregation is 79. The word of God is preached in

Dutch twice on the Sabbath-day ; in the forenoon prayers are

read by a schoolmaster, and religious instruction given by

means of catechism questions to the Tamils in their own lan-

guage; in the afternoon God's word is read in Portuguese by

another master, which also takes place every Thursday after-

noon. The Lord's Supper is administered quarterly. Every

evening Prayers are offered up at the Governor's residence ;

and every morning and evening in the Hospital. The schools

are visited twice or thrice a year by a minister. At Negombo

the Sacrament is administered quarterly. The Rev. H. Bon-

gaert officiates at Galle ; and the Rev. D. Baldeus at Jaffna,

whither also the Rev. D. Doncker has returned, after ac-

companying for the space of five months the great Naval

expedition along the Malabar Coast under the command of

Admiral RycklofF Van Goens. At the request of the two

named brethren, who say that their duties are very heavy,

having to attend to nearly a hundred thousand baptized

Christians, the Rev. D. Abreyl was sent from Manaar to their

assistance, and in his place was appointed, in October, 1661,

Mr. Caletus. The Rev. G. Yan Holcken arrived at Colombo,

from Batavia, in January, 1661 ; but both he and Rev. L.

Bongaert died at Galle. D. Fereira who officiated for a year

*
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at Tutucoreen, is, we understand, stationed at Caulaugh, one of

the conquered places on the Malabar Coast, as also D. Doncker

at Cranganoor, which town is likewise taken." In another

letter from Galle to Jaffna, dated May, 1662, the clergy say:

—

" The state of our Church is, thank God, reasonable, the work

in the town is accompanied with much edification ; but as to

that among the native people, it holds on indeed its course,

but with many knocks and thumps. The schools are flourish-

ing in the accession of numbers ; but we want men to deal

with them in their own language. With but the intervention

of interpreters, and two or three visits in the year, our other

duties not aliowins; us to make them more frequent, we cannot

expect much joyous fruit." Besides the forenoon Dutch Ser-

vice at Galle, instruction was given on Sunday mornings, at

10 o'clock, to the Singhalese, by means of an Intepreter, and in

the afternoon, at 4, to the Malabars, in like manner. There

was also a Thursday afternoon public catechising for European

children. At Jaffna, Mr. Baldeus began this year to translate

the Psalms of David into Tamil, Avith the view of introducing

public singing into the native congregations : several sermons

also were translated by him into Tamil ; but he was much

impeded in the prosecution of this work by the great want of

able native assistants. A letter by Baldeus and others dated

Jaffna, October 1662, says:—"The state of our Church is

pleasing, we see with joy its progress and results, but not

without great labour and trouble. A fortnight ago the Lord's

Supper was administered in the country to 28 native blacks,

and not Mistisen (this was the designation of the Portuguese

mixed descendants) and out of the vast body of those who are

professing Christians, a greater accession of Church Members

may still be expected. In the Fort we have at present but 92

members, for the greater part of our Garrison has joined the

c
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expedition at Cochin. We have on Sundays preaching thrice,

catechising once, and a catechizing on Thursdays. There are

in the country 39 Churches, which are also schools of instruc-

tion to 12,000 children, who by the grace of God are improving.

In all these places sermons are read in Tamil on the Sabbath

days, to which the people resort in great numbers. One of

our ministers is always out in the country. May God bless

the work to His glory, to the accession of souls, and to our

salvation." There were at this time 4 clergymen stationed at

Colombo. They complained to the classes of the great scar-

city of Dutch Elementary School-books, catechisms and sta-

tionery, stating that as the children of the Dutch colonists

were springing up, the demand of school materials was on the

increase. The classis replied that they had presented the ap-

plication to the Representatives of the East India Company,

who said, that they were always in the habit of sending school

materials together with their other stores, but that they were

not just then prepared to supply Ceylon immediately.

I mentioned in my introductory paper on the Ecclesias-

tical establishment of the Dutch in Ceylon, that either on the

arrival of a minister in the Colony, or on his removal from one

station to another, he was always furnished with a letter of re-

commendation from the Consistory he left to the Consiston- he

was to join : copies of many such letters are preserved ; the

quotation of one from Colombo to Jaffna dated 1668, which is

one of the shortest, may serve as a specimen. "Herewith goes

over to you the Rev. Servateus Clavius, a man who to us and

to our meeting has appeared in every respect to be gifted with

peculiarly sound judgment and learning, and who, we trust,

will be to God's Church of great edification, and occasion to

you Reverend brethren much delight and satisfaction, and

prove very profitable for the increase of the tender Christianity

I
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in these regions. We do not doubt but that he will be em-

braced and received by you in brotherly love and perfect good

will. We have furnished him with the usual necessary eluci-

dation and explanations. We request most friendly that all

good Ecclesiastical correspondence and mutual fraternal ac-

quaintance between him, yourselves and us, may be renewed,

augmented and strenuously maintained, towards which we

willingly offer all that lies in our power
;
praying in the mean-

time, that the Great Shepherd of His Sheep may grant His

presence among His fold in this Island, and bless it by the

services of its Overseers, and preserve it from all injury and

oppression."

As the clergy who were sent from Holland or Batavia

generally arrived first at Colombo, it fell mostly to the lot of

the Consistory of that place to write these letters ofrecommen-

dation. When a minister returned to his native land, he had

to produce his letters from the Church of his last station to the

classis to which he belonged, the failure of which produced

inconvenience, as it prevented him from receiving a fresh call

in Holland, and gave rise sometimes to a lengthy correspond-

ence between the classes and the Colombo Churches. These

letters were to contain especially a testimony as to the labours,

zeal, and piety of the minister. In a letter of the classis of

Amsterdam dated 1668, information is given that three cler-

gymen were on their recommendation about to be sent out by

the Company to Ceylon, among whom was Mr. Simon Gat,

who had been chaplain on board a fleet, and who, as appeared

subsequently, proved, during his residence in Ceylon, an ener-

getic labourer; his knowledge of the Singhalese language was

in advance of his con-temporaries. At the establishing of the

Singhalese Seminary at Colombo he was appointed its Rector

by the Batavian Government ; but as he was then too far
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advanced in age for the task, the local Government did not

carry out the appointment, and Mr. Cat thought he could be

more serviceable in the course of native education by prepar-

ing Singhalese books for the use ofthe Seminary, in which also

he succeeded remarkably, as the eulogiums pronounced on him

by his brethren in their letters of that time abundantly testify.

In 1669 a recommendation from the Ceylon clergy was

sent, that at Matura, Negombo and Manaar, a located minister

should be appointed, not only because those at Head Quarters

could pay these towns no more than occasional or periodical

visits, but because at each of those places a considerable gar-

rison of soldiers had been stationed. The classis replied that

as there had been of late a call for ministers from all parts of

India, they must for the present refrain from urging the mat-

ter on the Company. A dispute arose this year between the

clergy of Ceylon and them of Batavia about the Ordination of

a krankbezoeker to the ministry. The Colombo Consistory

objected to it, on the ground that it was contrary to Ecclesias-

tical regulations, that a local body like the Consistory ofBatavia

should on their own authority assume a power which was not

vested in them. The Batavian clergy nevertheless insisted on

their right of ordaining him. The classis strongly disapproved

of the step
;
referring to their Synodal Acts of various dates,

first, that a Consistory had no such power
;
secondly, that the

rule of two or more Consistories joining and forming a Pres-

bytery for the purpose of ordination did not apply to India;

thirdly, that it Avas their wish that the Colonial Churches

should in this respect also be entirely dependant on the classes

of Holland; fourthly, that though such power might be sup-

posed to be vested in the Colonial clergy from the instructions

given them, yet that nothing of the kind was expressly intended,

as it was generally understood, that the isolated position of
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the Indian Churches did not admit of such a combination of

clergy; fifthly, that the instructions referred to only authorized

the employment of local krankbezoekers and other Church

servants, as occasion demanded, and fit subjects presented

themselves. When the arguments of the Batavian clergy

were thus refuted, these represented the main ground of their

proceeding to be the existing urgent demand. From this and

other correspondence of various dates it appears that, as Bata-

via was the seat of the Supreme Indian Government, its clergy

imagined themselves primates in the Indian Churches. On
several occasions they took upon themselves to appoint pro-

ponents and supply various stations, and even ordained a pro-

ponent and sent him as a minister to Ceylon. On his arrival

the Ceylon clergy hesitated to receive him as their colleague,

as they were not authorized to recognize the Batavian Consis-

tory in such matters.

In connection with this subject I may mention a repre-

sentation of the Jaffna Consistory in 1663 to the classis of

Amsterdam, pointing out that the sending out from Holland

of proponents instead of ordained persons for the use of the

Dutch congregations in the colonies generally, as also for the

seamen on board of Men-of-War, did more harm than good
;

that these unordained persons had no position in the Church,

and that the dissolute seamen and Navy officers Avould be far

better influenced by clergymen of some standing and experi-

ence. They found also that at the factories the proponents

attended more to Civil than Ecclesiastical matters. They

further complained that the Batavian Consistory made propo-

nents of persons who had been sent out as Soldiers. These

remonstrances were presented by the classis to the East India

Company, who appear to have employed proponents instead of

ordained men, partly on account of the scarcity of ministers in
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Holland for Colonial service on the one hand, and the increas-

ing demand in their colonies on the other, and partly (if I may
venture on an inference) for the sake of economy. The Com-

pany then promised to revert to the old practice of appointing

none but ordained ministers.

It has been mentioned that separate ministers were

requested in 1669 for Matura, Manaar and Negombo, but it

ought not to be inferred thence that those places had no located

ministers before. The number of ministers in Ceylon in early

years fluctuated considerably. Sometime there was a liberal

supply, both from Holland and from Batavia, and then the

smaller towns were immediately provided for ; at other times

frequent deaths or removals to the Coast or to Malacca or

Java occasioned vacancies, when the principal towns were of

course first supplied, not unfrequently to the deprivation of out-

stations. In 1670 there were 4 at Colombo, 2 at Galle, at Matura,

1 at Manaar, 3 at Jaffna, and 2 at Cochin. The arrival of

ministers for the Ceylon service was from Batavia frequently

unexpected, owing to arrangements of which the Ceylon

Churches were ignorant. This year the state of Native

Churches in the Colombo district is represented as not so satis-

factory as was wished, owing to certain rebellious Singhalese,

who however shortly afterwards retreated to the mountains, and

the clergy were able to restore to some extent the tranquillity of

rural congregations and schools. The mode of corresponding

with the classes had not yet been reduced to a fixed plan.

This year the Jaffna Consistory consulted the Colombo Con-

sistory, in what manner the state of Churches and the success

of their schools should be communicated. The reply was that

the most effectual way would be for each consistory to give a

particular account in writing of their own sphere, out of which

a general statement could be framed at Colombo. The rea-
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sons for this suggestion were as follows : 1st—Because such

appears to have been the practice in the time of Baldeus and

others in 1662 and 1663. 2nd—The benefits resulting thence,

namely, a closer union of the several consistories and their

Churches in the Island, which would help to strengthen each

other's hands, and moreover afford greater pleasure to their

brethren in the fatherland. All cordially joined in the sug-

gestion, and a resolution was passed to that effect. But its

execution was objected to by His Excellency The Admiral

and Governor of Ceylon in Council, who communicated

through their Commissary Politic, that he did not approve of

their writing to the classes a letter drawn up from the parti-

cular letters of the respective consistories, but thought that

each consistory should write its own annual report. His

Excellency further expressed his opinion, that he considered it

his prerogative, not only to receive through his Commissary

Politic, who had a seat in the consistory, letters written in that

meeting, but also to seal those letters, and to forward them to

Holland. The Colombo consistory strenuously objected to

this breach of their resolution of 1668, which was sanctioned

by the then Admiral and Governor and undersigned by all

the clergy. They objected to the innovation of having

Ecclesiastical letters submitted to the Governor for approval

previously to their being forwarded, as contrary, first, to

Ecclesiastial rule, which forbad letters written and approved of

by their body being subsequently opened out of their meeting;

secondly, to the instructions of the East India Company to all

their Colonial clergy
;
namely, that by every opportunity of

the returning fleet, that is, once a year, the state and progress

of religion and of schools should be communicated in writing

to the respective classes, from whom, with the approbation of

the Company, the clergy had received their instructions ; as
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also to the XVII Representatives, in order that these may
issue salutary orders accordingly ; that however neither to the

classes nor to any private individuals, but only to the Company,

should anything be mentioned in writing touching the position,

condition or concerns of political, military or commercial

affairs in India ; as contrary, thirdly, to the 39th article of

the Batavian Ecclesiastical orders sanctioned and issued by

General Van Diemen and the Council of India in 1643, which

says : Inasmuch as no one may divulge any letters of the con-

sistory, it is herebv forbidden, for the sake of preventing any

mistakes, to the ordinary or extraordinary Scriba to take with

him out of the consistory either to his dwelling or elsewhere,

the resolution book, the letter book, or any other letters and

papers belonging to the secretaryship of the Church, except

alone the Register of Baptisms and Marriages ; but all letters,

resolutions, &c, shall be written and answered in the meeting.

The consistory further explain, that their letters were for-

warded to the Governor for transmission under cover of official

despatches, for the sake of security, and that they were drawn

up and sealed in the meeting always in the presence of the

Commissary Politic, who&s the organ of the Government, had

sufficient cognizance of all transactions. It was moreover the

practice on such occasions, to dopute two members to the Go-

vernor to inform him by word of mouth of the communications

made to the home authorities. The result was, that the Go-

vernor declined urging the matter, intimating his intention to

submit it to the Company, and leaving it to the consistory to

make their own representation to the classes. The classes

adjusted the matter with the Representatives, who did not wish

to restrict the consistory in freely and directly corresponding

with them and the classes on their business, and sealing; such

letters in their meeting, that there might be no clashing
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between the Political and Ecclesiastical departments. It seems

that the classes were very solicitous lest any extraneous inters

ference might impede the functions of their clergy. They

express themselves strongly in their letter of 1674, and invite

their Ceylon brethren to unite with them, that " neither the

local Governments, nor the high authorities get a footing in

Ecclesiastical matters which would be prejudicial to the spiri-

tual welfare of the Church." From this time forth the mode

of getting up the annual statement was placed on a firmer basis.

In 1674 the children in the schools of the Colombo dis-

trict amounted to 1300. Ministers in the Colony in 1679 were

10. The Dutch congregation in Colombo, and Native Chris-

tians in its districts were daily advancing both in knowledge

and in numbers, especially school children, amounting together

to 3,787. It was on the schools principally that they built

their hopes, forasmuch as the adults were generally speaking

supposed strongly imbued with the leaven of popery. The

account given of the Singhalese of Matura, in a letter of the

Rev. A. Japin in 1680, represents matters as not very en-

couraging. The number of idolators was on the increase,

so that he began to hesitate and seriously to consider how he

was to act with respect to the baptism of Native children, lest

that which is holy be given unto the dogs. There was more

the name than the reality of Christianity, the people would

neither continue to attend preaching, nor send their children

to school, which Mr. Japin ascribes to their ignorance of God

and His attributes. Every thing he says is pro jorma and by

constraint. With but three or four exceptions the schoolmas-

ters served for the sake of a livelihood and not with any desire

for the truth, either to save their own or the souls of others.

He gives this graphic description of them :

—

ff If I put them

any questions, they stand looking on not knowing what they

d
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shall say. The best of them know but so much as to answer

that there is a God who dwells in heaven, and is distinguished

in three persons, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ; but ask them

the peculiar operations of each of these persons, they stand

with their mouth full of teeth, and know not what to reply.

Indeed one of them is suspected of being a devil dancer, and I

have resolved in this visitation to make strict inquiries. With

such teachers the state of the congregation can easily be ima-

gined. These things have not become so in my time, but I

have found them thus. When on my last visitation, some

women were present who desired to have their children bap-

tized
; among these one, with a child in her arms, appeared so

listless during the service, that I put the question to her,

whether she knew where she was, and that she had to do with

a God, who though in heaven, knew every thing that took

place ? She replied she did not know where that God was, nor

where He dwelt. There are also here several devils-trees, of

which two are in blossom, with a wall surrounding them and

huts adjoining, where offerings are made. I have more than

once remarked to a certain person that such things ought not to

be tolerated ; he as frequently returned that such things should

not be so narrowly inquired into, or else all the Singhalese would

have to be driven out of the country. In my former visitations

I used to be accompanied by an ensign Mr. De Groot, but

since his death they have given me a corporal ; what appear-

ance this makes before the Singhalese you may easily judge."

In 1681 the garrison at Negombo having been diminished,

the clergyman was removed, and the Native churches in the

neighbourhood were, as formerly, visited by ministers from Co-

lombo. In the Colombo district there were at this time 24

Native Churches and schools, visited twice a year, which occu-

pied eaoh minister more than a month. The Lord's prayer,
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creed, ten commandments and catechism were already translated

into Tamil and Singhalese. They had also for the use of

schools a catechism on the doctrines of Keligion, and the history

of the New Testament in Tamil, compiled by Baldeus. His

Tamil catechism on the Lord's Supper was translated into

Singhalese, as also from Dutch " The comfort to the Sick, " to

be read publicly in places of worship.

A letter dated 1681, gives the following minute account :

—

" During Divine Service, the children repeated out of " The
Comfort to the Sick," passages on the doctrine of religion, at

the conclusion of which adults were questioned on what they

had heard, and received further instruction. At each school

a register is kept of the names of all christians of that station,

as also of school children and their parents. These registers

are carefully inspected once a year, when the children born in

the intervals, as also persons who came to reside in the villages,

are noted down. Those who were lately admitted to school

are likewise marked, and a separate list is kept of all who have

left as largeerden. These are re-examined at each visitation to

see that they have not forgotten what was learned at school.

Against concubinage, a sin very eommon among this people,

severe penalties are appointed, whereby the evil is consider-

ably checked, and under God's blessing shall be still more

checked. They who desire to enter the married state appear

with their respective friends first before the schoolmaster and

other respectable inhabitants of the place ; the consent of the

friends of the betrothed being ascertained, and also the know-

ledge of the parties in the christian religion, and other particu-

lars according to written instructions given in Singhalese being

attended to by the master, the banns are published thrice, and

at the next following visitation of the clergyman, the marriage

is solemnized. From this brief account of the operation and
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state of native churches and schools, you can perceive that

their care and supervision involves no little labour and trouble,

and that the service of ministers in India is by no means of

the easiest sort, so that not aged but young and strong men

ought to be sent out, who can endure the fatigues of the

climate, are capable ofacquiring the requisite knowledge ofthe

languages, and by a long residence can aid effectually to build

up Christianity. We therefore request that this be kept in

view in the choice of labourers."

For the instruction of slaves, belonging to the Company,

a school existed in Colombo, which was stated this year to be

attended by 200. The slaves of private individuals were

taught at their houses by masters employed by the Govern-,

ment for the purpose. There was also at Colombo a Portu-

guese school with 56 scholars ; and besides the orphan school,

a Dutch school which had 80 children. At this time the scho-

larchal commission is mentioned as having been formed,

composed of 6 members of the Politic Council and 3 clergy-

men.*

On the subject of baptism of native children the same

letter says that, previous to the adminstration, parents were

examined on their knowledge of religion, and when they were

found deficient, the baptism of their children was postponed

to the next visitation, the schoolmaster being in the meantime

enjoined to impart the necessary instruction to such parents.

The same practice of examination was adopted with respect to

adult candidates for baptism. They who were found imperfect

in their religious knowledge and belief, were entered on a

separate list, and at each returning visitation re-examined

* I mention these facts respecting the educational department

because at the time I wrote the paper on that subject I was not in

possession of information of so early a date,
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until judged fit for admission into the Church by baptism. On

this point, the clergy remark in their letter of 3d January, 1681,

" We cannot however conceal the fact that the administration

of Holy Baptism to natives, causes us no little anxiety and

solicitude, many of them being still strongly inclined to hea-

thenish superstitions and devil worship, which we are not

always able to discover, for the one will not betray the other,

and no one has the boldness to give us the information. " It

is an extraordinary circumstance that with the large number on

the one hand, of natives professing Christianity in Ceylon,

there were on the other hand, reasonable doubts all along on

the part of the clergy as to the propriety of administering the

rite of baptism to such. The opinion of the classis on this

point, communicated in their letter ofMay 1 679 was as follows :

« Worthy brethren, our heart is enlarged towards you, desiring

to help by word and deed the cause of our Great Shepherd

among you where Satan holds his throne. We know that for

years doubts have existed in Ceylon respecting the children

of certain Singhalese who though baptized are prone to devil-

worship, whether such children should be baptized, &c. As

this crying evil has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been

remedied, and as it is a great obstacle to the extension of

Christ's Kingdom, we will, pace vestra, franckly give you our

sentiment. The whole subject resolves itself into the follow-

ing questions.

" 1.—Whether it be allowable to baptize an adult without

his previous acquaintance with God and the Christian Religion?

This, of course, the brethren unanimously reject with us,

knowing that ere an adult is baptized, he must be taught, yea

become a disciple of Christ.—Mark 29. 19. He who is with-

out the knowledge of God, and his revealed service, is without

faith, without God, and without hope.—Ephes. 2. To a per-
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son without these requisites, baptism cannot in truth be

administered.—Acts 8. 36, 37.

" 2.—In what light to regard such baptized persons ? or

whether as christians?—and whether in virtue of their baptism

their children also should be baptized ? We hesitate not to

declare that such a person is to be regarded, not a true chris-

tian, but a baptized heathen : it is popery to suppose that

baptism christens or makes christian. Do we not know, bre-

thren, that by faith, by the calling of God, and by regenera-

tion, on forsaking heathenism, the world and the devil, a man

becomes a christian. Hence then the necessary conclusion,

that children of such baptized heathens may not be baptized,

unless that which is holy be given unto the dogs. Such child-

ren can found no right to baptism, because forsooth their

parents have usurped it.

"3.—How far does Christianity extend? How far can

one, being a christian in name, proceed before he falls away

altogether from Christianity ? Do net idolatry, devil-worship,

incantations and such like cause an entire apostacy? We
trust, brethren, that your opinion herein also is one with ours ;

that, namely, the sin of unbelief is apostacy, Kom. 11. 20. If

a person infringes Christ and the covenant of grace ; when for

example like the Jew he does not look for the Messiah, or like

the Turk places Mahomet next to and above Christ, or like

the Socinian denies Christ's atonement ; so also when he who

lapses into the chief sin of heathenism, and continues therein,

which is idolatry, not of the second but of the first command-

ment, a cleaving to the service ofthe devil, and to incantations,

he has forsaken the profession of Christianity : what else is the

meaning of 2 Corinth 6, 14 to 18?

" 4.—Now follows the last and grand case, (and O, may it

be the happy state of God's Church among you seldom or
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never to witness it!) whether we are bound to baptize children

of such apostates on the ground, that the son shall not bear the

iniquity of the father,—Ezekiel 18 ; or because God calls the

children of the idolatrous Israelites still his children—Ezekiel

16, 21 ? We doubt not that when children of apostates are

brought for baptism you resist firmly, pointing out to the par-

ties that they have excluded themselves from the covenant, or

rather proved never to have belonged to it. And although

under the aspect that those apostate parents had indeed been

thoroughly instructed, and at the time of their baptism made

a good outward profession (which however by the result proved

to have been specious and from worldly considerations) the

passages above quoted might seem to plead in favor of their

children, yet we deem it safest and best that they be not bap-

tized, unless one of the parents, either father or mother, has

remained faithful, for then are the children holy. Our reasons

for the above opinion are :— 1, Children are not in the cove-

nant of grace but by their parents. How then can their true

admission into the covenant be presumed when their parents

have made a feigned and God-provoking profession, or so-

lemnly violated it by the sin of heathenism and devil-worship.

With respect to the children of idolatrous Jews the case was

different. They were called God's children and received cir-

cumcision notwithstanding the apostacy of their parents.

They entered not by their immediate parents, but in virtue of

the covenant already made with them in Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob, to which they could appeal as giving them still a right

to the blessings of the covenant. 2, Baptism can freely be

withheld from such children without prejudice to them, for we

all maintain, in opposition to popery, that notthe mere absence,

but the wilful disregard of baptism, is condemnation. 3, We
consider the suspense of baptism in such cases advisable as
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danger is to be apprehended lest Satan should seek to profane

the baptismal Christianity of such children by the instrumen-

tality of their apostate parents, in whose possession and under

whose influence they grow up, to the dishonor of Jesus our

King. Thus will the truth suffer unnecessarily, the seal of

the covenant will be prostituted, and Satan take occasion to

triumph in appearance over nominal christians, who have been

prematurely and rashly baptized, but who in reality are his

property."

About this time a false prophet arose among the Singha-

lese who excited some attention. I have translated the

account given of him in the Ecclesiastical report of 1681, not

vouching however for the accuracy of names, on account of

the difficulty I have found in deciphering the handwriting.

"A certain person took refuge here in 1675 who had

been dwelling for several years in the territories of the King

of Kandy, where he had dissuaded the inhabitants from the

practice of devil-worship, and taught the worship ofGod alone

as being more in accordance with the doctrine of Butta or

Buddu. This person gathered to himself in the King's terri-

tories a great number of followers, who regarded him as a

remarkable personage ; but when it was discovered that, under

the pretext of religion, he was endeavouring to make disaf-

fected towards the Emperor Rajah Singha a great portion of his

kingdom, he retreated from thence to these parts. The present

Emperor Rajah Singha had many step-brothers, born of the

same mother Dona Catrama, but of another father, Timala

Darma, while Raja Singha was of her second husband ; both

husbands having been Emperors of Ceylon. Raja Singha

though the youngest, succeeded to the throne. Of his brothers

one was prince of Galle, who died without issue, and the other

prince of Matelle, who had a son, some say his own and others
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an adopted, named Comara Astara, who, it is said, after the

death of his father, was drowned in the river by order of Rajah

Singha. But 12 or 13 years ago a person gave himself out to

be the identical Comara Astara, prince of Matelle, pretending

he had escaped the above mentioned death by the help of cer*

tain chiefs. He is, if we are not misinformed, still at Galle in

safe custody. Him, the individual of whom we are giving an

account, imitated, but with superior dexterity and plausibility,

possessing a dignified appearance, and knowing well to main-

tain his gravity and assumed importance. A great number of

inhabitants believed inhim, while others rejectedhis pretensions.

In the mean time, whoever he mightv be, our Government

shewedhimmany marksof honor, as if he were Comara Astara>

with what design or for what reasons we cannot tell. When
here he continued for some time to forbid devil-worship and to

exhort the people to serve God alone. Even as during his

residence in the King's territories he commanded the dagopa

priests and devil enchanters to bring him their revenue, so in

like manner his commands here to that effect were obeyed by

many, so that he accumulated much wealth. On his arrival

he feigned an inclination to the Christian religion, so that the

Rev J. De Vooght and Simon Cat visited him frequently, but

when they set forth scripture truths, he shewed little or no

inclination. When on the other hand he was interrogated on

the mysteries ofheathenism, he refused making any disclosures,

saying that he was ignorant of them, and that the wise men

living in the interior should be applied to. It would be tedious

to narrate the discourses held with him, suffice it to mention

one interview. On the 29th July 1675,, the two above named

brethren called on him at his request, and found at his house

a collection of devil dancers and dagoba priests, of whom five

excelled in dancing, trembling, movements of the limbs, and

E
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violent heavings of the breasts, under which they replied with

a shrill voice, which appeared to proceed from the stomach, to

questions which were put them. Being asked by this pseudo-

prince who they were, like demons, whose servants they are,

they replied, the one that he was a certain devil from the oppo-

site coast, the others that they were devils from certain pro-

vinces of the Island, the names of which they mentioned ; the

fifth and most crafty one said he was Simon Cawi, a ruler in

the time of the Portuguese, who was a very cruel man and

therefore dreaded by the inhabitants even after his death.

The Prince asked him what he intended doing hereafter, to

which he replied, that since the God without name (a term by

which the inhabitants in imitation of the ancient Indians, speak

of their prophet, Buddu, whom according to the Kev. E.

Hornbeek's work, they honor as a deity) was come> they ought

to drown themselves in the sea, which also he enjoined them to

do, saying they should not conceal themselves in any towns or

villages in the jungle. At the conclusion of all this, the cler-

gymen desired them to speak definitely of their religion and

its ceremonies, but to this the Prince objected, saying repeatedly

that these persons did not know the mysteries oftheir religion,

that what they did was more from custom. The resort to this

Prince from the neighbourhood and from afar increased conti-

nually, especially of sick and lame, whom he undertook to cure,

in attestation of which he sent to the clergymen with his ser-

vants two natives, whose eyesight he pretended to have re-

stored, which also the individuals themselves appeared to belie ve;

one of them however subsequently confessed the deception.

As to these cures, he said, he exhorts the patients to pray

to God, promising them his own prayers, and after a few days

they come to him, saying they are cured. His dwelling was

not far from the town in a house of the Company, at Hulsts-
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dorp so called after General Hulst who at the besieging of

Colombo, resided there. In this house he exercised his reli-

gion, and numbers came to him, to the no small injury of

Christianity. But on a representation to the Governor, he was

forbidden, and the visits of the natives were prevented. Then

he again feigned an inclination to Christianity, but shortly

afterwards fled by night, and passing through the King's

territories he was apprehended, and report says, cut to pieces,,

at the king's command, while others still hold out that he lives.'*

In the same letter, from which I have made this long

extract, an extraordinary passage occurs, from which it appears

that in those days the clergy also kept slaves, and that these

were not treated always in the most gentle manner.—" In our

former letter of 26 December, 1675, we mentioned the removal

from Jaffna of the Rev. J. Durenus, caused by an action

brought against him for chastising his slave, whose death it was

alleged was owing to severe punishment. The matter was

referred to the Supreme Government at Batavia, whither he

was sent last year, with all the documents on the subject. We
have since understood that he was restored and stationed at

Ternaten, where after a short continuance, he and most of his

children died."

It has been mentioned that a member of the Politic Coun-

cil had always aseat in the Consistory. A letterfrom Colombo

to Jaffna dated 1683, has the following remarks:—" The atten-

dance of the Honble Commissaris Politic in our Ecclesiastical

Meeting takes place with the best understanding. His seat

is at the end of the table over against our President,, covered

with scarlet broadcloth, and, to prevent mistakes, pen and ink

are placed before him, to note down our conclusions, which in

important cases are dictated to him a verbo ad verbum. He
in his turn, communicates to us in writing, or allows us to
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record the propositions or approvals of His Excellency the

Governor and his Hon'ble Council.
,,

Respecting the Dutch Congregations in the Colombo

district the following statement was given in 1684.—"We
three undersigned ministers serve the Churches of Colombo,

Negombo, Tutucoreen and Calpentyn. The Dutch congre-

gation at Colombo consists of between 140 and 150 members;

26 members have either died or left the place during the last

year. We have here an Ecclesia Ambulatoria, in which

among the Company's servants some depart and others arrive,

as the service of the Company requires them, which is the

case in all India. The Negombo congregation consists of 20

members, Tutucoreen 18, and Calpentyn 8, which latter place

was formerly reckoned under Manaar ; but a few months ago

Government has placed it under Colombo. There is here

(Colombo) preaching thrice a week, and on Thursdays after

Divine Service, a catechizing for the young. Two krankbe-

zoekers are also employed here, the one to read and conduct

singing in the Church, and to offer up the daily evening

prayers at the Governor's house, and the other to perform

similar duties in the hospital. In the Colombo district we

have 25 native schools with 2,508 children ; 9 of these schools

belong to Negombo with 517 children. We have lost by death

this year 3 ministers
; namely, oneatGalle, the other at Matura,

and the third at Jaffna, after a short residence in the Colony.

To fill up their vacancies Trincomalie and Batticaloa had to be

deprivede" The Colombo district had, native christians 24,753,

including 4,033 children ; children baptized from March 1683

to May 1684, 1450 ; adults both men and women who had left

heathenism and embraced Christianity, 140 ;
couples mar-

ried 363. In the Jaffna district, exclusive of Manaar, native

christians 141,456, Besides these there were said to be many
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hundreds professing Roman Catholicism. On native Chris-

tians the following remarks occurs :

—

" The reason why we designate the Native Christians, by

the name of nominal or baptized Christians, is because there

is reason to apprehend that many profess Christianity from

worldly motives, to derive advantages from the Christian

Government, and such like other worldly views, rather than

from sincere love to the truth and the Christian religion and

for their salvation, not unlike those, who, under the first Chris-

tian Emperor when Christanity began to have ascendancy in

the world, forsook heathenism and embraced it. Nevertheless

we believe, and, as far as we can judge from appearances in

the spirit of charity, are assured by the experience of many

years, that among the multitude there are many sincere hearts

who in knowledge, and love of the truth have embraced Chris-

tianity, seeking their salvation solely in the obedience and death

of our Lord Jesus Christ. But at the same time it is unques-

tionable that among us in this Island Native Christianity in

the gross is in a very tender and weak state ; but who will

despise the day of small things ? Baptism we administer with

all caution and circumspection. Against devil-worship and

heathenish superstitions practised in some places the Governor

in Council has issued good orders and placards, whereby as

much as possible such practices are prevented, as also against

the public superstitious practices of popery, to which some are

still strongly attached."

About this time the Batavian Clergy put the question to

their brethren in Ceylon whether the Portuguese language as

a medium for the purposes of religion be necessary and useful.

The latter replied, that as it was a language commonly spoken

in the Island, especially in the Colombo district, its more

general adoption would be productive of great good ; and that
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although in 1668 both the local Civil and Ecclesiastical autho-

rities had resolved that the language should be discouraged in

order to its dying away, and had taken strenuous measures to

that effect, yet that experience had hitherto shewn them the

impracticability. The new Testament in Portuguese had

been published in Holland by order of the Company, several

copies were distributed in Ceylon, and the demand for them

was increasing. But as it was not considered a very good

version, the phraseology being in several places incorrect, it

became a subject of correspondence whether a fresh supply

should be granted, or a revised edition published. The latter

was resolved upon, but in the mean time 50 copies of the old

edition were received from Batavia to be distributed and used

(the incorrect places amended with the pen) with the prospect

of being soon superseded. There was also in circulation a

little Portuguese work against Popery, entitled a Dialogue

between a Pastor and a Farmer, translated from the Dutch,,

and published in Holland in 1682.

In 1685 the number of Clergymen stood thus:—Jaffna 4y

Colombo 3, Galle 2, and Matura L Jaffna was looked upon

as the most important sphere of operation.

An official letterfrom the Consistory to the XVII Repre-

sentatives of the Company in 1689 gives this mention of rural

Churches and Schools.

—

" At the conquest of Colombo by the

Dutch, the King of Kandy removed most of the inhabitants of

the lower provinces to the interior, whereby little opportunity

was afforded in the first years to establish Schools and Churches

among the natives ; so that a commencement was made at the

time here and there only in the maritime parts which were

better inhabited* Subsequently however the people returned

gradually from the mountain districts, and as opportunity

offered, Churches and Schools were located wherever there was
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a prospect of continuance and progress, until their number in

places under the command of this town, has increased to 27,

besides 7 more in and about Negombo, under the supervision

of the clergy of this town (Colombo). The commencement of

this work was feeble and subject to many interruptions, which

have been successively overcome, and we are labouring with

more certainty of good results. According as the experience

of each succeeding day taught us what was requisite for the

continued welfare and greater efficiency of these Churches and

Schools, we made suggestions to the Government, upon which

we have received good orders and regulations from the present

Governor Laurens Pyl. Now nothing more is required than

that these regulations be brought into practice, and maintained,

for the advance or decline of Churches and Schools depend

upon their enforcement or neglect." They thought it unne-

cessary to enter into particulars, as a detailed report had been

called for by the Governor in 1685, to be laid before the Com-

pany. The main object of their present communication was

to complain of recent attempts to overthrow Christianity.

The Portuguese, the late occupants of the country, de-

stroyed the dagobas and heathen edifices, and did not tolerate

the public exercises of devil-worship. The Dutch also issued

in 1682 strict placards against all such ceremonies, and inflicted

heavy penalties ; the Governor judging that as the people were

not as yet free from the leaven of heathenism, and the display

of ceremonies had great influence on the mind, these practices

would be most prejudicial to the incipient state of Native

Christianity. The Roman Catholics on the other hand with

their showy ceremonies had drawn away several weak mem-

bers. After this introduction they proceed to their complaint.

" Heathenism, which for the last years had lost its influ-

ence to a great extent, so that many left it for Christianity,
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has of late begun wonderfully to bestir itself through the agi*

tations of certain ill-disposed persons, who, not content with

their present improved state, have not only by ingratiating

themselves with the new King of Kandy and his courtiers

been seeking to be absolved from the existing orders and regu-

lations respecting schools, but have also effected a demand

from the court of Kandy for the re-erection of dagobas in the

lower provinces, and the restoration ofthe lands, whose revenues

formerly supported the dagobas and their priests, and conse-

quently for the revival of idolatry. If this be conceded, the

orders respecting native Churches and Schools can no more be

enforced, and defectionfrom Christianity will be on the increase."

The Clergy further stated that they had called the atten-

tion of the Local Government to the apprehended evil, from

whom they had received the assurance through their Commis-

sary Politic, that Government would do all in their power to

assist the Clergy in favouring the work of Christianity by

discountenancing idolatry. But it appears that the partial

measures of the civil power did not satisfy the Clergy, as will

appear in the case of the temple of Calany. The secret agent

or instigator in the attempt to restore temples and temple

domains was a certain Moorman in the capacity of Bannaeke

or Sabandeur in the Company's Service, who got his wife's

brother Jasondere Appoohamy to go to the King of Kandy7

and move him to send the embassy to the Dutch Governor.

"With the hope of checking the public exercise of heathen-

ism the Clergy had applied to the Local Government for

permission to convert a certain mandou which stood a short

distance from the foot of the hill of Calany, where the ruins of

an ancient and renounced dagoba existed, into a Christian

School. This project of erecting a building dedicated to the

service of the true God upon the ruins or in the contiguity of
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an idolatrous temple, which was done with success by the first

Christian Emperor who converted the temples of idols into

temples of the true God, the Clergy were of opinion would

operate to diminish the resort of so many people, not only

heathens but nominal Christians, both from the district under

Colombo and from other parts. They allude to their having

in like manner built a School near Negombo on the ruins of a

Roman Catholic Chapel, whereby the numerous pilgrimages

thither of Roman Catholic devotees eventually died away.

But they did not find the same results at Calany ;
though

there was a school, pilgrims became rather more numerous.

They ascribed their failure to the want of an unconditional

interdict from Government. They therefore requested the

XVII Representatives to aid them in the contest between the

kingdom of darkness and of light, that the cause of God might

prevail over the cause of the devil, by enforcing the applica-

tion of the placards of 1682 against the public exercise of

heathen ceremonies to Calany.* For what would the prohibition

in other places avail, if Calany, which was the seat of Bud-

dhism in the Company's territories, and that in the vicinity of

Colombo, were allowed freely to exercise its superstitions,

under the immediate eye, as it were, of Government. Hea-

thenism would continue in full force ; the people would remain

Buddhists ; the weak christians, who were not free from the

seeds of superstitions, would be drawn away ; the clergy would

be in danger of unhallowing the sacrament of baptism, by ad-

ministering it to children of parents who secretly worshipped

images, while there were no means of detecting them ; the

priests would pervade the land, and practice their worship in

defiance of the clergy. The local Government were disinclined

to forbid Calany lest it should displease the Court of Kandy,

and especially a certain ' Ganebandaar, and thus prevent the

establishing of permanent peace with the Singhalese King, or
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at least weaken their treaty with him which was about to be

renewed.

It was therefore the opinion of the Civil power that natives

who professed heathenism should not be forbidden the exercise

of their religion, but only the christians prevented taking a

part therein, and punished when detected. The contra-argu-

ments of the clergy were ; that if Calany was allowed to be

the throne of heathenism the evil would spread, and vain would

be all preventive measures ; that it was impracticable to dis-

cover among the concourse of pilgrims to Calany those who

professed Christianity, that it was impossible to prevent it in

individual cases, unless it was universally prevented in the

Company's territories ; that it was to be questioned whether

the wish to continue Calany originated in the Kandian Court,

and whether its discontinuance would destroy the peace or

weaken the treaty ; that the whole matter was only the pre-

tence of theBandaar,aiid the instigation of the lower-provinces,

and must not these people, as the subjects of the Company, sub-

mit to the laws and commands of their rulers, and have no

intercourse with the upper-provinces ? The clergy declared

that they would not have troubled the XVII Representatives

with this matter were it not for the care and zeal they felt for

the cause of Christianity, which perhaps might be a blind zeal y

but they were not conscious of that
;
they did not wish to be

disturbers of social peace, but as Elijah withstood the prophets

of Baal, so they wished to oppose heathenism through good

and evil report. They would leave the decision with the high

authorities, conscious that in thus coming forward they were

doing their duty. They were confident that heathenism would

diminish if a Christian place of worship were erected next to

the temple, that Cod might speak there as well as the devil

;

so would truth begin to triumph, as the presence of the ark in

his own temple caused dagon to fall.
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This year was remarkable for the projection of the-

Singhalese Seminary, for the benefit of Colombo, Galle and

Matura. The Government submitted the consideration of it

to the Colombo consistory; each member gave in writing his

opinion as to the most practicable plan, after which a meeting

was held and their proceedings were forwarded to the East

India Company. But a delay of two or three years occurred

before the plan was brought to maturity. In consideration of

increased labours and extended plans of usefulness, suggestions

were also submitted to Government for augmenting the number

of Ministers. The Eev. Mr. Eoman was asked in the meeting

whether he intended remaining in India, he answered that his

time of life did not permit him to study the native languages,

he saw some likelihood of acquiring the Portuguese, but he

would prefer a station where he would not be called on to take

charge of native schools and congregations. Here was no such

station in Ceylon, and it was recommended to Government that

he should exchange with Mr. Clement at Negapatam, who was

a young man and inclined to remain a long time in India, and

likely to prove a valuable instrument in the work of native

Christianity. The arrangement was sanctioned. The consis-

tory further requested Mr. Spegt, whose term of service was

expired, to continue longer in the Colony in the present emer-

gency, on account of his local experience. He thanked his

brethren for their estimation of his services, but regretted that

circumstances placed it out of his power to give a decided

answer.

There was a concern for the welfare of native Christianity;

the number of Ministers able to take charge of the rural

Churches and schools was small; the stations required to be

frequently inspected; they used to be visited every five weeks,

it should never be less than once a quarter, in order that the
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interest might be kept up, which could be done in no other

way than by frequent and continued inspection and visitation,

especially at a time when so many means were employed to

revive heathenism; and the classes held out little prospect of

procuring men of sufficient suitability for Colonial Churches,

especially as the political state of Holland operated unfavoura-

bly on the number of theological students at the universities.

At Jaffna in 1691 fresh schemes were contemplated for

the better propagation of the Christian religion. H. A. Van
Rhede of Drakenstein Lord of Meydreght, Commissary Gene-

ral, when on his visit through the Jaffna provinces, finding by

observation that among the natives " many were imbued with

the blind superstition of popery through the emissaries of

Portuguese priests from the Coast of Coromandel; while

others had little true conception of the reformed religion not-

withstanding that its fundamental truths had for a series of

years been inculcated at the native Churches and in their own

tongue," projected the establishing of a seminary at Jaffna, to

prepare natives by means of the Dutch language, for the work

of teaching their countrymen. It was observed that this was

the practice pursued by the Roman Catholics. Native agency

was found the more necessary, as few Europeans were suffi-

ciently familiar with the language effectually to communicate

with the people. With the exception of Mr. De Mey, who

was born and had spent his childhood in India, and for that

reason supposed to have been gifted with facilities above his

brethren in the ministry, for acquiring a thorough intimacy

with the Tamil language, and who was made Rector of the

Tamil seminary at Jaffna, none had as yet been able freely to

preach in that language. Mr. J. D. Yoogt who had arrived

in 1669 could read and write well, and was busy composing a

Tamil Grammar. The frequent changes in the location of the
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clergy from settlement to settlement, and unexpected deaths

had been a great draw-back. They were however busily pre-

paring the way for their successors, by compiling dictionaries

and grammars. They had succeeded in making a Tamil and

Dutch, a Portuguese and Singhalese, and a Singhalese and

Dutch dictionary; and also translated into Tamil the 1st Epistle

of Peter.

They state that they laboured under the difficulty of

finding suitable words in the native languages to convey just

ideas of gospel truths. Instructions were sent from Holland

" that a few native children in their tender years should be

taken under the care and tuition of the clergy, to be brought

up from their childhood in the knowledge of Christianity and

afterwards to be fitted for the work of preachers." This year

two new clergymen arrived from Holland, but one of them,

Livius, a young man, met with a watery grave in the Colombo

roads, four days after his landing, while fetching his luggage

from the ship. His death was deeply regretted as he was re-

ported very promising, full of zeal and application.

In 1692 the East India Company replied favourably on

the Calany question ; that they would not allow heathen prac-

tices in the neighbourhood of their chief town, upon which the

clergy opened an establishment there and ordered the priests

to remove. The classis of Walcheren writing generally on the

influence of heathenism, asked the clergy to communicate in

their next letter a few prudent rules or measures that might

be applied to prevent the evil, as suggestions to the XVII
Representatives. It appears all along that the clergy had a

great idea of the interposition of the civil arm to put down

both buddhism and popery.

In connection with the Calany question, the following

paragraph occurs in the Annual Ecclesiastical Report, which
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though containing perhaps nothing new, will shew the amount

of knowledge of buddhism then in possession. " At the hill

there are still a few insignificant remains of one of the most

renowned and frequented dagobas in the Island, to the honor of

Buddah, named Goutama, the God of this world, whom they

call Callijoegoe and reckon, the fourth. Of his doctrine and

religion, though much pains have been taken, we cannot ob-

tain certain and satisfactory information. The possessors of

their religious works have refused them to us, fearing that we
shall ridicule or unhallow them, and the nominal christians are

apprehensive lest we should discover that under the name of

Christians they are still in heart buddhists. In the voyage of

the French Ambassador to Siam in 1685 mention is made of

the Siamese diety, Somonokkodon, This is the same whom
they here call Buddah. The description given in that work

of the deeds of the former agrees in a great measure with that

given in the Singhalese books of Buddah, from whose death

they calculate 2,232 years. They say that Buddah departed

to Pegu or Tanasserim, near Siam. The priests of Buddah,

called Sangataans, wear the same costume as the TaJa-

poins of Siam. The chief priest here used to acknowledge the

chief priest of that country as his superior, from whom he re-

ceived his instructions. A few years ago the King of Kandy

applied to his Excellency the Governor for a ship to convey

some of his priests to Tanasserim. The chronicle of their

Kings and first settlers in the Island states that they arrived

here under the command of the son of a powerful monarch of

Siam, and exercised the religion of that country, which was

the first religion established in Ceylon, But this prince and

his 700 followers not having with them wives, but obtained

them from the opposite coast, the religion of the continent

became propagated by the connection, as also by the immigra-
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tion of the coast people. To this circumstance is attributed

the equal prevalence of the Tamil and Singhalese languages,

and the increasing introduction of words from the former into

the latter."

It was remarked about this time that Roman Catholic

writers speaking in their works of the manner in which the

priests, and especially the jesuits introduced and propagated

their doctrine in India, and particularly in Ceylon, say, that

their Missionaries represented themselves to the native chiefs

as persons learned in astronomy, mathematics, and natural

philosophy, and shewed, in order to make the better impres-

sion, some instruments or machines ; that they began with

giving instruction in the arts and sciences, infusing at the

same time, but imperceptibly, their religious tenets ; and that

they thus gained the confidence of the people, and secured the

good will of the learned in the land. The clergy of the Dutch

Church in Ceylon wished to profit from this plan. They

observed that the more civilized portion of the inhabitants set

a high value on natural philosophy ; that they were fond of

astrology, supposing their daily actions and pursuits to be re-

gulated by the influence of good and evil planets, being in the

habit of consulting their astrologers as to the planets under

which their children were born, to hear their fate foretold.

The classes were therefore recommended in their selection of

ministers for Ceylon to give the preference to such as were

proficient in the sciences ; not only that their knowledge may
gain them the esteem of the natives, but also to instruct the

students of the seminary on the same subjects, and thus assist

to rectify the prevailing erroneous notions of the native of the

heavenly bodies and of the solar system, and in that manner

also to lead the people up to the knowledge of the only true

Creator of heaven and earth.
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The Rev, Simon Cat was day and night employed in

Singhalese ; he had translated part of the gospel of Mathew;

and was now making preparations for the seminary ; his Sin-

ghalese dictionary was completed, but his age being more than

60 years, prevented his going on so successfully as to meet the

demand. A Tamil version was completed of the Epistle of

James ; and of the Acts up to the 14th chapter.

In 1693 three ministers arrived, of whom one devoted

himself to the seminary, and the others went to live in the

country for the sake of greater facility in acquiring Singhalese.

One was removed from Jaffna to Tranquebar, another from

Cochin to Colombo. In 1695 Marinus Mazius, an eminently

useful man, had reached his 80th year, and was allowed to

retire from service, but continued to attend the consistory

meeting and assist his brethren with his experience of Indian

Churches. The Rev. Mr. Ruel was preaching in Portuguese

and also attending to the Singhalese language ; in which he

was able to read and write. In order to make better progress

he took up his residence afterwards at Morottoo ; it being so

arranged that his share of pastoral duties in Dutch should be

divided among the Colombo ministers, who in turn were re-

lieved of the inspection of schools and native congregations by

his taking that department entirely upon himself.

In a communication to the classis of North Holland, in

1695, a passage occurs which is worthy of insertion. "And
now to say something more of the difficulties which you see in

raising local ministers, we do not know why the Indian

Churches should not, with the sanction of Government, and

no other impediments presenting themselves, raise persons out

of the seminary, of sufficient ability, and of irreproachable life

as proponents or even ministers, who could with more/suc-

cess and effect preach in their own tongue the wonderful works
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of God and Christ crucified. None of our brethren but Mr.

A." De Mey have hitherto preached in Tamil with much

benefit.

We make this suggestion because the Churches in this

and other Colonies are not entirely dependent on the Father-

land Church, as the celebrated Geisbertus Voetsius Professor

of Theology has amply pointed out in his Politia Theologia, page

103, &c, in his reply to the question : whether the Netherland

Churches, because they first planted the Indian Churches,

have an abiding power to select ministers, and supply the

Churches which have already sprung irp and to govern them

with absolute authority, as if these were destitute of all power

or right in this respect, and remained subject to and dependent

upon the Church of Netherland ? The celebrated writer in

favour of the Colonial Churches adduces his arguments from

Scripture, from the primitive gentile churches planted by be-

lievers from India, and from the principles of the Reformation.

We know also that it has been practiced by the English

in New England, where various Churches exist, in which na-

tives have been admitted to the ministry, as appears in a letter

from Boston by the Rev. Crescent Mather to Mr. J. Leusden,

Professor in Oriental languages at Utrecht. After speaking

of the pious zeal of Rev. J. Elliot, who after acquiring the

native languages translated the whole Bible, and planted a

Church consisting of converted Indians, Mr. Mather states,

the pastor in charge thereof is by birth a native, named Daniel

;

besides which, he says, there are several others whose pastors

are all Americans. Of these Churches he enumerates 24.

Even the Churches in the Fatherland are not foreign to this

plan, for they judge that theological seminaries ought to be

established, as appears from the opinion given by the theolo-

gical professors of Leylen in 1622; but especially from article

Q
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17 of the Synod of South-Holland, held at Goudain 1620, who

approved of and commended it as an edifying Christian work

for the salvation of many blind heathens. Since then it has

been adopted by the English in America; and the Fatherland

Churches have for years spoken in a tone of high approbation

that in these regions also a Seminary be established for native

youths, to prepare proponents and ministers for the extension

of the true reformed Christian religion; we neither suppose

nor expect (no other difficulties presenting themselves in this

respect) that the Fatherland Churches will now raise any ob-

jection or opposition.''

In 1696 the consistory of Galle consulted them of Colombo

about the reception of slaves as communicants, and whether

previous information should be given to Government. The re-

ply was that although caution was necessary, yet when it had

been ascertained that no objection existed as to the amount of

religious knowledge and as to moral conduct, they should

be admitted ; that it had been the constant practice to recognize

as Church members the slaves who came over from Batavia

with certificates ; and that as this was a matter purely Eccle-

siastical there was no necessity of a reference to Government.

The origin of these inquiries was not so much the novelty of

the case, but an unpleasant dispute in the Church of Galle

between certain of the congregation and the members of the

consistory themselves, about the admission of a slave girl who

came with her mistress from Matura. One of the clergymen

refused to admit her, though she was furnished with a good

testimony from the Matura Church, on the ground of ill-con-

duct which he refused to specify or substantiate. The con-

tention was protracted, led to unwarrantable proceedings in

the meeting, and terminated in the removal by Government of

the ministers to other stations.
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In a letter to the XYII Representatives, dated 1697, we

have the following account of translations. " Since it has

pleased God to bring this Island under your Government we

have endeavoured with all zeal to apply every possible means

to propagate Christianity among the natives, establishing

schools in all places, and composing for their instruction ques-

tions and answers on the fundamentals of Christianity, trans-

lated first into Portuguese and afterwards into Tamil, for the

Jaffna congregations, and subsequently into Singhalese. But

as none of the ministers were found with competent knowledge

of this language, and the work was done by certain natives

acquainted with the Portuguese and Singhalese languages, it

appeared that the version was imperfect, several passages of

which not conveying the meaning properly. We were how-

ever obliged to help ourselves with it until the year 1696,

when under the supervision of the Rev. Simon Cat a revised

version appeared, which is now by order of the Government

introduced into all the schools. We have faithfully communi-

cated this circumstance, that your Lordships may perceive

whence it is the inhabitants have, generally speaking, made so

little progress in Christianity. Indeed all the labour and pains

bestowed by constant visitations will produce little fruit so long

as the means of instruction remain defective. Because there

has not been one of the clergy sufficiently advanced in Sin-

ghalese, little instruction could, comparatively speaking, be

communicated.

The Rev, J. Ruel has by the grace of God succeeded so

far as to preach his first Singhalese sermon on the 14th of

October 1696. Being better able to judge of the correctness

of existing versions, he has introduced several idiomatic im-

provements. If now we were supplied with two or three

young ministers, inclined to master the language,, then under
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divine blessing, might we expect to see some real good done

among this people. It is true that with respect to members

we are well supplied, especially at Colombo, but with respect

to the nature of the work to be done, ministers are not many.

M. Masius has retired on account of age and infirmity ; Simon

Cat, a man of 72 years and infirm in body, has ceased to preach,

but is going on with his Singhalese and Tamil dictionaries,

and other books, for the Seminary. Ruel also has been allowed

to discontinue public preaching on account of his other en-

gagements. The Rev. Mr. Specht is now 50 years of age

;

and his indisposition has increased to such a degree as to con-

fine him to his bed, so that but two remain capable of preach-

ing, Yander Bank and Meerland, the latter about 55 years of

age, infirm, and not likely to continue long ; and the former

is entirely prevented by his heavy duties from applying him-

self to Singhalese. If it should please the Almighty to

remove by death S. Cat and J. Ruel, no one would be left to

do anything for the good of native Christianity."

In the next year two died at Colombo ; one sent out from

Holland died on the voyage. Two were about to leave the

Colony, so that there remained in all but five, which called

forth an urgent request for more ministers. This year an

angry letter was received from the Batavian consistory about

two ministers who had arrived there from Jaffna without the

necessary testimonials. It appears that they departed on ac-

count of a certain misunderstanding which had arisen at Jaffna

and had rendered their ministration less acceptable to the

people. The Colombo consistory, with the co-operation of

Government, had forbidden the Jaffna Church to grant the

document,, which the Batavian people considered an unjusti-

fiable interference with the liberty of individual Churches and

congregations ; and an injury to the said ministers, not only
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because it deprived them of a fresh employment, but because

both they and their wives were furnished by the Jaffna con-

gregation with attestations of membership, which was sufficient

proof that no objection had been made to their life and Chris-

tian conversation. The classes on being informed of the

matter upheld the Colombo consistory. A few years previous

to this there was also at Trincomalie an unpleasant occurrence

which brought forth a lengthy correspondence. A deacon was

excommunicated after repeated admonitions on the charge of

intemperance and domestic disturbances. The aggrieved party

would not submit to the censure, and brought the case before

the Magistrate. The Trincomalie consistory were thought to

have committed themselves by giving reasons for their step to

the Magistrate, who, after all, acknowledged that he could not

entertain the case, which was of an Ecclesiastical nature.

In a letter of the classis in 1700 a few remarks are made

which would indicate that notwithstanding their pious and

zealous efforts to establish religion both in Ceylon and in the

Colonies, abuses existed among the Dutch which could not

but have a contrary effect. " But, worthy Sirs and Brethren

we cannot omit giving utterance to our anxious thoughts on

the state of Indian Churches, both with respect to heathens

who embrace the Christian faith, as also with respect to Euro-

peans, on account of the following circumstances which have

reached our ears, and we believe on good authority.

1st—Respecting the natives, that in some places attempts

are made by improper and unallowable means to coerce them to

the reception of Christianity, that is, of baptism ; that they

who are not baptized are declared to have forfeited a third of

their property ; and that fines are imposed on those baptized

who do not come to Church, nor send their children to school.

2ndly—Touching Europeans, first, that in all Psalm books
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used by the Company, the words, " all perjured persons" are

left out of the form for the administration of the Lord's Supper,

from whence it would appear either that they could not ob-

serve their oath in the manner in which it was taken from

them, or that they did not consider perjury to be a sin.

3rdly,—That attempts are made to dispense with preach-

ing on the Lord's day, and that while on occasions of the

departure of the fleet to the Fatherland the prescribed day of

fasting and prayer is observed for their safe arrival, the ships

weigh anchor either before or during the religious service on

shore, whereby no opportunity is offered to the mariners, for

whom indeed the prayers are offered, to take a part therein.

4thly—That hardly a month passes but illegitimate chil-

dren of Europeans are brought for baptism, while sailors,

soldiers, quartermasters and corporals are forbidden to contract

marriages ; so that when they are reprimanded the reply im-

mediately is, ' marriage is forbidden, allow us then to marry.'

Rev. Sirs and Brethren, we would not judge rashly, as if

all these things are so, for we hope and wish the contrary, but

still, in allusion to the natives, we are of opinion that such is

not the way to advance the Kingdom of Christ; our weapons

for the casting down of Satan's kingdom among them must not

be carnal but spiritual. If we would bring the heathen to

God's holy hill, the glory of the Lord must be proclaimed to

them by the gospel. The truth of the gospel is the sceptre

with which Jesus reigns in the midst of his enemies. No com-

pulsion on the mind of a heathen to forsake his error and to

believe in Christ can avail; penalties, force, and suchlike will

effect nothing. Do any in consequence of these means adopt

Christianity, they are and remain nevertheless the enemies of

Christ, his cross and his truth, they submit to him but in ap-

pearance. You know how cautiously the Jewish Church acted
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with their proselytes, as also the primitive Christians when

they admitted any out of heathenism as members of Christ's

Church. That laudable example ought the overseers of Christ

still to follow. As to our remark about Europeans : you know

how heinous the sin of perjury is, and how severely it was

punished even among pagans, as appears from the writings of

Plato, Plutarch, Sophocles, &c, who said that even the posterity

of perjurers were visited with the sins of their fathers. And
what is more proper than that they, for whose prosperous

voyage a day of prayer is solemnly set apart, should also join

and pray for themselves. And what offence fornication among

Christians must cause to heathens you can yourselves judge.

How desirable therefore that all we have mentioned be removed

and reformed. To that end we shall do our best, and recom-

mend you to guard with all vigilance against these offences

;

and is your labour in vain, you have the inward satisfaction

of having done your sacred duty."

In reply to the application for more ministers, the classis

replied, that their delegate had appeared before the Council of

XVII. and forcibly represented the likelihood of the Island

becoming destitute of ministers by the occurrence of the least

inconvenience ; that there was a time when the Island had 14

or 15, and that there were now but 4 capable of doing duty,

of whom Agotha, at Galle was far advanced in life
; Doude,

at Jaffna not yet restored to health ; and that since the last 18

months they had been deprived of 5 ministers. The arrange-

ment was then made that one or two who could be spared in

Java and Malacca should proceed to Ceylon. A selection of

six was also made, four for Java and its dependencies, one for

Ceylon, and one for the Cape, the latter being required to

preach in French as well as in Dutch for the benefit of the

French refugees settled at the Cape.
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The Rev. Mr. Cronenburgh, who had returned to Holland,

applied to the Company to allow a certain Singhalese youth

in Ceylon, who had given much satisfaction when under his

tuition, to come over to Holland to be prepared for the ministry.

The Company disapproved of it, thinking that if he was pro-

mising he could be employed on the spot, if not as proponent,

as catechist; stating that a similar trial had been made of one

from Batavia, who did not answer their expectations, but

proved more unserviceable. As successor to Mr. Ruel, who

was the greatest Singhalese scholar in Ceylon at the time, the

classis had engaged Mr, Riemersma, who expressed his willing-

ness not only to go out to Ceylon, but to take upon himself

exclusively the Singhalese department.

In 1700 there were in the Colombo district 39 native

Churches and schools, Galle and Matura 31, Jaffna, Trincom-

alie and Batticaloa 38. For want of better supervision, which

was owing to the small number of ministers, the Singhalese

congregations were in a poor state; in the Colombo district

things were more satisfactory ; several of the inhabitants could

give an account of the hope that was in them, and 90 additional

communicants were received in that year. Several little

religious works were translated into Singhalese. The reports

and correspondence for 20 successive years contain little that

is remarkable. The great want of additional ministers was

the reigning topic, which continued till 1718, when five were

sent out at once, of whom two were for Jaffna and two for

Galle. About this time, when the seminary began to supply

Singhalese and Malabar young men, native proponents began

to be employed. At Jaffna there were two Malabar, and at

Galle two Singhalese proponents.

In 1711 the Rev. Mr. Conyn submitted to the Governor

his new translation of Matthew, Mark and Luke. The version
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was Carefully examined with the help of the Interpreters of

Government, and pronounced good.

In 1720 the Dutch congregation at Colombo had 175

Communicants, at Negombo, Caltura and Hangwelle together,

269, Jaffna 123, Manaar 30, Trincomalie 35, Batticaloa 31,

Galle 90, and Matura 21. Two krankbezoekers were sent out

from Holland. The Leper Hospital near Colombo began from

this time to be visited quarterly by a minister, accompanied

by an elder, and the Lord's Supper was administered to the

patients who were members. Negombo was supplied with a

resident minister. Mr. Cramer, who had come out in the ca-

pacity of proponent, and had been applying himself for several

years to the Tamil language at Jaffna, as also assisting the

other clergy occasionally by preaching, was ordained and sta-

tioned at Negombo, where he was very acceptable both to the

European and Native congregations in and about that town.

Heathenism and popery had prevailed there, but now the pure

doctrine of the gospel was confessed, and 180 natives, both

Tamils and Singhalese, were stated communicants. Cotta was

one of the most flourishing native congregations, having 196

Church members with an increase in the year 1723 of 26. The

favourable report given of these christians by the clergy excited

the interest of the Governor, who directed that a handsome

Church be built at Cotta. Respecting the religious knowledge

of adults among the Singhalese about Colombo the following

remarks are made in the report of 1724. "It is hardly pro-

bable that the amount of knowledge in those who have just

emerged from the darkness of heathenism to the light of the

gospel can be so great as with those who from their birth, and

as it were by inheritance* are blessed with the means of grace,

which are very scanty among this people. It is also true, that

though they bear the name of Christian, yet many are found

H
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with little knowledge and love of our religion, which is no

wonder, when we consider their natural and innate love of their

own religion or rather idolatry. Although the means employ-

ed for their benefit are few, we must still declare that our

efforts have not been in vain; we have with pleasure observed

with how much purity in many places divine truths and the

articles of our faith are confessed by converts from heathenism

;

and although there is much ignorance among the generality,

yet it is delightful to notice their deep silence and serious at-

tention during the explanation of gospel truths, which manifests

their willingness to learn, and their reverence for God's word,

and which to us is an earnest of better days. We hope that

our admirable catechism, of Heidelberg, in the translation of

which Mr. Conyn is busily engaged, will, under divine blessing,

be most successfully introduced." As a proof of their attach-

ment to heathenism, the report mentions, the great number of

devil's trees, which I suppose are the sacred trees of Buddhu,

and recommends that they be eradicated by order of Govern-

ment. The clergy say they do not fail earnestly to exhort and

warn the people against such idolatrous practices. The clergy

of Galle, writing to them of Colombo, state their discourage-

ments, the people being hostile to Christianity and wedded to

heathenism.

The Colombo consistory express their surprise at this

gloomy representation, as it did not agree with the satisfaction

expressed in the communication of the previous year on the

state of native congregations, the progress of schools, and the

good discipline and religious instruction ofthe masters. " Could

they have retrogaded so suddenly? (they inquire). We can-

not understand it; since you are so zealous in kindling every

where the true light and in advancing the good cause; for

which reason we would regret the more if the people were gone
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backward. But we would hope the best, and, without detract-

ing from the well-merited praise of yourselves and your pre-

decessors, we would rather believe, that possibly, from want of

sufficient experience of the character of the people, expressions

have proceeded from your pen, which set forth their declension

in a rather magnified form. It has long been found that they

are a people who have almost no knowledge of their heathenish

religion, not a single tenet of which they are able to state

;

knowing nothing more than that there are good and evil hours

to men, ascertained from certain prognostications, that the

heavenly bodies are the guardians of human life, which how-

ever they cannot in the least explain or account for, (supersti-

tions from which even many European protestants are not

free). Exorcism, transmigration of souls into certain animals,

distinctions of caste (if indeed this be a part of their religion)

are matters, from which, as experience teaches, they are easily

recovered by means of good instruction and even led to regard

them as ridiculous deceptions. We should also be cautious

lest we designate some as attached to heathenism, who may

not in reality be so, or of whom it cannot be asserted on good

authority ; for remember that not all the inhabitants of the

Galle district belong to the schools ; the majority are profes-

sed heathens ; that these publicly practice their superstitions

is obvious, but we should carefulty distinguish such as attend

our schools and churches, though it may be that some of the

former class creep in."

In 1724 a Resolution of the Politic Council proposed that

since the vigorous prosecution of the translation of the Scrip-

tures into Singhalese was highly desirable, the Rev. Mr. Conyn

who had already translated the three gospels, should proceed

with the rest of the New Testament, and that he be assisted

by the Rev, Wetzelius, who had applied himself with success
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to that language, and had translated D'Outrein's sketch of

religion ; and that these two be relieved of their ministerial

duties in Dutch, by the other clergy, in order that more leisure

be given for their Singhalese studies. The proposal was gladly

accepted. Mr. Wetzelius was highly spoken of for his attain^

ments; he preached in Singhalese also with great success to a

concourse ofnatives. The Kegombo proponent, having proved

a disgrace to his calling, was dismissed, but the two who had

been lately promoted from the seminary were conducting them-

selves well, and appeared useful. Frequent complaints were

made about two Jaffna proponents.

In 1729 the Dutch congregation was represented to be in

a flourishing state, under the figure of a vine, which can indeed

bear good grapes, though the number be not great, nor all

come to perfection, nor be so apparent to spectators ; but the

husbandman can satisfy himself that the vine has not been

neglected, and that the fruit though not abundant is of a good

quality. A great drawback to the Dutch congregation was

that its members, being mostly Company's servants, were not

permanent, but had continually to remove from one station to

another. But the next year it was remarked that they could

be more exemplary. The state of native Christians was said

this year, to be melancholy, heathenism had revived among

nominal Christians
; temples and sanctuaries for images ex-,

ceeded in number the Churches and schools, which latter had

often to be closed on account of priests who had settled almost

in every village, to destroy what had been built up with much

care, and who were more esteemed than the clergyman. In

the Colombo district however things were not so bad ; there

was no public manifestation of heathenism ; while many were

found at the annual visitation to possess a decent amount of

knowledge, and an eagerness to learn, which was encourag-

ing and hopeful.
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In 1730 there were at Colombo, ministers 5, native pro-

ponents 2, krankbezoekers 3, one at Hangwelle, one at

Negombo and one at ( altura. Dutch congregation at Co-

lombo 405 members, in the Leper Hospital 15, at Calpentyn

15, at Negombo 21, Singhalese congregation at Cotta 316

members, at Negombo 130. Baptized persons in the Colombo

district 40,621. At Jaffna, ministers 3, native proponents 2.

Dutch congregation 190 members, at Manaar 33, Trincomalie

49, Batticaloa 36. Baptized natives in the Jaffna district

169,256, of whom 26 were Church members; at Galle, minis-

ters 2, Dutch congregation 109 members, Matura 26, natives

professing the Christian religion 78,691. The indifference of

the Singhalese in this district arose to open acts of opposi-

tion against education and religion, which was complained of

to the Governor, who promised to make inquires. The Galle

consistory consulted the Colombo consistory, how they were to

act in cases of baptism ; for since idolatry was becoming more

prevalent, how could they recognize persons who practised

idolatry. The opinion of the Colombo Consistory was, that

when it could be proved and ascertained that parents were

secretly attached to idolatry, they ought to be refused, that

otherwise it would be well to call the parents, examine and

question them on their motives for desiring baptism to their

children, and that if their answers manifested a decided at-

tachment to the Christian religion, they could not be refused,

otherwise the minister would be going beyond what he was

able to ascertain.

That this suggestion was adopted appears from their own

statement. " The Rev. J. W. Marinus, in his annual visita-

tion of the Galle and Matura Churches, demanded of those

who came to be married, and to have their children baptized,

whether they were more inclined to heathenism than to
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Christianity, and then whether they were disposed with their own

mouth to mention the principal tenets of their idolatry or super-

stition, which were specifiedtothem,and to declare, as each tenet

was successively set before them, that they abominated it as

an impious work. These interrogations gave occasion to the

rejection of several, which also might well have been done to

those who replied to the questions laughing and jesting : but

the reverend gentleman observed moderation, being unwilling

to take upon himself the responsibility of the great revolution

in practice which would proceed from the strict introduction

of this new method, and judging it sufficient for the present

to expel as an example to the rest the hardened despisers of

religion, who refused to abandon their superstitions. But

inasmuch as we experience from time to time the wretched

state of the native Churches, through their obstinate refusal to

destroy the places of heathen worship, notwithstanding the

stringent placards, we find ourselves in a dilemma. For were

we to refuse those whom we judge incompetent, the number of

baptized persons would become very small, the generality not

concerning themselves much about it, the evil consequences

of which would become still greater: while on the other hand

our consciences will not allow us to baptize indiscriminately.

"We are therefore in great perplexity and beg your advice and

assistance. In order to shew the melancholy state of things,

we must refer to a commission lately executed by J. W.
Marinus and two scholarchs, to revise and adjust the thombos

throughout the district, with the view of preventing heathens

by means of false witnesses to have their names registered as

already baptized. Since the year 1721 there have always

been applicants for having their names inscribed in the thom-

bos as baptized, when they are about to get married, and as

there was no end of such suspicious applicants, it was dis-
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covered after careful inquiry, that uubaptized persons came

forward with false witnesses. In 1728 a commencement was

made to redress this matter, which has been so far improved

that a confrontation took place at every school between the

villagers and those who were recorded in the thombos, whereby

we found a certain number who pretended to have been bap-

tized. In order to hear and examine such the above commis-

sion was directed to go the round of all the schools. It was

then found, on the confession of the natives themselves, that

incest and much illegal intercourse existed. They mar-

ried first after their heathenish rites, and after begetting

children, used to have their banns published in the Church and

their marriage solemnized. Great is the number of suspicious

characters, who will not name their husbands, but cohabit

within the ties of consanguinity, and indeed with castes with

whom they do not acknowledge matrimonial connection. When
a man dies his widow lives with her late husband's brother,

and when she has obtained children by him, she, (or one of her

friends), calls them adopted children, in order that these, when

grown up, may marry her legitimate children. They have

purposely left children unbaptized, as we understand, with

the view of being able to betroth them to heathens, which has

been verified by the commission. There are also a great many
who have given their names with witnesses as baptized ; of

these a few have proved their baptism, the rest having alleged

falsehoods. Since this investigation, whereby the thombos

have been rectified, none are enrolled as baptized who merely

bring forward their witnesses to attest it, while we take care

that they who are baptized are also duly registered. The com-

missioners were two whole months in the country, taking

evidence daily from one school station to another ; so that their

report was a very copious document."
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The obstacles to the success of Christianity according tcf

this Galle report, were 1st.—The evil example of native chiefs

who were incorrigible buddhists. To gratify their prejudice

to caste and their pride of birth, they wanted a separate place

of worship to themselves ; their wives consequently never came

to Church, nor their children to school. Notwithstanding the

existing orders they allowed the places of worship to fall into

decay, whilst they could build for themselves spacious dwell-

ings, like palaces. 2nd.—The public prevalence of idolatry^

and the secret adherence to it, under the cloak of Christianity.

In 1730 and 1731 Marinus and Weyman were in danger of

losing their lives while on duty in the country. From their

birth to their death the Singhalese are said to be buddhists in

heart. When a child is born they consult astrologers. Is it

sick, they tie charms to its neck, hands and feet. Does it eat

rice for the first time, a heathen name is given it, letting go

the name given at baptism. Would they undertake any work
?

they must needs first ascertain the lucky day, the propitious-

hour. Are they sick, or in adversity, devil ceremonies are

performed. Do they marry, it must be in a good hour, accom-

panied with all manner of superstitions. Do they die, their

graves are ornamented with white leaves and cocoanuts as

food for the deceased ; for which purpose also they bring, a few

days after the burial, rice and other victuals to the grave.

They take offerings to Kattergam, in the King's territories,-

or they give them to the itinerant servants of dagobas. They

honor a certain tree of buddhu, with flowers, lamps, rice, &c.

The highest benediction they can pronounce \&,—May you

become a buddhu. They worship him at places where his

image, made of clay, is erected, or where they say his bones

are buried. 3rd.—They apathy of the Singhalese, and the

indolence of the proponents. 4th.—The non-observance of
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the salutary placards issued by Government, 5th.—The in*

efficiency and unfaithfulness of school-masters and other

servants : but on the other hand, as they were not paid for

teaching adults, reading sermons and going about to the people,

they were irregular herein, and their poverty obliged them

to seek some work out of school hours, to get money. The

recommendation for a fixed pay was favourably received by

Government. 6th.—The offensive lives of many Europeans,

and not to mention other instances, concubinage, not only

among sailors and soldiers who may not marry, but also among

those who may, even persons of rank &nd standing, which

could not but create resentment on the part of the natives,

who on being convicted of like offence must either pay a

penalty or go to hard labour.

The Galle consistory complained that owing to the non«

existence in Ceylon of an Ecclesiastical ccetus or presbytery

invested with power to excommunicate and entertain important

cases occurring in the respective Churches, they stood too

much sub-regimine mundano, which impeded them in the full

exercise of Church discipline towards persons high in rank

and office ; an instance of which, relating to their designed

Governor Von Donberg, they submitted to the classis in Hol-

land with all the papers relating thereto. They complained

further of great apathy in religion among Europeans, whose

laxity also of conduct had obliged them to debar some from

the Lord's table. The Colombo consistory likewise regretted

the backwardness of their congregation in attending divine

service, except on feast days. A worldly spirit possessed

many. The clergy admonished and warned sometimes power-

fully, at other times gently and in love, but often without

success. They found their work hard, and sighed unto the

Lord that piety might shine forth in the conduct of the inha-
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bitants. In this year, of the 42,129 professed native Christians

in Colombo district 988 Were members ; of 171,189 in Jaffna

18, and of 81,266 in Galle district only 6 were members.

In 1734, Roman Catholicism was getting a footing in

Galle, which suggested the strict execution of the Govern-

ment placards against popery. During the country visitation

the minister destroyed seven places of heathen offering, without

hinderance or molestation, which led to the inference that

Government might easily if they would, crush idolatry alto-

gether. The classes of Delft, Delfsland and Schieland, as

also that of Walcheren in their reply of 1733, regretted that

of the vast number baptized, so few were real professors, call-

ing them Christianos sine Christo? and desired to know the

reason or cause why the numbers of these two classes were so

disproportionate ; whether their profession of Christianity was

by birth, or by transition from idolatry, and what were the

most effectual means of uprooting the evil. The Colombo

consistory replied, that as far as concerned their own district,

they had not so much cause of complaint about the prevalence

of temples, priests and superstitious practices, though it was

true such practices existed in secret ; that they had 988 native

communicants, which number would be greater if the means

of grace were more copiously afforded ; that there were but

two places, namely Negombo and Cotta, in which the Sacra-

ments were administered quarterly in Singhalese and Malabar,

so that several members had to travel twenty or thirty miles

to attend on these occasions ; that the natives had to serve the

Company, and burdens to bear, which precluded the opportu-

nity of receiving regular instruction ; that the headmen were

great obstacles to the moral improvement of the people. The

other reasons which they specify have already been mentioned.

About this time the subject of " the separation or com-
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bination of the two Scraments," as it was termed, was seriously

discussed in the Synod of Holland ; and the opinion of the

clergy in the different colonies was requested. The subject

regarded converts from heathenism to Christianity, whether

adult candidates for baptism should not invariably be required

to observe the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper also, and

simultaneously, and whether the observance of the latter should

not be the condition of receiving the former. The question

arose from the discrepancy between the many baptized and

the few who communicated; and the object was to introduce

some uniformity of practice in the Colonies. The Ceylon

clergy thought, as far as this Colony was concerned, an un-

qualified union impracticable ; that it would occasion the

overthrow of all that had hitherto been done for the advance-

ment of native Christianity ; that if they rejected adult

candidates for baptism unless they partook also immediately

of the Lord's Supper, these persons would invariably apply

to the itinerant, so called Roman Catholic priests, who were

to be found in every village, baptizing indiscriminately all

who would consent
;
whereby a wide door would be opened to

popery; and the clergy be subjected to great difficulties

whenever children were brought to them for baptism by

parents who made the application on the ground of their

own baptism by a Romish priest, but which they could not

verify, not being furnished with certificates by those priests.

They admitted that the number of baptized natives was

great, and that of members disproportionately small, but they

denied that the i two Sacraments were altogether separated,

as their Batavian brethren had made it appear. The great

number of the former class did not arise from numerous adult

"baptisms, for against one adult an hundred children were

baptized at the visitation of rural Churches, and the numerous
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instances of infant baptism originated in the parents profess-

ing that they and their forefathers were Christians from the

Portuguese time. The Synod however decided on the absolute

combination of the Sacraments, but left it to the consciences

of the Ceylon clergy to deviate from the rule.

It was common among Dutch families to adopt native and

also illegitimate children. About this time certain rules were

framed to apply to the act of adoption, and particularly to the

baptism of such children. When a person expressed a wish

to adopt and to have baptism administered to a child, the con-

sistory were first to ascertain that the adopter was of good

report in the Church and likely to give the child a christian

education, upon which the individual was solemnly enjoined to

the faithful discharge of the obligation he took upon himself,

The reason for circumspection was, that many native parents

from a desire to have their children merely baptized, some-

times got their wish gratified in this manner by European

families, who afterwards allowed the parent to keep the child,

to the total neglect of a religious education.

In 1736 the consistory complained of Government inter-

ference in the election of elders and deacons. The practice

hitherto had been for the meeting first to choose double the

number actually required, and when Government had ex-

pressed their approbation of the names on the list, then to

proceed to the selection out of these, which become final.

Government now required them to make a selection at once

of the number actually required and to submit it for final

approbation, This was regarded as an infringement on their

liberty, but does not appear to have been redressed. The

members generally chosen were public servants, and therefore

Government reserved to itself the power to say whether such

persons could be conveniently spared to serve the Church*
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In 1737 a question was raised about the name Jehovah

in the Singhalese version, and it was agreed that it should not

be rendered into Singhalese, but retained with a marginal

explanation of its meaning. About this time, as the printing

press came into full operation, the translation of the Old Tes-

tament was vigorously prosecuted, and Mr. Conyn, the greatest

Singhalese scholar, was entrusted with the work. Before this

time they had only manuscript copies of detached books of

sacred scripture, and the only printed work, was Mr. Ruel's

grammar, published in Holland with the Singhalese characters

in wood-euts. The Jaffna district had the following number

of places of worship, Tenmoratchie, Wademoratchie and Pat-

chilepale 12, Trincomalie, Batticaloa and the Wanny 4, Man-

totte and Manaar 10, the Islands 9. The low state of

Christianity in the Island was made the subject of serious

consideration and earnest prayer, and rather desponding letters

were written to the classes.

It appears to have been the uniform practice of the Dutch

Government to require persons who proposed settling as Co-

lonists to report themselves and their intended occupation. In

1739 two persons arrived from Holland, belonging to the sect

of Hernhutters or Moravian brethren ; who were reported to

the Governor as mechanics, but were not ecclesiastically known

to the consistory. They at first attracted little public notice,

but instead of following their professed occupation, they began

after a while to hold, what the consistory termed, conventicles

or unauthorized assemblies in private dwellings, in which, it

is stated, offensive and fantastical propositions were discussed;

such as, whether the Colombo congregation were a body of

regenerate persons ; whether their clergy had indeed received

the Holy Ghost; whether the Sacrament might not with equal

propriety be received of the hands of the Hernhutters, in their
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particular assemblies ; whether it was right to communicate

with an unregenerate congregation ; and such like.

These individuals collected about 50 adherents, some-

Church members and others not; and two of the krankbezoe-*

kers took an active part in their meetings. The commotion

created by this new doctrine, threatened, as the consistory

apprehended, a dangerous schism in the congregation. At a,

special meeting the two krankbezoekers were summoned, one

of them Portous by name, being examined and exhorted to

withdraw from those dangerous persons, obstinately refused,,

and treated the authority of the consistory with disrespect,

which constrained them to apply to Government for his re-

moval to Galle. When about to proceed thither, Portous

applied to the consistory for an attestation of membership and

good conduct, which was of course refused unless he recanted,

and professed penitence for his other acts ofimpropriety ; when

he again set them at defiance he was ordered to Batavia to be

further examined. The other krankbezoeker, Erfson, promised

amendment and was retained. The consistory complained to

Government of the Hernhutters, who finding their position

unpleasant applied for leave to return home. In a letter from

the Cape of Good Hope, where these passengers had touched

on their voyage to Ceylon, they were recommended to the

consistory's notice as Moravian Missionaries; the consistory

replied that they had received no official information of their-

missionary designs, that these men did not go into the country

but remained at Colombo, and that they could not be recognized

as fit instruments for religious instruction, as their tenets

were discountenanced by the Synod. From this incident it

would appear that religious toleration was not much under-

stood, A letter from the classis in the subsequent year ad-*.

vised the clergy to guard against the freaks of ambitious

krankbezoekers.
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A Portuguese Roman Catholic priest, Emanuel Aquiar,

became Protestant, at Calcutta, and on his application was

ordered by the Government, with the advice of the Batavian

consistory, to proceed to Colombo, and be there preparatorily

examined, with the view of admission as a preacher. The

Colombo consistory accordingly admitted him proponent, in

1741 and recommended his being employed at Galle, to preach

in Portuguese* He was represented in poor circumstances,

and his application for appointment, written in bad latin, as

also the little satisfaction he appears to have subsequently

given, indicate him as a person of not mtt'ch ability.

The Dutch congregation !at Colombo had increased in a

few years from 300 to 786 members, but their spiritual state

was considered to be low, from the fact that though the num-

ber of members was so great, yet their attendance at Church

was so indifferent that the ministers had not unfrequently to

preach, as it were, to empty seats.

In 1757 the same complaint was renewed in the following

terms; that the Europeans were on the whole not exemplary

in the religion they professed; that they led indeed moral

lives, but their object was more to seek the praise and favour

t)f men
;
being destitute of inward piety they made luxury a

virtue, carnal indulgence their happiness, pride their glory.

That of a congregation at Colombo of 1000 members, very

frequently no more than 50 were present at divine service and

in the afternoon none at all* Much evil on the native mind

was apprehended from this circumstance.

There were in 1749 but two ministers at Colombo, and

one at Jaffna. Galle had been destitute for three years, owing

to the necessary removal from thence to Colombo of Mr,

Fabricius. It was apprehended that the Church there would

fall into confusion. The natives complained that there was no
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one to solemnize their marriages and baptize their children*

By order of Government the rector of the Colombo seminary

paid periodical visits to Galle until provision could be made £

and in 1747 there were five ministers in all in Ceylon, three

at Colombo, one at Jaffna and one at Galle, which scanty

supply induced them to apply to Batavia to send over any that

could be spared. The Colombo minister who had to visit

Calpentyn this year was obliged to proceed not only to Tutu-

coreen but even to Cochin, which were also vacant Churches.

In 1745 not only from ten to twelve printed editions both

in Singhalese and Tamil of catechisms large and small, of

prayers, formularies, sermons, and of the New Testament had

successively come to light, but also a work was in circulation

for the benefit of Singhalese readers, consisting of 243 octavo

pages, entitled, the Doctrine of Truth and Godliness. Three

successive years complaint was uniformly made of indifference,

and small amount of religious knowledge among native Chris-

tians. But the Reformed Church met with increased opposi-

tion from Popery ; its emissaries were stated to be in all places

drawing away the people. These agents, who appear to have

held the office of catechists, were, on account of their colour

and dress, not distinguishable from other people, and therefore

difficulty was found in discovering and apprehending them.

Their influence had so far increased, that several Singhalese

refused to answer certain questions of the catechism out of

which they were taught, alledging that they were Roman
Catholics.

In 1750 the Roman Catholics in the Negombo district

addressed a Memorial in Tamil to Government, which was

referred to the consistory for consideration. It contained the

following complaints. That as the petitioners adhered to the

Roman Catholic faith which had been taught two hundred
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years ago to their forefathers, they did not wish their children

to learn in the Government schools tenets which were contrary

to their belief, and which it grieved them to hear rehearsed by

their children on their return from school. That to escape the

Government penalty or fine they got their children baptized

in the Reformed Church and let them attend school, but that

they were nevertheless in the practice of secretly baptizing

the same children into the Romish Church. That although

they had been taught in the schools to deny, yet that they still

believed and practiced what Romanists teach on the following

tenets, viz. The seven sacraments, transubstantiation, good

works, the Virgin Mary, the Crucifix and Images. That this

contradiction in their secret belief and outward confession

made them doubt the salvation of their souls, and therefore

prayed that they
#
might be allowed the free exercise of their

religion, declaring that, notwithstanding the Protestant in-

struction, they would not forsake their religion. The recom-

mendations of the clergy on this memorial were as follows.

1st.—That the Government regulations should be strictly

enforced, and the fines on non-attendance at school renewed.

2nd.—That Romish baptisms and marriages should not be

acknowledged nor sanctioned. 3rd.—That none but Protestant

headmen should be employed by Government in the districts.

The Politic Council on the receipt of these recommendations

came to the following decision. 1st.—That it was not the

province of the consistory to trouble themselves about penalties

or matters which belong to the Civil administration. 2nd—

-

That the subject of Roman Catholic baptisms and marriages

was under the serious consideration of the Batavian Govern-

ment. 3rd.—That Government would regret being obliged

to admit no headmen into their employ but such as profess

Protestantism; as the scarcity of this class would subject them

K
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to much inconvenience. They concluded with advising the

clergy, as the best means of promoting the good cause, to ac-

quire a thorough and familiar knowledge of the native languages,

and thus to instruct the people more effectually, and reclaim

them from popery. The clergy agreed in 1753 for this purpose

to hold weekly meetings and catechizings at private dwellings,

in the Malabar language. The Roman Catholics erected places

of worship at Caltura, and began public exhibitions and pro-

cessions. Their principal leader, herein was apprehended,

brought to Colombo, andbanishedby Government to Tutucoreen.

At Negombo the Romanists persecuted the Protestants, reviled

them, spoke disrespectfully of their clergy and nearly killed

a Protestant.

Seven years afterwards a disturbance was raised in the

Alutcoor corle in the Negombo District by Roman Catholics,

which had to be put down by a Military detachment. The

scholarchal commission had reported to Government that this

province was a stronghold of popery. Government ordered

certain persons who had erected Roman Catholic Chapels,

under penalty of hard labour in chains, to break them down.

Upon which two were destroyed, but when they proceeded to

a third, they were violently opposed by a crowd of women.

Upon which the Dessave of Negombo sent off some Mohandi-

rams and Lascoreens to enforce the orders, but these were

attacked on their way near Topoe by about 1000 men, princi-

pally fishers, who rushed out of the jungle, wounded several,

obstructed their return, as also any communication of the

intelligence to Negoftibo. This circumstance obliged the Go-

vernor to send thither a detachment of 48 Europeans and 96

Native soldiers with their officers, and a number of armed

Lascoreens with their chiefs
;
instructing the Lieutenant, De-

save and Chief of the Mahabadde, to bring the insurgents to
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their duty. Their orders were to proceed with circumspection,

lest the natives should fall upon them from their hiding places

along the road; and not to adopt severe measures until milder

efforts proved ineffectual. On their arrival their first measure

was to seize 53 dhonies of the fishers lying on the beach, which

contained provision and other articles, and cofirmed the suspi-

cion that it was the intention of the insurgents, in case they

should be pressed hard, to take refuge in their boats. With

the help of the Corale of the Alutcoor corle they apprehended

several of the ringleaders who were sent up to Colombo under

escort. On their arrival at Topoe and Pailanchene they found

all the native dwellings deserted, and the people collected in an

Island on the confines of the Company's territories. Several

messages went backwards and forwards between the insurgents

and the Military detachment of the Dutch, but the natives

would not return peaceably ; as however they made no oppo-

sition, the expedition ended in destroying all the Soman Ca-

tholic places of worship. The Government schoolmaster of

Pailanchene was discovered to have been an abetter in the late

affray, for in his house were found the very weapons spotted

with blood, employed in the attack on the Mohandirams and

Lascoreens sent from Negombo. The Ecclesiastical report of

the Galle district in 1754 says, that the native christians there

were not only destitute and ignorant of all that ornaments the

Christian character, but that also several Church members of

long standing after having seceded to Romanism, had seceded

also to heathenism. A controversial work against popery by

Mr. De Melho one of the native ministers, first written in

Dutch, and after being Ecclesiastically approved, translated

into Singhalese, was published about this time; as also the

Heildelberg catechism in Tamil.

The same De Melho translated in 1757 the Dutch
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Liturgy into Tamil, and a catechism of two parts, historical

and doctrinal, into Portuguese. No religious books were

published at the Government press in Ceylon until examined

and ecclesiastically sanctioned, for which purpose the Colombo

consistory were a standing commission. Great indignation

was excited among the Ceylon clergy by the appearance of a

pamphlet published in Holland by a Theological student at

Leyden, Sybert Abraham ; he was one of the youths sent

thither from the Colombo Seminary. The Rev. Mr. Saaken

produced the pamphlet in the consistory, asking his brethren

whether any of the charges and statements therein contained

respecting the Ceylon clergy were true, for if so, he would

resign his office. The reason why Christianity did not nourish

in the Colony, the pamphleteer did not attribute to the natural

aversion, apathy and stiffneckedness of the inhabitants, he,

the writer, being sufficiently acquainted with the religious

disposition and teachableness of the people of Ceylon and the

Coromandel .Coast. This assertion the meeting denied, having

all along complained of religious apathy, so that they prose-

cuted their work sighing, and if the love of religious knowledge

existed, how was it that public worship was so badly attended?

Nor was the religious declension attributable to Government,

but, said the pamphlet, to the negligence of ministers, and to

their ignorance of the native language owing to their indolence.

The meeting repudiated this statement of a thoughtless youth,

who, while in Ceylon, had the very clergy he blamed as his

teachers, guides and examiners. This charge of ignorance

inferred that the clergy were unemployed, while at this time

there was a Dutch congregation in Colombo of 1,000 persons,

to be attended to by one minister with the help of a proponent,

the other ministers being entirely employed in Singhalese

preaching, visiting the district and teaching at the seminary
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with the exception of but one Dutch service in the month.

Another charge was that most of the clergy who came out to

the Service in India, had other objects in view than the illu-

mination of the East with the light of the West,—that it was

for the sake of gain. The clergy would challenge the writer

to prove this malicious and dishonoring assertion. Another

assertion was that previous to the arrival of Governor Baron

Van Xmhoff, the Ceylon Church was tottering. The meeting

remarked that their own observation and experience, as also

the faithful statements they annually sent of the Church, were

not in accordance with that remark. It was also said that the

people were taught in a popish manner, which the meeting

supposed, meant, mere memory word. Some ministers present,

who had served in the Colony 30 years, declared that it had

ever been their utmost endeavour to impart a clear under-

standing of the fundamental doctrines, though they found that

notwithstanding many were too attached to earthly and sensual

things, to take to heart the spiritual truths inculcated.

A few years afterwards (1750) the writer of this pamphlet,

on his return to Ceylon, as ordained minister, was confronted by

his fellow clergymen in the first consistorial meeting he at-

tended, when he retracted all his statements, confessing his

inability to prove them, upon which both parties cordially

united.

It appears from an instance on record in 1751 that when

a slave, the property of a Mahomedan, embraced Christianity,

he obtained his liberty from Government. In 1748 a famine

prevailed in the Western Provinces, after long draught, which

caused a failure in the crop, and was immediately followed by

a great inundation. In twelve months of 57,585 native

Christians in this district 1,000 had died, of whom 70 were

Church members.
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In 1750 there was an acquisition of four ministers, two*

of whom had been students of the seminary and had comple-

ted their studies in Holland. One of these commenced a.

stated Tamil Service in Colombo, and the other was engaged

chiefly for the Singhalese. The proponent Be Melho, of whom

mention has been made, and who during the scarcity of hands

was employed in Colombo as assistant preacher in Tamil and

Dutch, went to Batavia to receive ordination.

During one annual visit in 1751, through the Colombo

district 1,031 children were baptized, 13 adults admitted, and

297 couples married. In Jaffna, during one visitation, 4,069

children were baptized and 930 couples married, but the Chris-

tians of Jaffna were compared to Laodiceans. As to the charac-

ter of the Singhalese it was remarked, those living more inland,

though poorer, were more regular at school, and in general

more hopeful than the maritime people, while the Malabars,

who were most Roman Catholics, were still worse, though

with greater advantages both as to intelligence, and to means

and facilities afforded by Government.

In 1760 arrangements were made to administer the Lord's:

Supper quarterly at Pantura, Nagam, and Dandoegam, not

only because many Church members residing thereabout

found it difficult to resort on such occasions to Caltura, Cotta

or Negombo, on account of the distance, but also with the view

of inducing others to enter into Church fellowship. .

From this period to the departure of the Dutch from

Ceylon, nothing appears to have occurred in the Church and

state of Christianity, differing in features from the particulars,

already noticed, and therefore this account need not be further

lengthened.
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sOn the History of Jaffna, fiom the earliest period to the Dutch

Conquest By Simon Casie Chitty, Esq., c. m. r. a. s,

—(Read 22nd May 1847.)

In periods of remote antiquity, the northern and north-

western portions <of Ceylon, including Jaffna, are said to have

been inhabited by the Ndgas, and hence distinguished under

the appellation of Nugadipo, or the peninsula of the Ndgas.

The Ndgas, it should be observed, were not serpents as their

name implies, but a race of people so called merely from their

worship of the serpents ; and in the account given in the

Mahawanso% of a visit made to them by Buddha, in the j^ear

B. c. 581, they are described as having had at that time a

complete social and political organisation, with a King of their

own, who was possessed of "a gem-set throne." We are, how-

ever, profoundly in the dark as to what became of the Ndgas

after the invasion of Ceylon by Wijaya, in the year b. c. 543:

and consequently we are unable to ascertain whether they

were extirpated by the victor, or merged into the succeeding

population ; but the latter may be considered as more probable

than the former. Be this as it may, the name Nagadipo seems

to have continued to be applied to the northern portion of the

Island to a later period at least by the Singhalese!; and

Ptolemy, who flourished about A. D. 200, refers to JSTagadibii

as a town in Taprobauc at his time, but erroneously places it

on the east side .J It may also be mentioned, that in the list

of Singhalese Sovereigns we meet with several who bore the

epithet Naga as an affix to their patronymics, and there is still

a temple on one of the small Islands near Jaffna, dedicated to

* Tumour's Translation of the Mahawanso, chap. 1. p.p. 4— 5,

f Ibid. chap. xxxv. p.p 225—227.

j ytnceiit's Feriplus of the Erythrean Sea, vol. ii. p. 450.
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Naga Tambiran, or the god of the Nhgas, in which worship is

offered to serpents to this day.*

From what has been recorded in the Mahawanso,] it would

appear, that during the reign of the King Dewenipiatisso,

which extended from the year b, c. 307 to the year B. c,

267, the present Colombogam, in Jaffna, flourished as a port

under the designation of Jambukolo or Jambukolopattna, and

the sacred i?0-branch, which he sent for from the continent of

of India, having been landed there, in the year b. c. 307, a

Wiharo was erected by him on the spot where it was depo-

sited on its debarkation. \ In a Singhalese tract, which treats

of the transportation of the jBo-branch to Ceylon, it is stated,

that the King Dewenipiatisso bestowed Trincomalie and Jaffna

on Prince Rama, one of the Ambassadors, who escorted the

i?o-branch from the Continent ;{J but no allusion being made

to it in the Mahawanso, the correctness of the statement may

be questioned.

The account of the colonization of Jaffna by the Tamils

is comprised in the Kyldsa Maid, a poem attributed to one of

their ancient bards. According to this work, the peninsula of

Jaffna was lying a complete wilderness, when a certain princess

of Chola, § who having paid homage to the god Skanda in

hopes of being relieved from the deformity of a horse's head

with which she had the misfortune to be born, was directed by

him in a vision to repair thither, and bathe in the well of

* Ceylon Gazetteer, p. 169.

f Tumour's Translation of the Mahawanso, chapter xi. p. 69.

chap, xviii. p. 110.

X Ibid chap. xix. p. 119.

XX Upham's Sacred and Historical Books of Ceylon, vol. iii,

p. 226.

§ That part of the South of India, comprising Tanjore, and the
country along the river Cdveri.
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Keerimalle, near Kangaisentorre. * She did so, and finding

herself cured, erected a temple in the neighbourhood at what

has thenceforward been called Mavitapuram, or "the city

where the horse quitted," f Subsequently to this event, it

happened that a blind minstrel, named Ydlppdnen, departing

from Chola, arrived at the Court of the King Narasingha

Raja, % who then swayed the sceptre of Ceylon, and having

by his wonderful feats on the lute ingratiated himself into the

favor of that monarch, obtained from him a grant of the penin*

sula. He called it after his own name Ydlppdnen Nadu or

Ydlppdnam,
||
and inviting from the Continent as many of his

countrymen as chose to share with him in his good fortune*

established them in the different parts of his territory, which

* Kangaisen, or Kangaiyen is another name for Skanda, and
Torre implies "a port." It is situated about 12 miles north of Jaff-

napatam, and is occasionally resorted to by the European residents of

that place for the sake of the sea breeze. There are the remains of

a Fort built by the Portuguese.

f Mdvittapuram is situated exactly 11 miles north of Jaffna-

patam, and the temple, which now stands there, is said to occupy the

site of that erected by the Chola Princess. The tradition concerning

the Princess, although it wears in some respects the character of a
fable, is evidently founded upon some historical fact, her memory
being still commemorated by the people of Jaffna in the annual ablutions

performed at Keerimalle, and the festival celebrated at Mavittapu-
ram.

| The Kylasa Mala represents Narasingha Raja as the son of

the Chola Princess herself by a Prince, who resided at Kadiramalle,

or Katragam. His name, however, does not occur in the list of the

Singhalese Kings, and I am therefore induced to believe, that he was
merely a subordinate King, who ruled over the northern part of the

maritime provinces of Ceylon; for there are said to have been in ancient

times no less than sixteen Kings in the Island, each having a certain por-

tion of it under his sway, and paying homage to the Emperor of

Sitawaka, Philaleth.es' History of Ceylon, page 51. Note.

||
This name is still in use amongst the natives, although the

Europeans have corrupted it into Jaffana or Jaffna.

L
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he continued to govern for many years. No sooner had he

died than Pandi Maluver, a chief of the Velldlas* without

any reference to the Singhalese King, proceeded to Madura

and induced a Prince, named Singha Arimal or Singha Ariya f

to come over to Jaffna, and assume the reins of Government,

which, we are assured, he did in the year Kaliyugam 3101, or

B. o. 101.J This Prince was crippled in one of his arms;

hence he was surnamed Koolangai Chahravarti. Having fixed

his residence at Nalloor,\\ he built there a palace with a temple

to the god Kylasa Ndther,§ whom he worshipped, and being a

Prince of great energy and talent, soon found means to extend

his dominion over the adjacent parts of the country, called

* Vellalas, those of the agricultural tribe.

f Some accounts represent Singha Ariya as sprung from the

stock of Cholu by a Brahman female of Manavy in Ramnad;and and hence
he is said to have assumed the ambiguous title of Ariya to signify

both sides of his parentage; for the word Ariya is a synonyme for the

Chola Kings as well as for the Brahmans, Beitolacci, in his Account
of Ceylon, p. 1 2, favours this opinion. Speaking of the ancient town of

Mantotta, he says " it was the capital of a Kingdom founded by the

Brahmans, who had possession of almost all the northern parts of

Ceylon, including Jafthapatam." The Kylasa Mala, however,

asserts that he was of the race of Tandya, and the fact of his having set

out from Madura, the seat of the Fandyan Kings, very much
strengthens the assertion.

\ This nearly accords with the date assigned by Mr. Tumour
in his Epitome of the History of Ceylon to the invasion of the Island

by seven Tamils, who landed at Mahatittha (Mantotta) with a great

army, waged war against the Singhalese King Walagmbabu 1st, and

compelled him to take refuge in the mountains. See Ceylon Almanac
for 1833, p. 228. Mahawanso. chap, xxxiii. p. 203.

||
Nalloor o.r as it is more usually but erroneously called Nellore,

is situated within a few miles -of the fort of Jaffnapatam, and forms

at present the head-quarters of the Church of England Missionaries

in the District. Adjoining the mission premises are pointed out the

site of the palace of the Tamil Kings, of which there are however
scarcely any traces now remaining.

§ Kylasa Nather, a title of Siva, implying " the lord of the

Elysium."
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Wanny, as well as over the Island of Manaar,* and the main-

land of Mantotta, which till then had been under the Sin^ha-

lese. He also introduced fresh settlers from the Continent,

fortified all his frontiers, and stationed wardens and watchers

in different parts of the kingdom to protect it from invasion.

Some think that it was during his Government that the Giant's

Tank, which once irrigated immense paddy lands in the Mar-
totta district, was formed, but this requires confirmation. He
is stated to have had a long reign, the exact period of its close

is, however, not known ; nor do we possess any information

even as to the names of the princes who reigned after him until

the end of the thirteenth century. We are, nevertheless, able

to state from what has been recorded by the Greek and Ara-

bian writers, that during this long interval the kingdom of

Jaffna enjoyed considerable prosperity, arising chiefly from a

very extensive commerce which was carried on with its ports

at first by the Greeks and Komans,f and subsequently by the

* Baldens and other European writers derive the name Manaar
from the Tamil words man, sand, and aar, a river. They have,

however, been misled by the mere euphony of these words, and have
neglected the true orthography; the words for " sand" and " river" are

spelt respectively with a hard n (<sm) and hard r (no) while in the

name Manaar the soft n (sot) and soft r (it) are employed, and by
this alteration a total difference of signification is produced, and it is

found to convey no definite idea, but merely a vague reference to some
unknown foes.

f There can be no doubt that the commercial intercourse of

the Greeks and Romans with Ceylon was confined to the northern

and north-western parts, and I suppose this to have been the reason

why their writers did not notice Cinnamon amongst the products of

the island, the plant being found only on the south-west Coast and
in the interior. As a further confirmation of this opinion it may be
added that traces of their visits have hitherto been only discovered on
the northern Coast. We learn from Valentyn that in the year 1574
or 1575, when some houses were being built at Mantotta, there were
discovered the remains of a Roman building, and an iron chain of a
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Persians arid Arabians; and M. D'Anville* supposes that the

royal city mentioned by Pliny, under the name of Palcesimun-

dum and the King of which sent an Embassy to Claudius, f

represented Jaffnapatam.

About the commencement of the fourteenth century, the

throne of Jaffna was filled by Ariya Chakrawarti, who, as his

name imports, was in all probability a descendant of Singha

Ariya. The Singhalese writers represent him to have been

a vassal of Kulasekhara Pandyan, King of Madura, but he

was only his ally, and it was in that character that he com-

manded the army which the latter sent over to Ceylon, and

which fought against the Singhalese monarch Bhuwaneka-.

Bahu 1st, took his capital Yapahoo, and carried offthe Dalada-^

relic.
:f

His successor's name has not transpired; but we find

wonderful and magnificent pattern, besides three copper coins and a

gold one, which latter proved to be of the Emperor Claudius. Sir

Alexander Johnston states that in the ruins of the same place " a

great number of Roman coins of different Emperors, particularly of

the Antoniiit-s ; specimens of the finest pottery, and some Roman gold

and silver chains have been found." Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society, vol. i. p. 546. Mr. Roberts, in his Oriental Illustrations of the

Sacred Scriptures, p. 541, notices the discovery by a Toddy drawer of

several Grecian coins in Jaffna, on one of which he found in ancient

Greek characters, Ranobobryza.
* Compendium of Ancient Geography, vol. ii. p. 552.

\ Pliny's Nat. Hist. Lib. vi. cap. xxii. Major Forbes, in his

Eleven Years in Ceylon, vol. i. p. 262, 2d Edition, is likewise of

opinion that the Embassy in question proceeded from some of the

Malabar Settlers or tributaries, and not from the Singhalese sovereign.

He thinks that the Rackia, who headed it was a Risha or mendicant,

while Fre Paulino supposes he was a Raja; my opinion, however, is

that he was only an Aratchy, an officer of the Police in the Tamil
Regime, and we have an instance at a later period of a similar func-

tionary having been dispatched by the King Bhuwaneka-Bahu 7th, as

Ambassador to the Court of Lisbon. See Ceylon Almanac for 1833,

p. 26!.

% Ceylon Almanac for 1833, p. 259,,
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a Prince of the same name ruled over Jaffna about A. D. 1371.

He also carried on hostilities against the Singhalese, and was

so far successful that he subdued the whole of the west coast,

threw up fortifications at Colombo, Negombo and Chilaw, and

continued to collect tribute from both the high and low coun-

tries, and likewise from the nine ports.* It was his court which

Ibn Batuta, the Arabian Traveller visited, and whom he found

possessed of " considerable forces by sea," and also plenty of

riches, amongst which is particularly mentioned "a saucer

made of a ruby, as large as the palm of the hand, on which he

kept oil of aloes."f

Sri Wira Prakrama-Bahu, who ascended the throne of

Cotta in A. D. 1410, is said to have again reduced Jaffna un-

der the Singhalese yoke, deposed Ariya Chakrawarti, and made

one of his sons, named Sapumal Kumara, King over it; and the

particulars of this event will be found in the following extract

from the Rajavallii " The King thought within himself that

there was no need for several Kings to be in the Island of

Ceylon, and accordingly, having assembled his forces, placed

them under the command of his eldest son, Sapumal Kumara,

and sent them out against the Malabar enemy; and the Prince

fell upon many villages belonging to Jaffna, and defeated the

same, taking many prisoners, whom he brought to Cotta. The

King sent out his said son for the second time with another

army; and this time the Prince entered the city of Jaffna

itself, and made himself master of the ports thereof. When the

Prince entered Jaffna, he rode upon a black horse ; and the Mala-

bars, hiding themselves, lay in wait, in order to direct their efforts

against the same, with a view to get the Prince into their

* Uphara's Sacred and Historical Books of Ceylon, vol. ii. p. 264*

f Prof, Lee's Travels of Ibn Batuta.
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power ; but the Prince's steed "sprang amongst them, like a.

tiger on his prey, and put them to flight ; and the Prince

himself, in the midst of the Malabars, made such carnage that

the streets of Jaffna ran with blood that day as if it had been

a river; and, moreover, the Prince took the King Awrya

Chakrawarta and put him to death, and taking his wife and

children, brought them to Cotta and presented them to his

father," who thereupon, "conferred on him many presents,

and likewise the Government of Jaffna, and thither he sent

him to rule accordingly."*

This subjection to foreign power appears, however, to

have been of very short duration ; for we find that when the

Portuguese arrived on the Island, Jaffna was governed by its

native sovereigns, and was at its highest pitch of glory. Both

the Tamil and Singhalese sovereigns not only then lived in

amity, but had also become related together by an intermar-.

riage. f

In a. d. 1544, when the inhabitants of Manaar em-

braced the Christian religion, which was preached there by

the disciples of St. Francis Xavier, the then King of Jaffna,

who, according to Father Bouhours, had usurped the crown

from his elder brother, sent a body of his troops to Manaar

and caused 600 of the Christians of both sexes and of all ages

to be cruelly massacred
;
by this, however, he failed in arrest-,

ing the progress of the Gospel in his dominions. The more he

* Upham's Sacred and Historical Books of Ceylon, vol. ii.

pp. 268—269.

f Valentyn, in his History of the Indies, vol. v. chap, vi, p. 76,

states, that Vidia Bandara R&]&(Weedeye Raja), the father ofDarma
Palla {Don John Dharmapaala), whom the Portuguese raised to the

throne of Cotta in A. d. 1542, was the grandson of Taniam Vallaba
(Ta.niwa.lla Baku, or Tamewalla Abhaya), King of M.idampe and
brother of Bhuwaneka Bahu 7th, by one of the Kings of Jaffna.
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persecuted so much the more did it diffuse itself, verifying the

old saying that " the blood of martyrs was the seed of ' the

Church ;" and had soon the mortification of seeing not only

many of his courtiers and domestics, but likewise his eldest son,

who was destined to succeed him, become converts to it. The

conversion of the young prince was effected by his intercourse

with a Portugese Merchant, who had dealings at the Court

;

and the King no sooner heard of it than he caused him to be put

to death, and his body to be dragged into the woods and left

a prey to dogs and jackals. After this, when the King thought

that he had put a total stop to the further diffusion of Chris-

tianity in Jaffna, his sister having privately embraced it, in-

structed both her son and nephew, who was brother to the

martyred prince ; and in order to preserve them from the fury

of her brother, caused them to be conveyed privately to Goa

by the above mentioned Portuguese Merchant. The King

was so provoked at this, that he renewed the persecution of

the Christians with more severity than before, and also sought

an opportunity to destroy his brother, (from whom he had

usurped the crown, and who now led a wandering life,) being

apprehensive that he might possibly change his religion and

secure the assistance of the Portuguese for the recovery of his

kingdom ; but he having timely notice of his treachery, crossed

over to Negapatam, and from thence escaped to Goa.

When Xavier was informed of these transactions, he pro-

ceeded to Cambaya, where the Viceroy Don Alphonso De
Sousa was then residing, and endeavoured to engage him to

exert himself for the relief of the Christians at Manaar by

espousing the cause of the fugitive prince ; but he found the

Viceroy very little disposed to take any vigorous measures,

and therefore addressed himself direct to King John III. of

Portugal, who, thereupon, sent Don John De Castro as Vice-
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roy, with positive orders to co-operate with Xavier in

destroying the power of the tyrant of Jaffna and affording

relief to the Christians of Manaar. No sooner had De Castro

arrived at Goa than he ordered all the forces which the Cap-
tains of Comarin and of the Pearl Fishery had tinder their

command to assemble at Negapatam, and make a sudden

irruption into Jaffna, without giving the tyrant time to provide

for his defence ; but while they were equipping the fleet, it

happened that a Portuguese vessel laden with rich mer-

chandize was driven by tempest on the Coast of Jaffna, the

King made seizure of it, and the Captain and the ship's com-

pany foreseeing that if in this conjuncture war should be

made against the King, they should never be able to recover

their wealth out of his hands, brought the officers of the fleet

so far over by large bribes, that they gave up the undertaking

upon some frivolous pretence. Though the King was thus

delivered from the meditated invasion of his Kingdom, he

seems to have enjoyed afterwards no tranquillity, as his tyran*

nical conduct towards his own subjects naturally produced

frequent revolts, which he often found it difficult to crush, and

became anxious to come to some accommodation with the

Portuguese, who were about this time in possession of nearly

the whole west coast of Ceylon. Accordingly in A. d. 1548,

when Xavier visited his Court, he not only received him with

all possible marks of honor, but likewise offered himself to

embrace the Christian faith, and when Xavier returned to

Goa, dispatched with him an Ambassador to the Portuguese

Viceroy there, entreating the latter to rank him amongst the

vassals of Portugal and to allow him a company of soldiers, to

be maintained at his own expense, for the protection of his

person and dignity. The Viceroy readily accepted his pro-

posals, and dispatched Antonio Monis Barreto, with an
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hundred soldiers to be stationed at Jaffnapatam ; but it does

not appear that the King had ever changed his religion,

though he did not afterwards molest his Christian subjects.

Valentyn relates, * that about a. d. 1580, the Portuguese

having obtained the permission of the King to build a Fran-

ciscan Church at Jaffnapatam, they, in marking out the site,

carefully included a square place beyond its precincts, in the

angles of which they constructed circular bastions and fur-

nished them with ordnance, and being thus provided with the

means of attack they suddenly fell upon the King, slaugh-

tered him, together with his wives and children, and secured to

themselves the exclusive dominion of the country. This ac-

count, however, is at variance with that given by the anonymous

author Philalethes in his History of Ceylon, p. 227. It is

there stated that Jaffna was subjugated by the Portuguese

under the brave Don Andra Hurtado De Mendoza, who had

been sent there by Mathaias Albequerque, Viceroy of Goa>

only in a. d. 1591, but even then the royal race was not ex-

tirpated, the King was only reduced to a state of vassalage

and forced to furnish the expedition against Kandy, which was

undertaken by Don Pedro Lopus De Sousa, with 19,900, fight-

ing men, 10 war elephants, 3,000 draft bullocks, and 2,000

Coolies.f What became of the King after this period is not

known with any degree of certainty. There is, however, a

vague tradition, that some time afterwards he was deprived of

his dignity and expelled the kingdom under a pretence that he

had engaged in treacherous proceedings. The foundation of

the Jaffna Port was laid by the Portuguese in a. d. 1624, but

* History of India, yoI. v. p. 216.

t Baldeus' Besckryvinge van net Macktige Eyland Ceylon, cap.

>. 6.

M
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it was completed only in A. I). 1632. In A. D. 1627, whilst

the Portuguese were embroiled with the Singhalese, a Raja of

Malabar is stated by Baldeus to have attempted to recover

Jaffna from the Portuguese, but to have been completely routed

and put to flight by Philip D'Olivera, who then commanded

the garrison.

During the possession of Jaffna by the Portuguese, which

embraced only a period of forty years, they seem to have de-

voted much attention to the propagation of the Christian

religion amongst the natives, and with this view divided the

district into thirty-two parishes, building in each a substantial

Church and parsonage house, and providing them with priests and

catechists. They also supported a College and a Monastery in

the town, of which the former belonged to the Jesuits and the

latter to the Dominicans, and each of these establishments

contained upwards of 20 or 25 ecclesiastics. Their exertions

in this respect were attended with much success, and it is more

than probable that had they not been interrupted by the Dutch,

who became masters of Jaifna in A. D. 1658, they would have

completely obliterated every trace of heathenism in the country.

" The Dutch," Major Forbes observes, " having dispossessed

the Portuguese of all the territory they held in Ceylon, at-

tempted to supersede the Roman Catholic religion by the

Protestant, and took an effectual way of making hypocrites

under the pretence of improving that system of Christianity

which had been already introduced. The Dutch declared that,

to enable a native to hold office, it was necessary he should

profess the Reformed faith. In consequence of this rule, those

who aspired to office apostatised, while those who had nothing

to gain by a change remained steadfast in their religion.''*

Forbes' Eleven Years in Ceylon, vol. i. p. 63, 2d edition.
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Tables Illustrative of the Rise and Fall of the Calany river

during 1843, 1844, 1845 and 1846. By John Capper,

Esq,—(Read 22nd May, 1847.J

The Diagram which I now lay before the Society, is in-

tended to shew at one view/ the rise and fall of the Calany

Ganga, and has been compiled from a Kegister kept at the

Bridge of Boats by the Sergeant in charge of the Establish-

ment there, and which Register is filled in daily, accompanied

by notes relative to the state of the weather.

In drawing this up I had two objects in view; to ascertain

the existence and extent of any Tidal influence on the river,

and also to determine what connection existed between the

extreme heights of the river and the various phases of the moon.

A careful analysis of the daily registrations has left me
without any satisfactory conclusions as to the actual influence

of the Tides upon the fluctuations in the height of the river.

The rise and fall occur with such extreme irregularity as to

forbid anything like a conclusion on this point, at the same

time I believe the Master Attendant of Colombo, Captain

James Steuart, made a series of observations a few years back,

which prove the existence of Tides along our shores, and if I

remember rightly, the extreme rise at high water was about

2| feet.

Almost as unsatisfactory has been the result ofthe inquiry

as to the connection supposed to exist between the moon's age

and the change in the weather, as experienced in the swelling

of the stream of the Calany.

In the accompanying Diagram the figures representing

the moon in her four phases, are placed as nearly as could be
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in the right section of the division representing the month, and

the same being done with the water lines representing the

height of the river, a ready comparison may be made between

the two. We may there perceive how irregular have been the

periods of the moon's age at which the extreme rises of the

Calany took place.

In the south-west monsoon the heaviest falls of rain occur

usually towards the end of May and during the month of June.

In the north-east monsoon the greatest rise in the waters has

taken place in October, and occasionally also in the early part

of November. It may be observed that in the year 1843 the

greatest rise in the river occurred in the. latter part of June

at the new moon, when the water rose to the height of 11 feet.

The rise in the ether monsoon of that year was comparatively

trifling, not having exceeded 6 feet.

In 1844 the extreme height in the south-west monsoon was

8 feet 10 inches on the 18th of June, and on this occasion the

moon was only two days old. In October of the same year the

river attained the greatest height it had been known to do for

many years, having risen to 12-| feet, this occurred exactly two

days prior to the new-moon, on the 12th of that month.

The year of 1845 was one of extreme drought and we ac*

cordingly find the highest point to which the Calany rose was

in June to 6 feet 11 inches: in December it attained 6 feet 4
inches.

In 1846 we shall find 8 feet 10 inches was the extreme

height of the waters in June, a day or two previous to the full

moon. In July the register indicated 7 feet and J at the moon's

last quarter, but during the entire remainder of the year, al-

though plentiful rains fell throughout the Island, the Calany

never attained a greater height than 7 feet. The same may

be remarked in reference to the register of the previous year
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which when completed will shew a much more regular rise and

fall in the river than was wont to be the case previous to 1845.

This difference is easily accounted for by the construction

of a large sluice or conduit across the high road leading from

Grand-Pass to the Bridge of Boats, which affording a ready

egress to the great mass of water which during the monsoon

rains are apt to accumulate in the low country, prevents the

destructive inundations which used previously to occur.

Most of us remember the distress caused by the inundation

of the year 1844: since that time we have had rain equally

heavy and continued, but the effects have been mitigated by

the prudent drainage alluded to, and which placed as it is

where the mischief used to be the greatest, affords ample means

for the waters to find their way down to the mouth of the

river.
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The Discourse respecting Rattapala, Translated by the Rev,

D. J. Gogerly.—(Read Wth September 1847.)

It was thus heard by me. Upon a time Bagawa travelling

through Kuru, attended by a great number of priests came to

a town of Kuru named Tullakotitang, The Bramins and

cultivators of Tullakotitang heard : Samana Gotamo, the son

of Sakya, of the race of Sakya having renounced the world,

travelling through Kuru has arrived at Tullakotitang with a

great number of priests. The fame of that honorable Gotamo

has ascended that he is perfectly holy, the omniscient one, he

who has attained to the perfection of knowledge, excellent in

conduct, the understander of the worlds, the supreme subjector

of men, the teacher of gods and men, the wise, the blessed one :

having by his own wisdom clearly ascertained and known this

world with the Gods, Marayas, Brahmans, Priests, Bramins, and

the assemblage ofother beings, he makes it known ; he preaches

doctrines excellent in the commencement, in the progress and

in the conclusion : he proclaims a course of holiness profound,

explicit, completely perfect, and most pure. Excellent is the

sight of such a holy man.

Then the Bramins and cultivators of Tullakotitang came

to the place where Bagawa was, some of whom having

announced their name and family to Bagawa sat down on one

side ; some conversed with Bagawa, and having ended their

worthy-to-be-remembered conversation sat down, some with

their joined hands placed on their forehead bowing down to

him seated themselves, and some sat down in silence. And
Bagawa instructed the seated Bramins and cultivators of

Tullakotitang with religious discourse, causing them to em-

brace it, invigorating their minds to understand it, and cans-
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ing them to acknowledge its excellence. At that time there

was seated in the assembly a young man named Rattapala of

a noble family in Tullakotitang^ in whose mind the following

thoughts arose ; as far as I understand the doctrines preached

by Bagawa, it is exceedingly difficult for one dwelling in a

family to maintain fully, holily, purely, this course of sanctity*

It is advisable for me, cutting off the hair and beard, and

putting on yellow garments, to forsake family life and become

a houseless priest.

Then the Bramins and cultivators of Tullakotitang hav*

ing been instructed by Bagawa in a religious discourse, having

been caused to embrace the doctrine, their minds being invi»

gorated to understand it and acknowledge its excellence, being

delighted with the discourse of Bagawa, and having received

his doctrine, arose from their seats, and having bowed to him,

passed by his right side and departed. But Rattapala soon

after their departure came to the place where Bagawa was,

and having worshipped him and sat down said. As far as

I understand the doctrine taught by Bagawa, it is difficult for

one residing in a family to preserve in a perfectly complete,

holy and unsullied manner this course of sanctity, let me

obtain, my Lord, to be admitted as a priest near Bagawa ; let

me obtain full ordination.

Rattapala, are you permitted by your mother and father

to forsake family life and become a houseless priest ? No, my
Lord, I have not been permitted by my mother and father,

to forsake family life and become a houseless priest. Then,

Rattapala, the Tatagata does not make those priests who are.

not permitted by their mother and father. I will, my Lord

do that by which my mother and father will permit me to

forsake family life and become a houseless priest.

Then, the honorable youth Rattapala arose from his seat,
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and having worshipped Bagawa, and passed by his right side,

departed, and went to his parents, and said to them, Father

and mother, as far as I understand the doctrines preached by

Bagawa, it is difficult for one residing in a family to preserve

in a perfectly complete holy and unsullied manner that course

of purity. I desire to cut off my hair and beard, and putting

on yellow clothes to forsake family life, and become a house-

less priest. Permit me to forsake the house and become a

houseless priest. When he had thus spoken, his parents said

to him, Rattapala, you are our only son, pleasing and beloved,

in affluent circumstances and tenderly' educated ; you have

never, Rattapala, known any sorrow. Come, Rattapala, eat,

drink, associate with your women ; and eating drinking, asso-

ciating with your women, enjoying the pleasures of sense, and

performing acts of merit, dwell content. We will not consent

to your forsaking the house and becoming a houseless priest.

We are not willing to be separated from you even by death ;

why, while you are alive, should we permit you to leave the

house and become a houseless priest ?

A second and a third time he preferred his request in the

same words, and received the same answer.

Then the honorable Rattapala not obtaining the per-

mission of his parents to become a priest, threw himself down

where he was on the bare ground, and said, Either here death

shall happen to me or the priesthood. His parents said to

him, Dear Rattapala, you are our only son, pleasing and be-

loved, in affluent circumstances and tenderly educated. You

have never, Rattapala, known any sorrow. Get up, dear Rat-

tapala, eat, drink, enjoy your women ; and eating, drinking,

attended by your women, enjoy the pleasures of sense, per-

form acts of merit, and dwell contented : we will not consent

to your forsaking the house and becoming a priest. We are

N
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not willing to be separated from you even by death
; why,

while you are alive, should we permit you to leave the house

and become a houseless priest ? When they had thus spoken,

Rattapala remained silent.

A second and a third time his parents spoke to him in the

same words, but he gave no answer.

His parents then went to his friends and said, This Ratta-

pala, is lying on the bare ground and says, Either here I will

die or become a priest. Come, and go to Rattapala, and say

to him, Friend Rattapala, you are the only son of your parents,

pleasing and beloved; you are in affluent circumstances and

have been tenderly educated. Friend Rattapala, you have

never known any trouble. Get up, friend Rattapala, eat, drink,

associate with your women ; and eating, drinking, and attended

by your women, enjoy the pleasures of sense, perform acts of

merit, and live content. Your parents will not consent to your

forsaking family life and becoming a houseless priest. They

are unwilling to be separated from you even by death; why
should they permit you, while you live, to forsake family life

and become a houseless priest ?

His friends acceded to the request of his parents and going

to him spoke to him as they were desired, but he gave them

no answer. Three times they used the words above recited

[to prevent this endless repetition the words are not translated]

but received no reply.

They then returned to his parents and said, Mother and

father, this Rattapala, lies there on the bare ground saying,

Here I will die or become a priest: if you do not consent to

his forsaking family life and becoming a priest, he will die

there ; but if you give your consent, you will see him when he

is a priest, and if he should not be satisfied with his priestly

state, to what else will he turn, except to return back here

;
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Give therefore your consent. They replied, We consent, but

those who make him a priest must let him come and see his

parents. Upon this his friends returned to him, and informed

him that his parents had consented, but that those who make

him a priest must permit him to go and see them occasionally.

Upon this Rattapala arose, and having refreshed himself

went to Bagawa, and having worshipped him, sat down and

said, I have obtained, my Lord, the consent of my parents to

forsake family life and become a houseless priest. Bagawa,

make me a priest. Accordingly Rattapala became a priest to

reside near Budhu, and was admitted into full orders. About

half a month after that Bagawa had admitted Rattapala into

full orders, having resided as long as he thought proper at

Tullakotitang, he left to proceed to Sawatti, where he at length

arrived and resided in Jetawaney, in the garden of Anatapin-

dika. Then Rattapala residing in solitude, with the mind

free from perturbation, diligent, persevering and weaned from

attachments to existing objects, attending to the objects for

which he heartily embraced the houseless state of a priest, in a

short time attained to the completion of that exalted course of

holiness, having in the present state of being by his own wisdom

ascertained and experienced it : his births were exhausted, his

course of holiness completed, the necessary work was done, and

he knew that nothing more was requisite for his purpose (of

ceasing to exist,) and Rattapala became one of the Rahats.

Afterwards Rattapala went to Bagawa, and having wor-

shipped him and sat down, said, I desire my Lord to see to my
parents, if Bagawa will grant permission. Upon this Bagawa

investigated the state of Rattapala's mind, and perceived that

he was not disposed to abandon the precepts and return to lay

life ; he therefore said, Whatever you have now to attend tOj

Rattapala, consider the time.
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Rattapala then rose from his seat, and having worshipped

Bagawa, departed by his right side, and arranging and closing

his lodging room, took his bowl and robes and departed for

Tullakotitang, where at length he arrived, and took up his re-

sidence in the park of King Korawya. In the morning having

dressed himself he entered Tullakotitang in his robes, and with

his bowl went from house to house in succession to obtain alms*

until he came to the house of his father, who was seated in

the centre hall of his residence having his hair and beard

dressed. Upon looking up he saw Rattapala coming at a

distance, and said, these shavelings have made a houseless

one of my only son, who was pleasing and beloved : so Rat-

tapala received no gift at his father's house, not even good

words, but received abuse alone.

At that moment a slave girl of his relatives was about to

throw away some stale barley gruel, when he said to her,

Sister, if you wish to throw away that stale barley gruel, put

it here into my bowl ; this she did, recognizing his hands, his

feet and his voice. She immediately went to his mother and

said, Indeed madam, do you know that your son Rattapala has

arrived ? If, girl, you speak the truth, she replied, you shall

obtain your freedom ; and hastened to his father, to whom she

said, Householder, do you know that the honorable E-attapala

has arrived ?

At this time Rattapala was eating his state barley gruel

near a wall, but his father came to him and said, Do you indeed,

son Rattapala, eat stale barley gruel ? Truly son Rattapala,

you should come to your own home. He replied, Where, house-*

holder, is our home ; those who have left family life and become

houseless priests have no home : we went, householder, to.

your house, but obtained there no alms, not even good words*

but certainly obtained abuse.
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Come, son Rattapala, let us go the house. It is unneces-

sary, householder, I have finished my meal for this day. Then

Rattapala, vouchsafe to take your to-morrow's meal there.

Rattapala accepted the invitation in silence, and his father

understanding his acceptance by his silence, returned home,

where he caused to be piled up a great heap of coined and

uncoined gold, and covered it with a mat, and calling Ratta-

pala's former wives, said, Come here, women, and adorn your-

selves with those ornaments which gave the most pleasure to

Rattapala formerly. In the morning he had the most exquisite

cates and viands prepared in his house, and informing Ratta-

pala of the time, said, It is time, son Rattapala, the food is

finished. Upon which Rattapala took his bowl, and being

clothed with his robes, went to his father's house, and sat on

the seat prepared for him.

Then his father, uncovering the heap of gold said to him,

This, son Rattapala, is your maternal wealth ; that your pater-

nal, and the other the wealth ofyour paternal ancestors. You
are able, Rattapala, to enjoy wealth and to perform meritorious

acts : Come then, son Rattapala, forsake the priestly precepts

and return to family life ;
enjoy your wealth and perform

meritorious actions. If, householder, you will take my advfce,

you will take this heap of gold and bullion, put it into waggons,

convey it to the Ganges, and sink it in the middle ofthe stream,

for from this cause, householder, you experience sorrow, cry-

ing, grief, affection and distress.

Those who had been the wives of Rattapala came to him,

and severally taking hold of his feet said, For the sake of what

goddesses, sir, do you now live a life of chastity ? Sisters, I

live a life of chastity for the sake of no goddess. They ex-

claimed, He addresses us by the name of sisters ! and fainting,

fell down, Then Rattapala said to his father, If, householder
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it be proper to give food, give it; but do not annoy me. Eat,

son Rattapala, the food is ready. He then served Rattapala

with his own hands, helping him to the most choice cates and

viands, pressing him to take more. Then Rattapala having

eaten, and withdrawn his hand from the bowl, as he stood spake

the following stanzas

:

Behold a painted statue, and wounded body, propped up,

diseased, yet much thought of : Certainly to no one is there

continuance of it.

Behold a painted figure, with jewels and bracelets, sur-

rounded with bones and skin, and made beautiful with costly

adornings.

Red tinged feet, a mouth cleansed with odorous powders,

may satisfy the folly of the unwise, but not the seeker of Mr-
wana.

Hair divided into eight locks, eyes tinged with antimony,

may satisfy the folly of the unwise, but not the seeker of

Nirwana.

Tinged with antimony, the painted and adorned yet putrid

carcase may satisfy the folly of the unwise, but not the seeker

of Nirwana.

* As the deer, having eaten, leaves the meadow without

touching the snares and nets placed by the hunter, while those

entangled weep, so I depart.

When Rattapala standing had spoken these verses he

returned to the park of King Korawya, and sat at the root of

a tree to pass the day.

At that time King Korawya called his park keeper and

directed him to clear the park, as he wished to visit it. The

park-keeper accordingly went, and while clearing the park

saw the venerable Rattapala seated under a tree spending the

day. Upon seeing him he went to the King and said, Your
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majesty, \he park is cleansed, and there is there the honorable

Rattapala of a high family in Tullakotitang, whom you un-

ceasingly praise : he is seated at the root of a tree passing the

day. Then, park-keeper, it is not necessary to go and inspect

the park to day : let us go to Rattapala. Then the King

Korawya, sending away the food which had been prepared for

him, made ready his chief carriages, and having ascended one

of them departed for Tullakotitang, with great regal splendor,

to see Rattapala ; and having gone as far as the road would

permit in his carriage, descended from it, and accompanied

with a large train of attendants, went on foot to the place

where Rattapala was ; and having entered into conversation

with him, and standing on one side, invited him to be seated

on a couch. He replied It is not needful, great King, sit you

there, I will remain seated where I am. The King being seated

on a seat prepared for him, said to Rattapala.

Some persons, Rattapala, experiencing four bereavements

cut off their hair and beard, clothe themselves in yellow

robes, and forsaking family life become houseless priests ; these

four are bereavements from decay, bereavements from disease,

bereavements of property, and bereavements of relatives.

Bereavement from decay, Rattapala is thus : In this

world a person becames decrepid, worn out with days, aged,

far advanced in life, approaching the end of his existence : he

thus reflects, I am decrepid. worn with days, aged, old, ap-

proaching the end of life ; the property I have not obtained I

cannotnow procure, and that I have procured I cannot preserve;

it is advisable for me to cut off my hair and beard, put on

yellow garments, and forsaking family life become a houseless

priest. He having experienced the bereavements of decay,

cuts off his hair and beared, puts on yellow garments, and

departs houseless from the house. This is called bereavements
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from decay. But Rattapala is juvenile, young, in the bloom

of life, black-haired, in the excellency of youth, in the prime

of his days : Rattapala has not experienced the bereavements

of decay. What therefore has Rattapala known, or seen, or

heard, that he has departed houseless from his home?

The bereavements from disease are thus : In this world

some are afflicted with disease, in pain, exhausted with sick*

ness ; and they think I am deseased, full of pain, exhausted

with sickness ; I cannot obtain property still unacquired, nor

preserve what I have gained ; it is advisable for me to cut off

my hair and beard, put on yellow garments, and depart a

houseless one from my home ; and he in consequence of bereave*-

ments from disease, cuts off his hair and beard, puts on yellow

garments, and forsakes the house, a houseless one. This, Rat-

tapala, is called bereavement from disease. But Rattapala is

now healthy, free from pain, having a good digestion and

appetite, being troubled with no excess of either heat or cold.

Rattapala has no bereavement from sickness. What there*

fore has Rattapala known, or seen, or heard, that he has

departed a houseless one from his home ?

The bereavement of property is thus : In this world some

persons are wealthy, exceedingly rich, having much substance;

but this property by degrees wastes away, and he thus reflects i

I was formerly wealthy, very rich, and had much property,

but by degrees, my wealth has wasted away. I cannot obtain

property not yet acquired, nor preserve that which I have

obtained : it is advisable for me to cut off my hair and beard,

put on yellow garments and depart from home a houseless one

:

and in consequence of that bereavement he cuts off his hair

and beard, puts on yellow garments, and depaxts from home a

houseless one. This Rattapala is called bereavement of wealth.

But Rattapala is the son of a chief family in Tullakotitang,
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and he is not bereaved of wealth. What therefore has Ratta-

pala known, or seen, or heard, that he has departed from his

home a houseless one ?

The bereavement of relatives is thus : in this world Rat-

tapala some persons have many influential friends, and blood-

relations, but by degrees they fail, and he thus thinks, I had

formerly many influential friends and blood-relations, but they

have by degrees been removed from me. I cannot now obtain

property not yet acquired, nor preserve that which I have ob-

tained, it is advisable for me to cut off my hair and beard,

put on yellow robes, and leaving home become a houseless one.

He therefore from this bereavement of relatives cuts off his

hair and beard, puts on yellow garments, and departs from

home a houseless one. This is called, Rattapala, the bereave*

ment of relatives, But in this Tullakotitang Rattapala has

many friends and blood-relations : Rattapala therefore is not

bereaved of relatives. What then has Rattapala known, or

seen, or heard, that he has departed from his home a house*

less one?

These, Rattapala, are the four bereavements, in consequence

of suffering which bereavements some persons cut off their hair

• and beard, put on yellow garments, and depart from their homes

houseless ones. Rut Rattapala has not experienced these be-

reavements: what therefore has he known, or seen, or heard,

that forsaking the house he has become a houseless one ?

There are four doctrines, great King, declared by Bagawa,

the knowing and perceiving one, the Rabat, the perfect Budha,

which having known and seen and heard, I have forsaken my
home and become a houseless one. The four are : the inhabi-

tants of the world are swept away, they are of short continu-

ance. This, great King, is the first doctrine declared by that

Bagawa, the knowing and perceiving, the pure, the perfect

o
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Budha, which having known and seen and heard I have for-

saken my home and become houseless.

Defenceless are the inhabitants of the world and unpro-

tected: This* great King, is the second doctrine declared by

Bagawa, the knowing and perceiving, the pure, the perfect

Budha, which having known and seen and heard I have for"

saken my home and become houseless.

The inhabitants of the world have nothing which is their

own, but forsaking all must go away. This, great King, is the

third doctrine. The inhabitants of the world are ever wanting,

unsatisfied, the slaves of desire. This, great King, is the fourth

doctrine. These are the four doctrines declared by Bagawa

which having known and seen and heard* I have forsaken home

and become houseless.

You have said, Rattapala, that the inhabitants of the world

as taken away, and are of short continuance: how is this to be

understood? What think you, great King, when you were

twenty or twenty^five years of age, were you skilful in the

management of elephants, horses and chariots, expert in the

bow and sword exercises, firm of foot, and strong of hand, a

bold warrior ? When, Battapala, I was twenty or twenty-five

years of age, I was skilful in managing elephants, horses and

chariots, skilled in the bow and sword, firm of foot and strong

of hand, and brave in war. At one time, Rattapala, I was of

surpassing power, and saw no equal in strength. How think

you, great King, are you now firm of foot and strong of hand,

able to contend in war ? Not so, Rattapala, I am now decrepid,

aged, old, far advanced in life, and arrived at its close. I am
eighty years old : sometimes when I intend to put my foot in

one place, I put it in a different one. On account of this,

therefore, great King, it is said by Bagawa, that the inhabi-

tants of the world are carried away and are of short continu-
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ance ; and knowing, seeing and hearing this, I have forsaken

home and became houseless. Wonderful, astonishing Eatta-

pala ; it has been well said by Bagawa, that the world passes

away and is of short continuance. The world does pass away

and is of short continuance.

This royal family, Eattapala, has for its defence in danger

a force of elephants, cavalry, chariots and infantry ; how then

is that to be understood which has been spoken by Eattapala

that the world is defenceless and without protection ? How
think you, great King, are you subject to any continued sick-

ness ? Yes, Eattapala, I am troubled with a constant flatulence

(etoSDoSto&Sto windy complaint), so that sometimes when my
friends and relations are standing round me they say, King

Korawya is dead ! King Korawya is dead ! What think you,

great King, can you say to those friends and relations, come

here all of you my friends and relations, and divide this pain

among you, that I may obtain ease, or must you endure it

yourself ? No, Eattapala, I do not call my friends and relations

saying, come all of you and divide this pain among you that

I may have a little ease, but I have to endure it myself. It

is concerning this, therefore, great King, that Bagawa has said,

The world is defenceless and without protection : and I know-

ing, seeing, and hearing this, have forsaken my home and be-

come houseless. Wonderful, surprising, Eattapala ! it has been

well said by Bagawa that the world is defenceless and without

protection. The world is defenceless and without protection.

This royal family, Eattapala, has large quantities of gold,

of treasure both hidden in the earth, and kept above ground.

How is that to be understood which Eattapala has said, the

world has no property, but must go away and leave all. What
think you, great King,—the objects affording pleasure to vouf

senses, which you now have attained to and enjoyed, and by
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which you are surrounded ; in the other world will you have

those identical objects to give you pleasure, or leave this pro-

perty to others, and you go according to your actions ? I shall

not, Eattapala, have these pleasures, but others will obtain

them, and I go according to the actions I have done. It is

concerning this, therefore, great King, that Bagawa has said,

The world has no property, but must go away and leave all

:

and I knowing, hearing, and seeing this, have left home and

become houseless. Wonderful, Rattapala, surprizing \ well has

it been said by Bagawa that the world has no property, but

must depart and leave all. The world has no property, but

must depart and leave all,

Rattapala has said, that the world is ever wanting more,

unsatisfied, the slave of desire : how is this to be understood ?

What think you, great King ? Is this Kuru in which you live

a flourishing country ? Yes, Rattapala, I live in this flourish-

ing land of Kuru. What think you, great King, if any one of

your servants should come from the east country, a faithful

confidential man, and say to you, Know great King, that I

have come from the eastward, and saw there a large province,

rich and overspread with population. The people are nu-

merous, and there are numerous forces ofelephants, and chariots,

cavalry and infantry ; it contains numerous elephants and

horses, much gold, wrought and unwrought, with multitude of

women. With the forces you have, you are able to conquer

it : conquer it great King ! What would you do ? I would

conquer it, and dwell there. [The same is repeated for each

of the other three quarters, and the parts beyond sea.] It is,

on this account, great King, that Bagawa has said, The'world

is ever wanting more, is dissatisfied, the slave of desire : and

knowing, seeing, and hearing this, I have forsken home and be-

3ie houseless : Wonderful, Rattapala, surprizing ! Well has
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it been said by Bagawa the world is ever wanting more, is

dissatisfied, the slave of desire.

This said the venerable Rattapala, and having spoke thus,

he afterwards said, I see rich men in the world, having obtained

wealth, covetous and foolish, giving nothing, hoard up their

riches; and in their lust wishing for much more.

Conquering Ifings, having subdued the earth, and occupy-

ing all unto the borders of the sea, still unsatisfied, desire the

parts beyond the ocean.

Kings and people with unquenched desires approach death,

and leave the body, still wanting more: the world cannot

fill up their lust of possession.

Their relatives weeping with dishevelled hair, or saying,

ah! certainly he is dead, wrap him in a cloth ; take him to

the funeral pile and burn him.

He thus, forsaking his wealth, is clothed with a single cloth,

pierced with stakes and burnt. The dying find no deliverance

(from death) by friends or relations.

The heirs take away his ^wealth, and the being goes

(to another state) according to his actions. The dead are

not accompanied by wealth, by child, or wife, or property, or

land.

By riches no one obtains long life, neither by wealth is

decay prevented. This life is short, evanescent, changeable.

The wise men say,

The rich and the poor are touched with that stroke ; as the

fool so the wise ; thus struck, the fool in his folly trembles, but

the wise is unmoved.

Therefore wisdom is better than wealth; by that in

this world the termination is attained. This being unattained,

from birth to birth sinful actions are performed by the unwise.

Transmigrating, according to his condition, he comes to
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another state of being : by believing those of little wisdom, a

future state and new conception takes place.

As a thief taken in the act is destroyed in consequence of

his own sinful deed, thus sinful conduct, by its own act, de-

stroys (punishes) men in a future state of being.

The elegant, sweet, heart-pleasing, sensual enjoyments

in various modes changes the mind. Seeing the evils of sen-

suality, I, O King, became a houseless recluse.

The child, the youth, the aged, at the dissolution ofthe body

fall as fruit from the tree. Seeing this, O King, I become a
recluse. Most excellent is the simplicity of self-control.
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On the Manufacture of Salt by Sotar evaporation-—with a

special reference to the methods adopted in the Chilaw and

Putlam Districts of Ceylon,—JBy ALEXANDER OSWALD
Brodie, Esq,—(Read llth September, 1847.)

To the mind of the intelligent man a field of varied and

interesting investigation is opened by those countless arts and

manufactures, which employ the energies of a large portion

of his species. Of these some are interesting, chiefly on

account of the deep scientific knowledge which has originated

them, the ingenuity which has developed them, and the intri-

cacy of machinery by means of which they are carried out.

Others again prove no less interesting on account of the utility

of their products, and on account of the very facility with

which these are obtained. In the former, man appears as the

master of creation, bending every law and every power of

nature to serve his' purposes ; in the latter, he appears in the

humbler light of her pupil, simply imitating and repeating

that which he has previously observed her to perform. To

the latter class belongs the manufacture of salt, when obtained

by the spontaneous evaporation of sea or other saline waters.

Chloride of sodium is a substance ofgreat ifnot ofessential

use to all organized bodies, and has, by a bountiful Providence,

been distributed throughout the globe in larger quantities than

any other salt ; and so distributed, that it can be easily obtained,

and having at the same time been formed highly soluble in

water, it can with facility be extracted from bodies containing

it and thus be freed from impurities.

The method of obtaining salt of course varies with the

form under which it appears, with the climate of the country

in which it is found, and with other circumstances unnecessary

to detaih
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From those great beds of rock salt which are found in

Galicia and other parts of Europe, it is at various points pro-

cured by simple quarrying ; vast subterranean chambers, halls

and galleries being cut out- of the beautiful sparry mass. In

other places it is got from saline spring waters, which either

appear at the surface, are raised by cumbersome machinery$

or jet through the pipes of deep artesian wells. The water so

procured is exposed for a time to the sun
;
by a simple process

purified from the gypsum, &c., which it contains, and ultimately

boiled down in large pans. Under other circumstances it is

extracted by simple solution from earth containing it, and

crystallised as before.

Again, in those northern parts of great continents where

excessive cold and excessive heat succeed each other perpe-

tually, these opposite states of temperature are used for the

same purpose, namely, that of concentrating any of the weak

natural solutions obtained by the above means, which are then

boiled down.

Lastly, we have that process where all, or nearly all, is

left to nature, and where a solution of common salt is evapo-

rated by simple exposure to the sun's rays. This method alone

has as yet been practised in Ceylon on a large scale and ap-

parently to some extent from time immemorial. (During the

sovereignty of the Dutch, the manufacture was left in the

hands of the natives, who were however bound to give a certain

small portion of the produce to the various officials under the

name of Qld6S)<fiuuli or table salt, the price at that time

varied from three to four-eighths of a penny per bushel.)

The position chosen for a group of salt pans is the muddy
margin of some large bay or creek, having free communication

with the sea, and consists of the following portions, as shewn in

the accompanying sketch.
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A. A canal {Allei ^fim) serving the double purpose

of connecting the sea with the salt-pans, and of

conveying up to the latter, the boats in which their

produce is transported.

B.B. Small canals communicating with A., and carried

along the whole extent of the pans to supply them

with water, called Per-allei Quirrrdsn-.

C. C. Large reservoirs called Katchoo-pahtthi sn-^sf-uuir

g$ in which the water undergoes a preparatory

process.

D.D.D. Secondary channels or Kayallei m<suj?m receiving

water from C.C. and distributing it to the small

beds.

E.E. The small beds called Uppoopdtty ZLUqurr&Q in

which the crystallisation takes place, and which

are on a somewhat lower level than the kahtschu-

pahti.

F.F. Raised ways separating the various sets of pans

serving also as means of communication.

G.G. Small heaps of salt placed on F. F. immediately

after being raised out of the pans.

H.H. Kottoos or huts in which the salt is stored by the

natives till received over by Government.

I. Government stores, whence the salt is issued to

retailers and purchasers from other districts.

K.K. Low dams dividing in half each set of small pans,

used as a means of communication and for other

purposes to be mentioned hereafter.

It will be observed that one large reservoir supplies water

to 30 or 40 small beds, and with these may be looked on as

forming a set, called a weikal ; it is in general either the pro-

perty of one individual or of various persons acting in part-
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iiership. The whole process may be thus described.

About the end of June the natives proceed to put the pans

in order, repair the roads, dams, &c, render the bed of the

large reservoir C. tolerably level, and throw into it from the

canal B. water to a depth of eight or nine inches. The small

beds are during this period levelled by means of the instru-

ment termed Ooppoo*-palagai (see fig. B.,) stamped with the feet

and beaten with a board; water from the reservoir is introduced

into them, and after a few days again thrown out, they are

then again beaten and allowed to dry. When this has taken

place, (that is about the beginning of August) the water is

allowed to flow back into them, filling them to a depth of

about three inches, and. is left till crystallisation occurs.

It is to be observed, that these various processes go on

simultaneously, and that therefore the water only remains two

or three days in the large bed before distribution, during which

time it has deposited a considerable quantity of sediment, and

become somewhat concentrated. The object of forming the

small dam K. which divides the set into two tolerably equal

portions, is to economise water which has already to a certain

extent been subject to evaporation, this is, during the prepara*

tion of the pans, thrown from one side of the bank to the other

as circumstances may require, the upper and lower portions of

the Aveikal being alternately filled and dried.

If the weather be favourable, a layer of salt, varying from

quarter of an inch to one and a half inch in thickness, will

be deposited in the small beds, within eight days of the water

being introduced. This crust is then carefully raised from the

mud below by means of the Ooppoo-palagai, scraped to one

corner and placed in heaps along the road F.F., where it is

left for a few days to dry, and then carried in baskets to the

Kottoos II. II. After this first crop (as it is termed) has been
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removed, a small quantity of water, containing in solution va^

rious salts of lime, magnesia, &c., remains in the beds; this is

not thrown out, but water is simply again introduced from the

reservoir by means of the channel D,, and thus the process is

repeated till about the beginning or middle of September.

After two crops have been obtained from a bed it is, however,,

allowed to dry and is well beaten as at first. The average size

of a Kahtohupattie may be 40 or 50 feet square* that of a small

bed 15 to 20 feet in length by 8 to 12 in breadth, but no par-,

ticular attention is paid to these proportions. Not more than

three cr four crops are procured in a season, and at each, the

produce of a small pan will under favourable circumstances,

be about eight or ten bushels, but does not on the whole aver-

age one half of this. The salt remains in the cadjan huts

under a guard paid by Government, but at the risk of the

manufacturers, until it can be received over. When this time

arrives it is removed to the large stores I.I., placed at con-

venient intervals, weighed, and deposited. These stores are in

some instances formed of cadjans, sometimes of masonry, and

sometimes altogether of timber, and of these latter some were

placed over pits four or five feet in depth, while others were

raised on dwarf pillars to prevent injuries from water. The

cadjan stores require constant repair, and are seldom quite

water tight, the mortar of the masonry ones soon becomes dis-

integrated by the action of the salt, the timber stores over pits

were found inconvenient and damp, those on pillars, unneces^

sarily expensive, it being observed that white-ants do not

attack timber saturated with salt; plain wooden structures

placed on somewhat elevated sites appear therefore the most

suitable, and will probably be universally adopted.

With regard to the various expenses incurred in this

manufacture, the following remarks may be made. The pro^
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prietors hire for each set of beds from two or three labourers

called wahracouddies, whose duty it is to form and level the

pans, supply them with water, collect and heap the salt, and

lastly, to carry it to the Kottoos ; in return for this service

they receive one-half of the salt; but as the proprietor usually

makes advances to them during the course of the season, a

very small portion of this is really handed over to them. From

the moment that the Kottoos are opened, all expenses are

borne by Government, who buys the salt at the fixed rate of

two pence and one-eighth per bushel. From the stores the

country in general is supplied ; the various purchasers being

furnished by the Government Agent with orders for the quan-

tity they require ; prepayment at the rate of two shillings and

eight pence per bushel being in every case requisite. In those

districts where salt is manufactured, no one is allowed to

trade in it except certain retailers licensed by Government,

who receive it at the above rate, and sell it at the same, being

allowed a commission of two per cent, on the amount of their

transactions; eighty lbs. being in every case considered as the

weight of one bushel.

So soon however as salt has been removed beyond the

limits of the district, no further restrictions on its sale or price

are enforced.

On a review of the system above described, it is quite

evident, that it is in many respects capable of much improve-

ment ; and a few of the existing defects may be briefly pointed

out.

In the first place, it is apparent that a much larger quan-

tity of salt could be procured if the natives could be induced

to lay aside some portion of their characteristic apathy and

commence operations at a much earlier period : at present

nothing whatever is done until several weeks of dry weather
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have convinced them that there is no longer the slightest

chance of rain. Even on the continent of Europe, (at Schoone-

beck near Magdeburg) operations are carried on in the open

air during about 258 days in the year, while at Putlam,

reckoning from the 25th June to the 15th September, only 81

are employed, although it appears from observations continued

during several years, that there is very seldom rain after the

middle of May, and that for some weeks before only occasional

showers occur.

Again, the beneficial effect of the constant south-west

wind is almost entirely thrown away in consequence of the

paths and dams between the pans being raised to an unneces-

sary height. It is also to be remarked, that the beds are formed

either in a black silt or mud, or else, as at Sinne-Natchecally,

in a nearly pure sand ; either of these substances is very

easily disturbed and rendered uneven, which calls for renewed

levelling and drying ; were artificial beds of some more solid

impervious substance formed, there would be less leakage of

water, and less labour would be requisite; even firmly beaten

clay might prove useful, but has never been tried by the

natives, and this owing to a belief that in such pans the water

would evaporate very much more slowly; to me this appears

to prove that at present there is very considerable waste by

filtration into the soil.

Again, owing to a feeling of pretty parsimony, the salt

when placed in heaps, is in the majority of cases left quite unr

protected, and thus becomes not only coated but also mixed with

sand and other impurities ; the kottoos are also by no means so

impervious as would be desirable.

Again, the salt is in every instance removed from the pans

to the heaps, from these to the kottoos, and from these to the

stores in small baskets by labourers; a very simple system of

wooden tram-ways, would here prove economical,
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Again, the method adopted in receiving over the salt is

so very tedious, that many months elapse before it can be stored,

during which time it is exposed to much risk and serious de-

terioration.

Lastly, it may be observed, that the many valuable salts

contained in the ley after the deposit has been formed, are

either quite lost or are obtained intermingled with the wished

for product, which is consequently found to be exceedingly

liable to deliquescence ; but probably the extraction of these

would prove too complicated a process to be conducted by

natives.

The salt collected in the North-western Province varies in

colour from pure white to dull grey or reddish, according to

the impurities contained in it ; it appears in the form of a con-

fused crystalline mass consisting of hollow quadrilateral py-

ramids with graduated surfaces (pied de mouche) and of cubes.

The large grained salt is generally preferred, as it does not

absorb moisture from the atmosphere so rapidly as that which

is in smaller crystals. It is to be observed that the former is

obtained in the first crop, the latter in those which succeed;

and no one can feel astonished that these latter should prove

impure, when it is remembered, that all except the first crops,

are procured from a mixture of sea-water with the previously

obtained residuary solution of various lime and magnesia salts.

The natives have observed the difference in appearance of

the various salts procured at the different crops, but do not

seem to be aware that a most impure article is obtained by

mixing all together.

The manufacture of salt in Ceylon being a Government

monopoly, being one of great importance, and one which it is

not at present considered prudent to discontinue, (the present

average annual produce may be reckoned a,t two hundred and.
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fifty thousand bushels in the Chilaw and Putlam districts),

many restrictions are necessarily required which undoubtedly

tend to check improvement ; even the fact of having one fixed

rate of purchase must prevent any competition as to superior

purity. Were the pans placed in the hands of intelligent capita-

lists, who should have access to their works at all hours,

and should be at liberty to make such experiments as they

deemed necessary, there can be no doubt that the total value

of the products would be much increased.

Were it, on the other hand, possible very materially to

reduce the price at which this article is sold, the consumption

would probably much increase ; not indeed by the direct use

of individuals, but by its employment as a manure, aiid for the

purpose of preserving fish, &c. Such a state ofthings is highly

desirable ; cultivation and trade would, on the one hand, be

encouraged, while, on the other, the coolies engaged in the

interior would procure a cheap and nutritious article of diet in

lieu of the semi-putrid fish now prepared in large quantities on

the sea coasts, by being partially cleaned, and then rubbed over

with mud and sand from the beach.

The whole possible consumption of the Island being, how-

ever, very small, any great increase in the sale must be pro-

vided for by other countries, which circumstance renders the

removal of the monopoly doubly hazardous; but the political

bearings of the question are foreign to the subject of this paper,

and need be no further insisted upon. For a great portion of

the information contained in this sketch, I am indebted to John

Casie Chitty, Esq., the intelligent Modliar of the Calpentyn

and Putlam districts. I am at present engaged in a series of

observations regarding the temperature, chemical composition,

specific gravity, and rapidity of evaporation of the water in

the various portions of the salt pans ; should I be able to carry
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these out, and should the results prove interesting, I shall have

much pleasure in communicating them to the Society.

In conclusion, I would only state, that although many

persons may consider it as an altogether superfluous task to

describe so simple a process as that of evaporating sea-water,

it must yet be borne in mind, that it is chiefly by the collec*

tion of what may appear trifling and familiar facts, that great

theories and great improvements can be safely framed ; and

that in Nature and in Science no fact can well be called little

or trifling. Its real importance may at present be hid, but

may yet at some future period exhibit itself, and in any case

circumstantial details of any process may act as a warning, if

not as an example, to those who are engaged in similar pursuits.

A. The Marawei Lmr&Dsu or wooden mamottie, employed

in raising the dams, &c.

B. The Ooppoopalagai ^uquususo^ a board employed

in levelling the beds, splashing the water from pan

to pan, &c. The spikes are made use of to break

up and collect the salt when very thick, and are

frequently omitted.

C. The Ehttu srggi a kind of scoop suspended from a

rude triangle, which, by means of a swinging

motion, throws water out of the small canal into the

reservoir.

D. The Tattucootti i5iL®&@<§$ a stamper used in beat-

ing and levelling the beds.

E. A palmyra leaf basket running down to a ridge at

bottom, and furnished with two short ropes at each

side. This implement is held by two persons stand-

ing at some distance from each other, who com-

municate to it a swinging and dipping motion, and so

raise water from the small canal into the reservoir.

F. Cross section of the same.
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A Royal Grant Engraved on a Copper Plate, Literally trans*

late'd from the Singhalese. ' Communicated by Simon
Casie Chitty, Esq., c. M. r. a. S,-~fRead 6th Novem-

ber, 1847J

PKO SPE&IT Y!

This resplendent JSannas (1) was granted in tne Year of

Saha 1467 (2), on Wednesday in the month of Esala (3).

When Suriya Hetti (4), who disembarked from the Coast, was

residing at Manaar, the Maharaja sent to him an order; he

came and staid at Puruduwela (5). Afterwards having sent

another order and caused Suriya Hetti to come (to Madampe),

appointed him Mohandiram (6) to collect the tax on milk (7)

(1) Sannas—the same as Sasana in Sanskrit, a written grant

bestowed by a King upon a subject.

(2) A. D. 1545.

(3) Esala— the fourth month of the Singhalese, answering to

part of July and part of August.

(4) Hetti—the same as Cketty in Tamil, one of the mercantile

tribe.

{5) Puruduwela— & village on the Peninsula of Calpentyn,

about 5 miles south-west of Putlam, now called Puludi-
itiaiyel.

{6) Mohandiram^—an honorific title peculiar to the Singhalese.

It is also employed to designate a revenue officer next in

rank to a Modeliar.

(7) This was a local tax paid by the owners of cattle to the

CroWn, consisting of a certain quantity of milk per annum
for every milk cow or buffalo possessed by them. The
Dutch commuted it into a tax on ghee, which was continued

to be levied as long as they were masters of Ceylon,

and likewise during the early part of the possession of the

Island by the British. I have now before me an adver-

tisement, published by Governor North in 1800, suspend-

ing for that year the payment of the tax levied on ghee

within the districts of Manaar and Putlam, in considera-

tion of the ravages committed among the cattle by the

murrain.

Q
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from the seven folds of cattle. When the Mohandiram carried

and presented the tax milk (to the Maharaja), he fouhd favor

and (the village) Andaragasapittiya was bestowed on him;

together with this side of the turretted ant-hill and the solitary

Palmira-tree at Maruppe (8), this side of the stone pillar at

Halpataioanatotte, this side of the stone pillar at Ullamadaydwe,

this side of the rock (which stands ) on the dant of the tank

of Bogamuwa, having the sun and moon engraved on it, this

side of the stone pillar at Madanwila, and this side of the dam,

of the tank of Dimulpittiya, the seven lakes and the high and

low grounds inclusive, in perpetuity under this resplendent

Sannas. Three amonas of Paddy from Bogamuwa and two

amonas of Paddy from Uluvarisigama, and (the lake) Hdlpan-

wila for plucking and taking Pan (9) therefrom were also

bestowed on him*

As long as the sun and moOn endure if there be any who

should violate this matter, they will be born as cows and dogs,

This resplendent Saunas was granted in the time of the

King Taniwalla Bahoo (10) of Madampe (11).

(8) Marappe—a village about 6 miles south-west of Madram-
kooly, now called Kattakadoo.

(9) Scirpus globosus. Linn.

(10) Taniwalla Bahoo is the same with Tamwalla Abkya
mentioned by Tumour in his Epitome of the History of
Ceylon. He was a younger brother of Dharma Prakrama
Bahoo VII, from whom he had Madampe and the ad-

joining district assigned over to him as a subordinate
principality.

(11) Madampe— a village about 8 miles south-west of ChiJaw.
No vestiges of the royal residence are now extant, but the
memory of the Kin«: Taniwalla Bahoo is still kept up
by the Buddhist inhabitants in the devil-dance, which they
occasionally perform in his honor under the large Banian
tree on the side of the high road.
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On Budhism. By the Rev. D. J. GoGEHLY.-

—

(Read 6th

November, 1847.^)

The book named Pansiya panas jataka, or five hundred

and fifty births, has, by many writers, been represented as one

of the sacred books of the Budhists : it is not, however, pro-

perly entitled to that character, not being included in either

of the three Pitakas, but being a comment on a poetical book

called Jataka, or births, which is one of the fifteen books con-

tained in the fifth grand division of the Sutra Pitaka. It

probably received the name of Jataka after the comment had

been written, for a very large portion of it has no reference

either to Budha or to his births, but consists of moral apho-

risms, proverbs, similitudes and tales ; some of the latter,

indeed, professing to be accounts of the previous transmigra-

tions of Groutama.

The sacred book called Jataka is in a poetical form,

without any mixture of prose, the verses consisting of four or

six lines. It is divided into chapters called Nipata, according

to the number of verses contained in each Jataka ; the first, or

Eka-nipata, containing about 150 Jatakas, each consisting of

a single verse. The comment gives a critical explanation

of the verses, either defining the meaning of each word, or

selecting for exposition those which are obscure ;
and, in ad-*

dition to these critical remarks, appends to each Jataka a

legend, explanatory of its general intention, and containing an

account of circumstances connected with a supposed previous

existence of Goutama during the time he was a Bodhi-satwayo,

or candidate for becoming a Budha. The sacred text is scarce,

but the legendary part of the comment is in the hands of mul-

titudes, it having been very well translated from Pali into

Singhalese ; and the tales form a considerable portion of the
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popular literature of the natives. A translation therefore of

a few of the verses, and an account of some of the legends may
not be unacceptable.

The following are the first verses in the series.

1. Apannaka Jatakan.

Some persons speak indisputable truths, reasoners speak

diversely : the wise man, understanding this, chooses that

which is indisputable.

2. Wannupatha Jatakan.

The energetic man found water by digging, even in the

sandy road frequented by travellers : thus the sage, endued

with persevering energy, obtains by diligent exertion mental

tranquillity.

3. Seriwanija Jatakan.

If you now fail in attaining the advantages of true reli-

gion, long and bitterly will you repent it, as was the case with

the merchant Seriwayo.

4. Chulla-setti Jatakan.

The wise and observing man will even by small means

raise himself to affluence, even as a lage fire is kindled by few

materials.

5. Tandula-nali Jatakan.

[Only a fragment of this verse is found in the copies to

which I have had access, that fragment is]

What is the value of a measure of rice ? Benares, with

the adjacent territory.

6. Dewa-damma Jatakan.

Peaceful good men, modest, fearing sin, and endued with

virtue, are even 'in this world called divine.

7. Katta-hari Jatakan.

I am thy son, great King ! Ruler of the people support

me ! Princes maintain their dependants
;
why should a prince

not do the same for his own progeny ?
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8. Gamini Jatakan.

His desires will be accomplished who observes the pre-?

cepts of the wise ! I am of matured virtue : consider this, O
Gamina !

9. Makha-dewa Jatakan.

These grey hairs which from age have grown on my head,

are the messengers of the gods : this is the time for my reli-

gious seclusion from the world.

10. Sukha-wihari Jatakan.

Certainly, O King, he who disregards sensual enjoyments,

who neither has to protect others, nor to be protected by them,

reposes in tranquil enjoyment.

End of the section named Apannaka.

11. Lakhana Jatakan.

Prosperity attends the virtuous man who is prudent in

counsel. See Lakhana coming followed by the multitude of

his relatives whom he has carefully preserved ; and then look

at this Kalo, who has lost the whole of his relatives.

12. Nigrodha-miga Jatakan.

Attend upon Nigrodha but approach not Sakha. Death

with Nigrodha is better than life with Sakha.

13. Kandina Jatakan.

Disgraced is he who fiercely shoots with barbed arrows :

disgraced is the country where a woman reigns ; but especially

disgraced are they who subject themselves to female sway.

14. Wata-miga Jatakan.

Whether at home or abroad nothing is more evil than in-

dulgence in luxurious diet. By pleasing his palate Sanjaya

has subjected the deer, fleet as the winds, and trained him to

Jive in the house.

15. Karadiya Jatakan.

The spiral horned deer having seven times neglected the
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advice of the eight-hoofed Karadiya, she will no longer

endeavor to instruct him.

16. Tipallatta-miga Jatakan.

The eight-hoofed deer, lying in three positions, acquainted

with many devices, drinking only at midnight, and putting one

nostril to the ground inhaling the scent, six times has evaded

the hunters.

17. Maluta Jatakan.

It is when the wind blows, whether in the moonlight or-

the dark night, that it is cold : cold is produced by the wind ;

therefore neither of you has been overcome (in the disputation.)

18. Mataka-batta Jatakan.

If rational beings considered the wretchedness connected

with birth and existence, they would not destroy each other.

The destroyer of life will endure suffering.

1 9. Ayachita-batta Jatakan.

If you desire to be free, secure freedom from future exis-

tence, lest by being free you become bound. Your mode is

not that in which the wise are free : the freedom of the unwise

is bondage.

20. Nalapana Jatakan.

Seeing the impress of descending footsteps, but not of

those ascending, I will drink water through a Bamboo : thou

shalt not destroy me.

End of the section called Sila.

21. Kurunga-miga Jatakan.

Sepanni tree ! dost thou cast thy fruit abroad ! the deer

understands this : I go to another Sepanni tree ;
thy fruit is

not agreeable to me.

22. Kukkara Jatakan.

The beautiful and strong hounds, reared by royalty and

brought up in the palace, remain unpunished, but we are de«
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stroyed. This is to spare the strong and punish the weak.

23. Boja-janiyya Jatakan.

Charioteer ! I Bojja, though lying on my side pierced

by an arrow, am still superior to the mare : Yoke me to the

car.

24. Ajarmya Jatakan.

At all times, in all places, under all circumstances, Arjan-

nyo maintains his fleetness. In this the mares fail.

25. Titta Jatakan.

Charioteer ! lead your horse to some other* ford to drink.

Even a man becomes satiated with a superabundance of

delicacies.

26. Mahila-mukha Jatakan.

Mahilamukha became furious and unruly by hearing the

conversation of professed thieves ; but by hearing that of the

virtuous the noble elephant became established in every ex-

cellence.

27. Abhina Jatakan.

He is not able to eat a mouthful of food, and the bowels

are constipated : I perceive that the elephant by constantly

seeing the dog has contracted an affection for him.

28. Nandawisala Jatakan.

Never use harsh language but always speak kindly : the

heavy load belonging to him who spake with kindness was

drawn, and he rejoiced in the wealth he thereby acquired.

29. Kanha Jatakan.

Whenever the load is heavy, or the road deep and diffi-

cult, there yoke Kanha ; he will draw up the load.

30. Munika Jatakan.

Envy not Munika ! he eats to his own destruction. Eat

a little plain food, that will be productive of longevity.

End of the section called Kurunga.
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31. Kulawak Jatakan.

Matili !
* certainly the young suparnnas are cast out of

their nests by the chariot rushing through the forest. Eather let

us yield our lives to the Asurs than injure these nestlings.

32. .Natcha Jatakan.

Pleasant is thy voice, splendid is thy plumage, thy neck

is as the refulgent diamond, thy tail with its circlets is a fathom

long : but, on account of thy dancing, I will not give thee my
daughter.

33. Sammodamana Jatakan.

The birds now, being on good terms with each other, lift

up the net and escape : but whenever dissensions arise among

them they will be in my power.

34. Matcha Jatakan.

I sorrow not for the cold, nor for the heat, nor for being

caught in the net, but because my female (fish) will think, he

is gone to gratify his desires with another.

35. Wattaka Jatakan.

I have wings unfledged, feet which cannot carry me away,

my parents have forsaken me. Pass from me, O self-kindled

fire.

36. Sakuna Jatakan.

The tree which the birds inhabit emits fire. Flee on all

sides ye winged ones for refuge from the danger.

37. Tittara Jatakan.

Those who reverence the wise and aged obtain praise in

this world, and happiness in the world to come,

38. Baka Jatakan.

Fraudful cunning does not in the end produce permanent

advantage : the fraudulent person may be circumvented, as

* The charioteer of Indra.
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the crane was by the crab.

39. Nanda Jatakan.

I think there must be a collection of gold and jewels

where the house born slave Nandaka stands, seeing he speaks

so proudly.

40. Khadirangara Jatakan.

Though I should fall into hell with my head downward
and my feet upward, I will not act unworthily. Receive*

therefore, this food.

End of the section called Kulawaka.

The above suffice to shew the nature of the sacred text>

and I have selected a few of the verses, that the legends ex*

planatory of them may also be understood : the verses I have

chosen are the first, second, third, fourth, sixth and thirty*

eighth.

The first, or Apannaka Jatakan.

Verse.—Some persons speak indisputable truth, reasoned

speak diversely : the wise man, understanding this, chooses

that which is indisputable.

Legend.—This discourse was delivered by Budha when he

resided in the monastery of Jetawaney, near Sewat, on ac-

count of the 500 friends of a nobleman, who were the disciples

of an opposing teacher. The noble Anathhapindiko, accom-

panied by 500 of his friends, who were disciples of another

teacher, went to Jetawaney taking with him flowers, perfumes,

sugar, honey, oil, cloth and raiment; having worshipped Budha,

he presented him with the flowers, and delivered the cloth and

other articles to the priests, and then, avoiding the six impro-

prieties, he sat down. The disciples of the opposing teacher,

having bowed to Budha, sat down by Anathhapindiko, behold-

ing the face of Budha resplendent as the full moon, and marked

the indications of greatness in his person, and the glory beam-
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ing from him and surrounding him with its rays. Then Budha,

•with a soft and melodious voice, eloquently unfolded his heart

delighting doctrines. Pleased with the doctrine they had heard,

they arose from their seats, worshipped him of the ten powers,

and forsaking their former teacher, embraced the religion of

Budha. From that period, they constantly accompanied

Anathhapindiko to the monastery, offered perfumes and flowers,

heard his discourses, gave alms, kept the five precepts, and

sanctified the daj^s of the moon^s changes. Some time after-

wards Budha, leaving Sewat, returned to Rajagaha, when they

forsook his religion, and again embraced that of their former

teacher.

Seven or eight months afterwards, Budha returned to

Jetawaney upon which Anathhapindiko took them again with

him, and having worshipped Budha and presented his oblations,

seated himself. They also worshipped Budha, and sat down.

Anathhapindiko then related how that, during the absence of

Budha, his friends had abandoned his religion, and returning to

their former teacher, had again become established in his doc-*

trines. Then Budha, opening his lotus-like mouth, which by

the power of unremitted pure conversation, during countless

numbers of ages, was like the opening of a golden casket filled

with odours from celestially compounded perfumes, and emit-

ting a mellifluous sound, inquired, is it true, disciples, that

you have forsaken this religion and embraced that of the other

teacher ? They, seeing it could not be concealed, said, it is true

Bagawa. Upon which he replied, disciples, in no place, from

the lowest hell to the highest heaven, nor in any of the sur-

rounding innumerable systems of worlds, is there an equal to

Budha in virtue or excellence. Where then is his superior ?

He then declared the superior excellency of the religion of the

three gems, and said, a person whether male or female,
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embracing as a devoted disciple this religion, will never be

born in hell ; but being freed from the regions of torment, and

born in heaven, will enjoy exalted felicity : therefore your

conduct in abandoning this religion and embracing that of the

other teacher is improper. Having given them much advice,

he observed, formerly the men who embraced that as helpful

which was not helpful, became the prey of devils in the demon

desert, while those who followed the instructions which were

perfect, salutary and indisputable, passed through the same

desert in safety. Having said this he remained silent.

Anathhapindiko then arose, and having worshipped Budha,

elevating his joined hands to his forehead, said, My Lord, that

these disciples have abandoned this eminent religion, and em-,

braced that of an opposing reasoner is obvious to us: but how

the followers of the reasoner were destroyed in the demon

desert, while those who received perfect instruction passed

through the same desert in safety is hidden from us, but to you

it is known. Be pleased Lord, as with the splendor of the full

moon, to display this to us.

Budha replied, Grahapati, I have during countless ages,

traversed the ten paths which lead to the becoming a Budha,

that I might resolve the doubts of the world, and have attained

to the perfect knowledge of all things : attentively, therefore,

bend down your ears and hear. Having thus excited the at-,

tention of the nobleman, he, as the full moon in its splendor

bursting forth from the womb of the dark cloud, declared that

which was hidden in the former states of existence.

There was formerly in Baranes (Benares) a King of Kasi

named Brahmadatta. Bodisat was at that time born ofparents

who were engaged in foreign trade, and coming of age he tra-

velled with a caravan of 500 waggons from east to west, and

from west to east. There was also at Benares another mer-
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chant engaged in the same trade, but who was dull, silly, and

unskilfu.1 in expedients, Bodisat having collected very valua-

ble merchandise in Benares, laded 500 waggons and prepared

for his journey. The unwise merchant, also, had filled 500

waggons with goods, and was prepared to go to the same mart.

Bodisat thought, if this unwise merchant go with me, the road

will not be sufficient for 1000 waggons : either he or I should

go first. Jle mentioned his views to the other, and said, we

cannot go together, will you go first or last ? The other mer-

chant thought, I shall derive great advantage from going the

first : the road will not be cut up, the bullocks will have green

provender, and the men will have a supply of fruits and ver-

getables ; there will also be a plentiful supply of water, and I

shall sell the goods at my own price : he therefore said, friend,

I will go first. Bodisat saw many advantages connected with,

going the last, and thought, those who go first will repair the

bad parts of the road upon which I shall travel : the old rank

grass will have been eaten by the cattle of the first caravan,

while my oxen will have that which is tender and newly

grown : in place of the leaves and vegetables plucked by the

men who go first, fresh and sweet leaves and vegetables will

be obtained : where there is no water, they will dig, and I shall

drink from those wells : the fixing a price for articles is kill-

ing work, but I going afterwards shall sell my goods at the

established price. Seeing so many advantages, he said, well,

friend, you may go first.

The unwise traveller, agreeing to this, made ready his

waggons and departed. By degrees he came to the entrance

of the desert, beyond the inhabited boundary. There are five

kinds of deserts, 1, the robber desert ; 2, the wild-beast desert

;

3, the arid desert
; 4, the demon desert ; and 5, the foodless

desert. The desert occupied by bands of thieves and robbers
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is the robber-desert ; that inhabited by lions and wild beasts

js the wild beast desert ; that in which no water is found for

bathing or drinking is the arid desert ; that in which demons
dwell is the demon desert; tjiat in which neither edible roots,

nor food of any kind can be procured is the foodless desert,

The desert now to be entered was a demon desert destitute

of water.

The unwise trader, having placed large vessel^ filled with

water upon his waggons, entered the desert, tjie extent ofwhich
was sixty yoduns (about 8Q0 miles). When he had arrived at

the middle of the desert, the denion who resided there thought,

I will induce these men to throw away their water, and when
they are weak through thirst, I will destroy and eat them all.

He accordingly formed the appearance of a beautiful carriage

£rawn by two milk-white oxen, preceded and followed by a

retinue of ten or twelve demons, as men, armed with bows and

shields. The chief demon was seated in the carriage, as a man
of ranfe adorned with lotus flowers; his head and clothes wet

with water, and the wheels of his carriage dripping with mud.

The attendants who preceded and followed him had their heads

and clothes wet; they were adorned with lotus flowers, had

bunches of water lilies in their hands, were sprinkled with

water and mud, and were chewing the edible roots of water

plants.

The chief of a trading caravan, when a head wind blows,

precedes the caravan seated in his waggon, to avoid the dust;

but when it blpws in tjie opposite direction, he follows the wag-?

gon train. At this, time, a head wind blew, and the trader was

in advance. The demon, seeing him approach, drove his car-

riage from the road to give him the path, and entering into

conversation with him, enquired where he was going. The

tracer moving his own carriage out of the way to let the wag-
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gong pass, stood by the demon and said ; We, Sir, nave come

from Benares; but where have you come from, adorned with

lotus flowers, and your clothes wet: have you had rain on the

road, and are there ponds in the neighbourhood covered with

lilies? The demon replied, What do you say, my friend : the

range of yonder green forest appears. The whole of that forest

abounds with water 5 there is constant rain there, the streams

are full, #nd at short intervals there are lakes covered with

lilies. But where are you going with this train of waggons ?

He replied, to such a country. What have you in this wag-

gon p sueh and such goods. The last waggons came on very

heavily laden, and he enquired, What goods have you in these?

He replied, Water. You have acted with great propriety, he

observed, in bringing water thus far, but there is no necessity

for your taking it further, there being abundance before you.

Break your vessels and throw away your water, that you may

go lightly. But we are loitering, and must proceed on our

journey. So saying, he and his attendant demons, went a short

distance, and becoming invisible, returned to the demon city.

The unwise trader, in his folly, attended to the words of the

demon, brake his water vessels, and threw away all the water*

not reserving a drop, and then proceeded. Before them, how-,

ever, there was no water, and the men parched with thirst, be-^

came exhausted. They travelled till sun set, when unyoking

the oxen, they formed a circle with the waggons, and secured

the cattle to the waggon wheels, There was no water for the

oxen ; and the men had neither boiled rice nor gruel : exhaust-*

ed and dispirited, they threw themselves on the ground. In

the middle of the night the devils sallied forth from their city*

slew the men and oxen, ate the flesh, and left the bones scat-,

tered about. Thus on account of one unwise man, the whole

of the caravan was destroyed, and the 500 waggons full of

goods left standing in the desert.
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A month and a half after the departure of the unwise tra-

der, Bodisat left Benares with 500 waggons, and at length

arrived at the desert. Having put large supplies of water in

vessels, he assembled the whole caravan by beat of drum, and

said, Let no person touch a drop of water without my permis-

sion: and as there are poisonous plants in the desert, let no

person eat of any vegetable or fruit to which he has not been

previously accustomed, without first consulting me. Having

thus advised his attendants, he entered the desert. When they

had travelled to the middle of it, the demons, as in the former

instance, appeared in their path. Bodisat seeing them, thought,

in this desert there is no water, and therefore it is called the

arid desert: these persons are bold, red-eyed, and cast no

shadow. Assuredly the trader who preceded me has been

induced to throw away his water, and he and his attendants,

exhausted with thirst, have been destroyed. This demon does

not know of my wisdom, nor reflect on my skill in expedients.

He therefore said, Proceed ! we merchants do not throw away

water until we see a fresh supply : at the place where we

meet with water> we lighten our waggons by throwing away

that which we brought with us. tfpon this the demon

proceeded a short distance and disappeared. When he was

gone, the attendants of Bodisat came to him and said, Sir,

these men say, that in the green forest which appears at a

distance, there is constant rain, they are adorned with the

flowers of the lotus, they have bunches of lilies in their hands,

and their clothes and hair are wet. Permit us to throw away

the water^ and thus lightening the carriages, proceed rapidly.

Bodisat, hearing this, ordered the waggons to be stopped, and

collecting the people, enquired, Have any of you formerly

heard that there was either pond or lake in this desert ? They

replied, No, Sir ! this is the arid desert. Some of these men
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say that in a green forest before us it rains continually : to

what distance does a rainy wind blow ? About a yodun's dis-

tance, Sir. Have any of you felt this rainy wind ? No Sir*

At what distance does the rainy cloud appear ? About a

yodun, Sir. Have any of you seen a rainy cloud ? No Sir,

At what distance may the flash of the lightning Ibe seen ?

About four or five yoduns, Sir. Have any of you seen the

lightning ? No Sir. At what distance may the sound of

thunder be heard ? At rather more than a yodun's distance,

Sir. Have any of you heard the sound of thunder ? No Sir.

These, Bodisat continued, are not men, they are demons; their

object is to induce us to throw away our water, that when we

are faint, they may kill and eat us. The unwise merchant who

preceded us was not skilled in devices* Assuredly, he has been

led to throw away his water, and has been devoured, and the

500 waggons full of goods have been left standing, and we shall

see them to day : throw not away a drop of water, but proceed

rapidly. Going forward, they Came to the place where the 500

waggons filled with goods were standing, and saw the bones

of the men and oxen scattered about. After they had taken

their meal and fed the oxen, they formed a circle with the

waggons, placed the cattle in the centre, and the men round

them : and placing a guard of strong men, Bodisat watched

sword in hand during the night, even till the dawn. The next

morning early, having completed the necessary arrangements,

and fed the cattle, they changed such of their waggons as were

weak for stronger ones belonging to the first caravan, and

casting away articles of little value, filled the waggons with

those which were costly, and arriving at the proposed mart,

sold the whole for twice or three times the cost price, and

returned in safety with all his attendants to Benares,

Budha having thus spoken, said, Grahapati, the followers
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ofthe reasoner formerly were destroyed, while thosewho followed

the perfect teacher were delivered from the demons, went

in peace to their desired mart, and returned in peace to their

own homes. Joining the two relations together he spake the

verse

Some persons speak indisputable truths*

Reasoners speak diversely,

Understanding this, the wise man*

Chooses that which is indisputable.

He also said, The unwise trader is now I)ewadatta, (the

opposing teacher) and his present followers are those who were

then destroyed. I, who am now Budha, was then the wise

trader.

End of the Apannaka Jataka.

The second, or Wannupafha Jatakati%

Verse.-—-The energetic man found water by digging even

in the sandy road frequented by travellers : thus the sage, en»

dued with persevering energy, obtains by diligent exertion*

mental tranquillity.

L end-—While Budha resided in Sewat, a respectable

man, an inhabitant of the city, went to Jetawaney, and heard

the discourses of Budha. Being pleased with the doctrine,

and perceiving the evils of sensual gratification, he became a

priest, and having passed his noviciate and received the neces*

sary instructions from Budha, he entered a forest, and lived

there three months in deep meditation ; yet he was unable to

realize a ray of spiritual light, or any indication of super-

human wisdom. He then thought, the teacher has said that

there are four classes of men : I am of the lowest class. I

shall not, in this state of existence, ascertain the path to

Nirwana, nor the results of entering into that path. What
s
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advantage shall I obtain by residing in a wilderness ? I will

return again to Budha and view his glorious person, and live

there listening to his excellent discourses. He accordingly

returned to Jetawaney. Some wise and holy priests who were

there, said to him, Friend, you received instructions from Budha,

and left this to fulfil your priestly duties
;
you have now re-

turned and live with the priests : have you attained the object

for which you became a priest ? Are you freed from future

transmigration ? He replied, Friends. I have neither attained

the path nor the results of such attainment. I am only fit to

be with unmeritorious persons : I have lost courage and re*

turned. They said, friend, you have acted very improperly

in abondoning your endeavours after having become a priest

of the religion of the persevering Budha. Come, let us go to

Budha. Budha seeing them said, you have brought this

priest with you contrary to his will ; what has he done ? They

replied, this person, Lord, having become a priest of this reli*

gion, has failed in his efforts to perform his priestly duty, and

ceasing from exertion, has returned, Budha enquired, is it

true, priest, that you have ceased from persevering effort ? It

is true, Bagawa. He replied, in becoming a priest of this

religion you became a man of few desires, contented, removed

from carnal objects, and perseveringly diligent. When it is

said, this priest has abandoned his efforts, it appears as though

you were not such a person. Certainly in former ages you

were persevering. On one occasion by your energy the men

and oxen of 500 waggons obtained water in the sandy desert,

and were saved from destruction ; wherefore do you now cease

your efforts ? Upon hearing these words, the priest became

established in resolution. The other priests requested Budha

to declare this event
;
upon which he revealed that which was

hidden in past transmigrations.
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Formerly, when Brahmadatta, King of Kasi, reigned in

Benares, Bodisat was of the merchant tribe, and travelled

about trading, with 500 waggons, and on one occasion entered

a desert sixty yoduns in extent. The sand was so fine that,

when ta,ken in the hand, it could not be kept in the close fist,

and after sunrise it became as hot as burning charcoal, so that

no person could walk on it. Those who had to travel over this

desert took in their waggons a supply of wood, water, oil, rice

and other necessaries, and travelled during the night. At
break of day they formed an encampment, spread a canopy

over their heads, took their meals, and passed the day under

the shade. Taking a meal at sunset, they yoked their oxen and

proceeded on their journey as soon as the ground became cool.

The travelling was similar to a sea voyage, there being no

road
;.
and the conductor, who might be called the pilot, direct-

ed the course of the caravan by the stars.

The trader had passed over 59 yoduns of the desert ; and

calculating that in another night's journey, the caravan would

pass over its, boundary, after supper, he directed the wood and

water to be thrown away and set out. Having spread a couch

in the foremost waggon, he reclined on it, looking at the stars,

and said, drive in this direction, or drive in that direction*

Worn out from want of rest during the long journey, the con-

ductor fell asleep, and did not know that the oxen had turned

round and were retracing their former steps. They travelled

this way the remainder of the night. Towards dawn, the eon-,

ductor awoke and looking at the stars commanded the caravan

to stop. By the time this order was executed, the day broke,

and the men saw that they had returned to the place of their

former encampment. They then exclaimed, our fuel and water

are expended ; we are lost ; and unyoking the oxen, spread a

canopy, and lie down under the waggons in utter despondency.
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Bodisa^ reflecting, if my courage fail me, all these will perish,

walked about while the morning was yet cool, and seeing a

clump of grass, thought, this grass has grown in consequence

of water being beneath it. Taking hoes, they began to dig

in that place, and having excavated to the depth of sixty

cubits, the hoes struck on a slab of rock, upon which they all

gave up in despair. But Bodisat, being assured that water

was beneath the stone, descended into the well, and placing,

his ear to the rock distinctly heard the rushing of water.

Having ascended, he called his immediate attendant, and said

son ! if your courage fail, we shall all perish ! take this iron

crow-bar and endeavour to split the rock. When the courage,

pf all the others had failed, he, attending to the. directions of

Bodisat, and descending into the well, struck the rock, which

being broke by the blows, a stream of water flowed into the,

well to the height of a palm tree. They all drank and bathed,

watered the cattle, and at sun set, having erected a flagstaff

on the spot, they journeyed to their intended place, sold their

merchandise, and returned in peace to their own habitations.

Budha. then spo^e the following verse,

The energetic man, digging in the sandy path,

In the place trodden by travellers, found water

;

Thus the sage, endued with persevering energy,

By diligence obtains mental tranquillity.

He then said, if, priest, you formerly were persevering in,

your efforts to obtain a little water, why should you now, having

become a priest of the religion leading to final emancipation,

cease from exertion. Combining the two events, Budha declar-

ed that the priest was in that birth the personal attendant of

the merchant, and that he who was formerly the merchant was

then Budha.

End of the Wannupat'ha Jataka.
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The third, or Seriwanija Jatakan.

Verse.—If you now fail in attaining the advantages of

true religion, long and bitterly will you repent it, as was \he

case with the merchant, Seriwayo.

Legend*—This discourse was delivered when Budha lived

at Sewat, in consequence of a priest having become discourag-

ed in his efforts to [obtain, spiritual illumination. Upon the

case being represented to Budha, he said, Priest, if after be-

coming a priest of this fruit giving religion, you intermit your

exertions, long will you regret it, as the merchant Seriwayo

regretted the loss of the salver of solid gold worth a lack. At
the solicitations of the priests, Budha related |he circumstances

as follows :

—

Five kalpas previous to ^he present one, Bodisat was a

travelling goldsmith in the country named feeriwa, and in com-

pany with another person of the same profession named Seri-

wayo, who was very covetous, he crossed the Telawahan river?

and came to a city called Andhapura : they divided the streets

of the city between them^ each commencing to sell his goods

in the part assigned to him. There was in the city a noble

family reduced to abject'poverty \ their property was lost, their

relations died, and only a girl and her grandmother remained

alive, the latter having to serve others to support herself and

grand ch;ld. There was in the house, a golden dish out of

which the nobleman used to eat ; but it had long been disused,

and it was so covered with dirt and filth, that they did not

know it to be gold, and cast it among some useless lumber.

The covetous merchant entered the street in which they lived,

crying, buy my jewels ! by my jewels ! and came to the door

of the house. The child said to her grand-mother, mother,

t>uy me an ornament. Child, replied the grantl-mother, we
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are poor* what shall we give to purchase one ? Here is this dish,

said the child, it is of no use to us, give this and buy one for

me. The woman called the merchant, and having requested him

to sit down, brought the dish and said, Brother, take this, and

give your sister something for it. The merchant took i;t into his

hand, and suspecting it to be gold, he made a scratch through

the dirt, and ascertained that it was so ; but hoping to get \%

for nothing, said, What -is this worth ! it Xs not worth half a

masaka, and throwing it on the ground, rose from his seat, and

went away. The two merchants had agreed, that when one

them had left a street, the other might enter it. Bodisat ac-*.

cordingly, entered the street crying, Buy my jewels != buy my
jewels ! and came to the door of the house. The child again

requested the grand-mother to buy her something, but she-

replied, My child, the first merchant who came threw the dish

on the ground and went away. What can I now give to buy

a jewel for you? She replied, Mother, that merchant was a

surly man, but this one is of a pleasing countenance and mild;

of speech, perhaps he will take it. Then call him. She did

so, and he came in and sat down. When they gave him the

dish, he saw that it was gold, and said, Mother, this dish is worth

a lack : I have not goods enough with me to buy it. The

grand-mother replied, Brother, the merchant who first came

said it was not worth half a masaka,. threw it on the ground

and went away. The dish has been changed into gold by the

power of your virtue : I present it to you ; give us some trifie

for it, and take it. Bodisat immediately gave them 500 kaha-

panas which he had with him, and golden ornaments to the

same amount, and saying, allow me only to retain the yoke

for carrying my goods, my bag, and these eight kahapanas..

Obtaining these, he departed, hastened to the bank of the river,,

gave the eight kahapanas to the boatman and got into the boat*
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The covetous merchant, going again to the house said,

Bring that dish, I will give you something for it. But the

woman, scolding him, said, You did value our golden dish

worth a lack at half amasaka. Another merchant, a just man,

who appears to be your master, has given us a thousand pieces

of gold for it and taken it away. When he heard this, per-

ceiving that he had lost the dish of solid gold, he thought,

Truly my loss is great ! and being unable to bear up, under his

violent grief, he lost all self-command, scattered his goods and

money about, threw off his apparel, and seizing his yoke as a

cudgel, he followed after Bodisat. Coming to the bank of the

river, and seeing Bodisat passing over, he called out, Good

boatman, bring back the boat ! But Bodisat would not allow

this to be done, Gazing after Bodisat, and overwhelmed with

grief, his heart became heated, and the blood flowed from his

mouth, as water from a broken dram ; and desirous of destroy-

ing Bodisat, he himself died on the spot. This was the first

time that Dewadatta desired the death of Bodisat. Upon the

conclusion of this discourse the priest, for whose benefit it was

spoken., became a Bahat.

End of Seriwanija Jataka.

The fourth, or Chulla^setti Jatahan,

VerS£.~-The wise and observing man will even by small

means raise himself to affluence, even as a large fire is kindled

by few materials*

Legend.—This discourse was delivered when Biidha lived

at Jiwakambawaney near Rajagaha, on account of the priest

Chulla Pantika, the circumstances connected with whose birth

were as follows. The daughter of a nobleman of the Dananja

family contracted an intimacy with a male slave, and fearing
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that her improper conduct would be discovered, she said to him,

We cannot remain here, for should our misconduct be known,

my parents will tear us to pieces ; let us take some property

with us, retire privately, and live in some other country where

we shall be unknown. They did so, and lived together. When
she was far advanced in pregnancy, she said to him, it will be

a sad thing for both of us if I give birth to a child in a place

where I have no relations ; let us return to iriy family : but

he put it off, saying, let us go to-morrow, or the day after.

She thought, this foolish man, knowing that hw fault is great,

will not endeavour to go i but parents Certainly feel for their

children, and whether he go or remain, it is proper that I should

go. Accordingly she put aside her household furniture, left

the house, and told the neighbours that she was returning to

her family, and set out on her journey. The man returning

home, and being informed by the neighbours that she was gone

to her relations, followed quickly after her, and overtook her

on the road just as she was taken in labour. He accosted her,

and said, wife* what is this ? She replied, husband, I have

borne a son, what shall we now do? That for which I was

going to my parents' house has taken place on the road ; what

shall we gain by going there ? Let us remain where we are*

To this he agreed, and as the child was born on the road, they

called him Pant'haka. Not long afterwards, she again proved

pregnant, and again desirous of returning to her parents set

out on her journey, but her second son was also born on the

road. On this account they called the first born Maha

Pant'haka, and the other one Chulla Pant'haka; taking their

children with them, they returned to their former habitation.

While living there, the child Pant'haka heard the other chil-

dren saying, uncle, grand-father, grand-mother, &c, and

coming to his mother said, Mother, other children say, uncle,
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grand-father, grand-mother : have we no relations ? Yes, child

she replied, but we have no relations here : your grand-father

is a rich nobleman in Rajagaha, and your relations are there.

Why then do we not go there, mother? She then told her

son the reason of their coming to their present residence, but

the child again and again spoke to her on the subject. She

then said to her husband, these children pine away: let us

take them to their grand-father: will my father and mother

eat our flesh if they see us? He replied, I cannot appear

before your parents, but if you can contrive by any means to

give the children to your parents, do so. They accordingly

took the children to Rajagaha, and the mother sent a message

to her parents informing them of their arrival. #n hearing it>

her parents said, we regard ourselves as childless, having

neither son nor daughter: great is their crime against us, and

we cannot admit them to our presence. Let them take this

property which we send them, and live where they pleasef; but

let them send us the children. The nobleman's daughter

received that which her parents had sent, and delivered the

children into the hands of the messengers. From that time they

lived in the house of their grand-father. Chulla Pant'haka

was very young, but Maha Pant'haka accompanied his father

to hear the discourses of Budha, and at length said to his

grand-father, if it meet with your approbation, I desire to

become a priest. What do you say. child, replied the grand-

father, of all other persons you are most proper to enter the

priesthood, if you feel yourself competent to its duties. He
accordingly conducted him to Budha, and stating that he was

his grandchild, requested him to be admitted into the priesthood.

To this Budha assented, and placed him under the care of a

priest who gave him the needful instructions. He soon obtain-

ed an extensive knowledge of the doctrines of Budha, and upon

T
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attaining his twentieth year was fully ordained priest. Accus-

toming himself to meditation, he became a Rahat, and enjoying

the pleasures of intellect, he was desirous of introducing his

brother Chulla Pant'haka to the same. He accordingly waited

on his grand-father, and said, Nobleman, if it meet with your

approbation, I will make Chulla Pant'haka a priest. The

grand-father consented, and he accordingly initiated him, and

subjected him to the observance of the ten precepts ; but the

novice Chulla Pant'haka was exceedingly dull, and in four

months could not commit to memory the following verse :-r?

Behold Budha! fragrant as the full blown odoriferous flowers

of the red and blue lotus ! Resplendent as the glorious sun in

the firmamei^"

This dulness was the result of his previous conduct : for-

merly, in the time of Kassapa Budha, he was a wise priest,

but seeing one who was dull and unable to learn, he derided

him, and that priest, disheartened by being treated with con-

tempt by his superior in wisdom, was not able to make any

proficiency. In consequence of this conduct, he himself, being

a priest, was unable to commit to memory one part of the verse

after the other. After he had endeavoured for four months

to learn this verse without success, Maha Pant'haka said to

him, Pant'haka, you are not fit for the priesthood : in four

months you have not been able to learn this one verse : how

then will you be competent to perform the duties of a priest ?

Go and live in some other place. Chulla Pant'haka, however,

was attached to the priestly life, and did not desire to return

to secular business.

At this time, Maha Pant'haka superintended the provi-

sions of the monastery, and Jivaka, the Kumara Banda,

brought perfumes and flowers to the garden which he present-

ed to Budha. After having heard a discourse delivered by
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Budha, he went to Maha Pant'haka, and enquired how many

priests were in the monastery ; and learning that there were

500, he requested that Budha with the 500 priests would dine

at his house the next day. Maha Pant'haka replied, I accept

the invitation for all, except Chulla Pant'haka, who is dull and

unable to learn. Chulla Pant'haka hearing this, thought, my
brother's love is certainly withdrawn from me : what profit

can I now derive from being a priest ? I will return to secular

life, give alms and perform virtuous actions. Early next

morning, when Budha arose, he intellectually beheld the state

of the world, and the circumstances which were occurring and

perceiving the intentions of Chulla Pant'haka, he went out,

and walked before the door in the path in which Chulla

Pant'haka must go. When the latter came out of his room, he

saw Budha, and approaching him, worshiped him. Budha then

said, where are you going, Chulla Pant'haka, so early in the

morning ? He replied, Lord ! my brother has expelled me,

and I am about to retire to secular life. Budha then said,

Chulla Pant'haka, your profession ofpriesthood is my concern,

if you are expelled by your brother, why should you leave

me ? What will secular life advantage you ? stop with me. So

saying, he took him to the door of his own apartments, and

seating him with his face towards the east, said, rub this cloth

in your hand, saying, defilement is contracted ! defilement is

contracted ! and remain here : he then placed in his hands an

extremely clean white cloth. Having done this, he went with

the other priests to the house of Jivaka, and occupied the seat

prepared for him. In the mean time, Chulla Pant'haka sat

looking at the sun, and rubbing the cloth, repeating de-

filement is contracted ! defilement is contracted ! by which

continued rubbing the cloth became dirty. He then reflect-

ed, this piece of cloth was exceedingly clean and white,

but on account of my rubbing it with my hands, it has con-
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tracted dirt, arid its previous state is changed ; thus it is with

the constituent parts of man, nothing remains permanently the

same : all things fade away, and are reproduced : and thus his

perception of truth enlarged.

Budha knowing that he had this perception of truth, caused

a miraculous vision of himself, seated with his face towards

the east, and splendor irradiating from his body, to appear

before Chulla Pant'haka, and said, You perceive that through

contact with your hands this piece of cloth has become defiled,

and the filth remains
;
by this you learn that defilement even

desire is within you i put that away. He then spake the foh

lowing verses

;

Not onljr is dirt defilement, but lust (or desire) is so also 5

Defilement signifies lust. Priests having put away this defile-

ment, live in the practise of the undefiled religion.

[The same is repeated substituting wrath and folly for

lust.]

When Budha had spoken these verses, Chulla Pant'haka

became a Rabat, and obtained a knowledge ofthe three Pitakas.

Formerly when he was a king, while walking through the

city, he perspired, and wiped his forhead with his pure muslin

robe, which, in consequence of it, became defiled 5 he then

thought, through this body this unsullied robe has lost its ori-

ginal purity, and become defiled : certainly objects are not of

permanent continuance : he thus obtained a perception of the

impermanence of material forms : it was on this account that

the repetition of the words Defilement is contracted ! produced

this effect.

The Kumara Banda Jewika was standing at the right

side of Budha when the latter said, Jivaka, are there not other

priests in the Monastery ? and covered his bowl with his hand^

Maha Pant'haka replied, Lord ! there are none there. Budha,
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said, Jivaka, another priest is there. Jivaka then sent a per-

son saying, go and see if there be another priest in the Monas-

tery. At that moment Chulla Pant'haka thought, my brother

says, that there are no priests in the monastery, but I will shew

him that there are some ; and immediately multiplying the

appearance of himself, he miraculously filled the garden with the

forms of priests, some of whom appeared to be making robes,

others dying them, and others to be engaged in study. The

man who was sent, returned saying, The whole garden is full

of priests. Budha then said, go and say, Budha calls for

Chulla Pant'haka. tje went and said this, when a thousand

mouths opened and said, I am Chulla Pant'haka! I am Chulla

Pant'haka. The man returned and said, they are all named

Chulla Pant'haka. Budha replied, go and take the first by

the hand who says, I am Chulla Pant'haka, and the others will

disappear. He did so, and the priest came with the man who

took him by the hand. Budha having finished his meal, called

Jivaka, and said, Bring the bowl of Chulla Pant'haka: he will

deliver the benedictive discourse. Jivaka did so, and the

priest, fearlessly as a young lion utters his roarings, delivered

a short benedictive discourse from the Pitakas. Budha then

arose from his seat, and attended by his priests, returned to

the monastery,

In the evening, when the priests were assembled in the

hall of instruction, they began to converse on the perfections of

Budha, saying, Friends, Maha Pant'haka, being ignorant of

the capabilities of Chulla Pant'haka, turned him out of the

monastery, as being stupid and unable in four months to learn

one verse ; but Budha, the Supreme Lord of Instruction, has
?

during the time occupied by one meal, caused him to become a

a Kahat, acquainted with the doctrines of the three Pitakas.

gudha being aware of the conversation, went to the place, and
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ascending his throne, radiated forth his six-coloured splendor*

as the morning sun over the Yugandhara mountain allumines

the depth of the sea. Upon his entrance, the conversation

ceased, and the priests remained silent. Budha looked mildly

around him and thought: This assembly is exceedingly seemly,,

there is not a hand nor a foot stirred, nor the slightest sound

heard ; all these are awed by the dignity and glory of Budha ;

were I to sit here till the conclusion of my life* they would not

speak first ; therefore it behoves me to commence the conversa-

tion. Speaking therefore with a mild voice like that of

Brahma, he enquired respecting the conversation in which

they were engaged when he entered the hall. They informed

him, upon which he said, At this time, priests, Chulla Pant'ha-

lta through me has become great in religion, formerly through

me he became great in riches* At the request of the priests*

he then revealed that which was hidden in past transmigrations.

Formerly, when Brahmadatta, King of Kasi, reigned in

Benares, Bodisat was born of a noble family, and when he came

of age, he was made a nobleman of the king's court, and was

called Chullaka Sett'ha: he was wise, skilful, and expert in

understanding omens. One day, while going to attend on the

King, he saw a dead rat in the middle of the street, and consi-

dering the attending circumstances, he said, A wise man taking

this rat may convert it into an ornament for his wife, or into

a stock for trade. A respectable but poor man, hearing these

words, said, This nobleman does not use these words inconsi-

derately : he therefore took the rat, and going to a market,

sold it for a small piece of money as cats'-meat. With this

money he bought some sugar, and taking a chetty of water he

went to the forest where the flower-gatherers were : to each of

them he gave small bits of the sugar and a ladle full of water;

and each of them in return presented him with a bunch of
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flowers. These flowers, he sold, and with the money be thus

realized, he procured more sugar and water, and going to the

flower gardens that day* he obtained, in return for what he

gave, a quantity of flowering shrubs. Thus in a short time he

accumulated eight kahapanas.

Afterwards, on a very windy and rainy day, a large

quantity of withered trunks of trees, dried branches and plants

were blown down in the royal gardens, and the gardener

could devise no plan to clear the grounds of them. The man

then went to the gardener and said, If you will give me these

branches, &c ; I will clear the garden ofthem ; and to this the

gardener consented. Chullantewasiko then went to the child-

ren's play ground, and inducing them to help him by giving

them bits of sugar, he in a short time had the whole brought

out of the garden and piled outside. At that juncture, the

king's potters, having a great quantity of earthen vessels to

burn for the royal use, were seeking firewood for the purpose,

and seeing this heap of fuel> bought it from him. That day

Chullantewasiko obtained sixteen kahapanas and 500 earthen

vessels by the sale of his fire-wood.

When he had accumulated twenty kahapanas, he formed

another scheme : he went a short distance from the city to

the grass market, and placing vessels with water, he supplied

from them 500 grass-cutters. They said to him, Friend, you

have been very serviceable to us, what shall we give you in

return ? He replied, you shall requite me when a necessity

occurs. Thus, going from place to place, he contracted friend-

ship and acquaintance with the traders. One day, he received

information from them, that on the morrow a merchant would

come to the city with 500 horses. Hearing this, he immediate-

ly went to the grass-cutters, and said, to day let each one of

you give me a bundle of grass3 and let no person sell any till
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I have disposed of mine. To this they agreed; brought the

500 bundles of grass, and put them at his door. The horse-

merchant having gone through the city for fodder without

obtaining any, gave him 1000 pieces of gold for his 500 bundles

of grass.

Some time afterwards, a naval friend informed him that a

large trading vessel had arrived at the port: he accordingly

adopted the following expedient :—He hired a carriage with

several attendants for eight kahapanas, and drove to the port

in great splendour ;
agreed to purchase the whole cargo, and

gave his seal-ring as a pledge. He then erected a tent at a

short distance, sat there* and gave directions to his hired at-

tendants, that when the Benares merchants should arrive, three

distinct messengers should bring him the information. About

100 of the Benares merchants having heard of the arrival of

the vessel, came to the port to purchase part of the cargo; but

they were informed, that they could obtain nothing, as the whole

had been purchased by a great merchant who was transacting

business in the tent. Hearing this, they went to him, the at-

tendants having given him notice of their approach, and each

of the merchants gave him 1000 pieces as a premium to have

a half share of the cargo, and afterwards gave him a similar

Sum that they might be allowed to purchase the other half.

Chullantewasiko having thus gained two lacks, returned to

Benares, and from a feeling of gratitude* took one lack as a

present to the noblemna Chulla Sett'ho, and recounted the

whole of the circumstances to him. The nobleman was so much

pleased, that he gave him his daughter in marriage, and he

ultimately succeeded to his father-in-law's rank and station in

the Government.

Budha then spake the verse at the head of this Jataka,

and concluded by saying, he who was then Chullantewasiko
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is now Chulla Pant'haka, and I who am now Budha was then

the nobleman Chulla Sett'ho.

End of Chulla Setti Jataka.

The sixth, or Dewa-damm,a Jatdkan.

Verse.—-Peaceful good men, modest* fearing sin, and endued

with virtue, are even in this world called Divine.

Legend.-—When Budha resided at Jetawaney, he delivered

this discourse on account of a rich priest. A rich man of Sewat,

upon the death of his wife, intending to enter the priesthood,

erected for himself a dwelling with a sitting room and a store

room* filling the latter with ghee, rice, &c. He then became

a priest, and his servants brought him such food as he desired*

He had great store of garments and other priestly requisites,

and wore one dress at night and another in the day t his apart-

ments were at the extremity of the monastery. One day, when

he had taken out his robes, coverlets, &c, to spread them out

to air, a number of country priests came to his rooms, and seeing

the robes, &c, said, whose are these? Mine, he replied.

What, priest, this robe and that robe ; this under-garment and

that under-garment ? Yes, friends, they are all mine. They

then said, Friend, Budha only permits the possession of three

robes (forming one set so as to be worn at one time) and you,

a priest of this self-denying religion, have accumulated all

these. Come, let us take him to Budha. Budha seeing them,

said, Why do you bring this priest to me against his will

!

For what purpose have you come ? They replied, Lord, this

priest has many goods and a large ward-robe. Is it true, priest,

that you have many goods ? It is true, Bagawa. Why have

you procured them ? Certainly, I teach contentment with little
;

a restraining both of body and mind, and perseverance in
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the pursuit of purity. Hearing these words of Budha, he be-

came angry, and throwing .off his upper-garments, said, then

I will walk thus without clothes, and stood in the midst of the

assembly with only one cloth on. Upon this Budha, to recal

him to himself said, truly priest, you formerly sought for a

sense of propriety and modesty for a period of twelve years

when you were a water-demon i how then now, being a priest

of this honorable religion, can you throw off your upper-gar-

ments, and remain without shame or modesty in the midst of

this eminent assembly ? Being by these words restored to a

sense of propriety, he resumed his garments, and having wor-

shipped Budha, sat down. The priests not being acquainted

with the event referred to, requested Budha to declare it, who

said :

—

Formerly Brahmadatta was King of Kasi, reigning in

Benares, and Bodisat was born of his principal queen and

named Mahinsasa. By the time he could run about, the king

had another son who was called Chanda, and by the time he

could walk, the queen died. Upon this, the king took another

female as his principal queen, to whom he became passionately

attached, and had a son by her, whom he named Suriya. The

king being much delighted when he saw the child, said to his

queen, I will grant you any one thing you may request. The

queen said that she would prefer her request on a suitable op-

portunity. When her son was grown up, she said to the king*

When my child was born, your Majesty gave me the privilege

of prefering any request I wished: I now claim the fulfilment

of the promise
;
appoint my son your successor in the kingdom.

The King replied, my two sons are glorious and resplendent

as two pillars of fire : I cannot deprive them of their right,

and give the kingdom to your son. Although he thus refused

her, yet, as she continued to press him from day to day, he
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thought, she will devise some mischief against my sons, and
calling them to him he said, children, when Suriya was born,

I pledged myself to grant his mother any one boon, and she

now requests the kingdom for her son, which request I am not

willing to grant. Sin is the very nature of woman, and she

may possibly devise some evil against you. Retire into the

wilderness, and upon my death, return to your native city, and
assume the Government : thus weeping, lamenting, and kissing

their foreheads, he dismissed them. They having bowed to

the king, descending from the palace, saw the young prince

Suriya amusing himself in the palace yard, and informed him

of what had occurred, when he said, brothers I will accompany

you, and went with them
;
they then retired to the wil.lerness.

Having proceeded into it some distance, Bodisat sat down at

the root of a tree, and calling Suriya to him, said, go to that

lake, bathe and drink, and bring us a little water.

That lake belonged to Wessawanna (king of the" demons)

who gave it in charge to a water demon, saying, you may de-

vour whosoever descends into this lake, unless he be acquaint-

ed with the doctrine of the gods.* If he have that knowledge,

you are not permitted to destroy him : neither have you any

power over those who do not descend into the water. From

that time, the demon enquired of those who descended into the

lake, do you understand concerning the gods ? If they did not lie

devoured them. The Prince Suriya going to the lake entered

the water without examination. The demon seizing him

said, do you know concerning the gods ? He replied, the

sun and moon are gods. You do not understand divinitya

said the demond, and dragging him down carried him to his cave3

Or, with Divinity, including the objects of worship.
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that he might eat him at leisure. Bodisat seeing that he

delayed returning, sent the Prince Chanda to see after him.

Upon his descending into the water, the demond seized him also,

enquiring, do you know concerning the gods ? He replied, yes,

the four quarters of the heavens (or the regents of the four

quarters) are gods. The demon replied, you are ignorant ; and

conveyed him to the place where his brother was. Bodisat,

seeing that he did not return, thought, surely some accident

must have happened to them, and going himself to the spot

noticed their footsteps descending to the water, but no marks

of their return, and concluded, this lake is the abode of a.

demon : he accordingly armed himself with his sword and bow,

and stood near the margin. The demon, seeing he did not

descend into the water, assumed the appearance of a forester,

and said, why do you not descend into the lake, bathe, drink*

eat of the roots, adorn yourself with the flowers, and go on.

refreshed? Bodisat observing him, knew that it was the demon,

and said to him, have my brothers been seized by you ? Yes,

by me. For what reason ? Those who descend into this lake

belong to me. What, every one ? No : if any one understand

concerning the gods, he does not become mine, but all others,

do. Why ? is there any advantage to you from knowing con-

cerning the gods ? There is. Well, then, I will teach you con-,

cerning the gods. Speak on ; I will listen to a discourse on

that subject. But, said Bodisat, I am now weary, and cannot

teach concerning the gods. The demon then bathed Bodisat,

gave him food and drink, anointed him with perfumes and

adorned him with garlands of flowers, and spread a seat for

him in a beautiful bower. Bodisat seated himself with the.

demon at his feet, and said, bow down your ear at tentively

and hear concerning the gods. He them spake the following

verse :—

-
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Modest and fearing sin,

Endued with virtue,

Peaceful good men, in this world

Are called Divine (or gods.)

The demon hearing this discourse, was delighted, and said to

Bodisat, Pundit! I am pleased with you; I will give you

one of your brothers : which one shall I bring ? He said,

Bring the younger. Pundit ! said the demon, you only know

concerning the gods: you do not practise what you know.

How is it that you leave the elder and say, bring the younger

;

and thus place the elder last ? Demon, I both understand re-

specting the gods, and practise what I know. We came on his

account into this forest : his mother solicited for him, from my
father, the kingdom : but my father would not grant that re-

quest, and commanded us to live in the forest for our safety.

That Prince would not stay behind, but accompanied us.

Should I say, a demon has devoured him in the wilderness,

who would believe me ? Afraid, therefore, of reproach, I have

said, Bring the younger. Excellent, Pundit ! most excellent

!

You not only understand about the gods, but practise what you

know. The demon thus, with a delighted mind, having praised

Bodisat, brought him his two brothers, and gave them to him.

Bodisat then said to him, friend, in consequence of ^our
former sins, you are born a demon, eating the flesh and drink-

ing the blood of others. If you continue to sin, you cannot

escape the torments of hell. From this time forsake sin, and

live virtuously. Having thus converted the demon, he lived

with him in security. One day, consulting the stars, he saw

that his father was dead : and taking the demon with him re-

turned to Benares. He there ascended the throne, appointing

Prince Chanda, Vizier, and Prince Suria, Commander of the

Forces. He then prepared a residence for the demon, and had
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him supplied with garlands of flowers and food, and having

ruled in justice, died, and went to his reward.

When Budha had declared this, the rich priest entered

the first path leading to Nirwana. Budha further said, the

demon is now the rich priest : Prince Suria is now Ananda,

(Budha's personal attendant and relative) the Prince Chanda
5

is now Sariputtoo (one of his two chief priests) and I Budha,

was then the Prince Mahinsasa.

End of the Dewa-damma Jataka.

The thirty-eighth, or Baka Jatakan.

Verse.—Fraudful cunning does not in the end produce

permanent advantage. The fraudulent person may be circum-

vented, as the crane was by the crab.

Legend.—When Budha resided at Jetawaney, he spake this

Jataka, concerning a priest named Cheewara-waddaki.

There was a priest who lived in the Dewaram monastery,

who was skilful in cutting up cloth and sewing, and was there-

fore called Cheewara-waddaki: he procured some pieces of old

rotten cloth, and very skilfully made them into a robe, dyed

it, and put it by carefully. Another priest, who did not know

how to make robes, had received a piece ofnew cloth, and taking

it t% Cheewara-waddaki said, be so obliging as to cut this up

for me, and make it into a robe. Upon which he replied, It will

take some time to cut this up and sew it ; but I have a robe

here which I have just made and kept by me ; and so saying,

he took the new cloth, and gave him the robe he had made

out of decayed pieces. After the priest had worn the robe a

short time, it became dirty, and he put it into hot water to wash

it, and then saw that it was decayed in many places : being

much displeased and grieved, he made it known to the differ-

ent priests who visited the place, and the manner in which he
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had been cheated, was published abroad. There was a country

priest, who was much of the same disposition with Cheewara-

waddaki, and he hearing that there was a priest at Dewaram
as skilful as himself in the arts of deception, thought, it

will be a capital thing if I can cheat this city priest. He ac-

cordingly procured a piece of cloth of very slight texture, made

it into a robe, dyed it with great skill, and putting it on, visited

the Dewaram monastery. When Cheewara-waddaki saw it,

he immediately coveted it, and not knowing that the priest

had come for the express purpose of deceiving him, said, did

you, my Lord, make this robe ? Yes, I did, he replied. If so

be so good as to give it to me. Ah ! What do you say ! It is

difficult to obtain a robe in the country place where I live : if

I give you this, what shall I wear myself? He replied, my
Lord, I have a piece of new cloth, take that and make it into

a robe, and give me this one. Very well, as you request it,

take the robe ; and so saying he took the piece of new cloth,

gave him the robe, and having thus cheated him, departed.

After Cheewara-waddaki had worn the cloth some time, it

became dirty, and he put it into hot water and washed it ; but

found that it became torn in many places, and was exceedingly

ashamed to find that he had been taken in by a village priest.

It was soon known that the knavish priest of Dewaram ^iad

been himself cheated by one who had come from the country,

and it became the subject of conversation at a meeting of the

priests. Budha coming to the place, and being seated, enquired

what they Were talking about, when they told him the circum-

stance, and he said, this is not the first time that the Dewaram

priest has been circumvented by the other priest : it was so on

a former occasion. Upon being requested by the priests he

related the following event :

—

In former days there was in a certain place a small lake,
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the water of which became dried up in the hot weather. At
that time Bodisatwayo was a god who dwelt in a tree on the

border of a lake covered with the lotus. In consequence of

the heat there was very little water in the small lake, but a

great number of little fishes. This being observed by a crane,

he thought, I must devise some plan by which I ^may catch

these fishes and eat them. He accordingly went to the border

of the lake, and stood thoughtful, with his head hanging down

like a devout hermit. The little fishes noticing him, came

near and said, Sir, what are you meditating about as you

stand there. The crane said, I am thinking about you, Ah
Sir ! What are you thinking about us ? Why, he replied,

there is very little water in this lake, and you get but little

to eat : on account of this hot weather you little fishes suffer

great inconvenience. That was the subject of my meditation :

but if you will do what I advise, I will take you one by one

in my bill, and put you into a beautiful lake covered with the

five kinds of lotus. They replied Ah Sir ! this is the first lime

since the beginning of the Kalpa that a crane has ever thought

of the welfare of little fishes % you only intend to deceive usj

and to devour every one of us. The crane replied, do not

think so ; but if you doubt my word, let one of your number

go and examine the place and report to you. The little fishes

then thought, this crane is a most righteous person, and ac-

cordingly deputed one of their body (a Kanapaddaka) to

visit the place. The crane accordingly took him in his bill to

the place, shewed him all the beauties of the lake, brought

him back and put him down among the fishes, upon which he

related in detail to the other fishes the excellencies of the

other lake
;
upon which they said, Sir, take US' all to that lake.

The crane assented and in the first instance took the fish who

had been to see the lake, carried him to the bank, and then
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seating himself on a tree, killed him with his bill, ate him, left

the bones scattered at the foot of the tree and went back for

more ; and said, I have taken that one to the lake, now let

another one come. So taking another, he ate him likewise, until

he perceived that he had devoured the whole of them. Coming

again to the place, he found there a crab remaining, and being

desirous of eating him also, said, Ah, good master* Crab, I have

taken all those little fishes and put them into the lake covered

with lotuses. Why do you remain here alone? If you are

willing, I will take you also, and put you in the same lake. The

crab then said, Ah crane, how will you take me there? I will

take you in my bill, he said. He replied, I am afraid, if you

take me in that way you will let me fall to the ground. The

crane said, Do not fear that ; I will take hold of you with great

care and carry you safe. The crab then thought, this crane

has not put one of those little fishes into the lake, but has eaten

them all. Now if he takes me there and does not put me into

the lake* I will cut his throat and kill him: he accordingly said,

Friend* crane, you are not able to hold me sufficiently fast and

take me there, but I can hold fast. If you will allow me to

hold by your neck with my claws, I will go with you. Upon

which the crane, not thinking that the crab meant to deceive

him, said v6ry well* and put down his neck. The crab then

seized hold of it with his claws as though it were with a vice*

held it fast, and said, Now go ! The crane accordingly went

to the lake, and then turned towards the trees in the neigh-

bourhood. Upon this the crab exclaimed, Ah, where are you

taking me without putting me into the lake? What crab!

said the crane, are you my relative that you speak thus? You

are my slave. Look wretch at the heap of bones at the foot

of these trees, these belonged to the fish I have eaten, and I

intend to eat you in a like manner. Upon which the crab said,

x
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Ah crane, those little fishes were destitute of wisdom, and

therefore they became your prey, but you cannot deceive me
bo; I will bring you to your end. You have not done wisely

in this; do you not see you are deceived, for if I die, we both

shall die, for I will cut your throat with my claws ; and so say-

ing he grasped him*tightly : upon this, the crane gasping and

trembling for his life, said with tears, O my Lord, crab, I did

not intend to injure you, neither have I done you any harm;

Spare my life, I pray you. Well, said the crab, if it be so,

then descend gently and put me into the lake. The crane ac-

cordingly turned round, and descending to the lake, put the

crab upon the mud on its border: upon this, the crab, with bis

sharp claws, severed at once the crane's head from his body, as

a flower is severed from its stalk with shears, and descended

into the water. The god who resided in the tree, seeing this

wonderful transaction, caused the woods to resound with his

plaudits, and with a mellifluous voice said,

Fraudful cunning does not in the end produce permanent

advantage : the fraudulent person may be circumvented as the

crane was by the crab.

He who was the crane at that time is now the Dewaram

priest : the crab is now the country priest by whom the other

has been taken in, and I Budha was then the god residing in

the tree who witnessed the transaction.
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On Some of the Coins, Ancient and Modern, of Ceylon,—By
the Hgn\ Mr. Justice Stark.—(Read 26th February,

1848.J

The study of coins, or Numismatics, is both interesting and

important. For besides 1, their absolute or intrinsic value,

arising from their pecuniary or their artistic worth, and 2,

their monetary value, or value as currency, coins have also, 3,

a great literary and historical value. They supply at once

sensible, living and portable evidences and illustrations of his-

tory and literature.

Moreover within a limited area such as this island, coins

in an historical and literary point of view acquire a peculiar

interest and importance. For here, we are as it were like the

inhabitants of a coast on which the tide continually ebbs and

flows :—we see the tide of conquest and population advancing

on the island and receding ; our attention is drawn to the cir~

cumstance and from the coins at different times deposited, we

ascertain the character and operation of the political power of

which they were the representatives.

The subject has not yet received among us however, the

consideration it deserves ; and in the present paper, the want

of a variety of specimens from the very limited nature of our

collections, has been such as to render this but a mere con-

tribution in furtherance of the study, and to draw the attention

of members more immediately to its prosecution.

1. Ancient Coins,

The most ancient coins hitherto discovered in the island

appear to be those found in such quantities at Calpentyn,

Mantotte, and other places on the north coast, and of which
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various descriptions have at different times been given, a Those

found at Calpentyn were contained in a chatty buried in the

earth at the depth of about three feet from the surface, and

amounted in number to about 5,000. It has been supposed

by some that they were a hoard buried there for security ; but the

circumstance of the coins being all of one description, and that

SO inferior, seems to militate against such a supposition.

The condition of the coins is extremely unequal, some

being clear and in good order while others shew the effects of

exposure to the air or damp, and others are as much reduced

and defaced as the old worn out silver coinage of England.

The best specimens weigh about 65 grains of metal, which is,

about the weight of the Oodypoor pysa.

In the specimen of which a representation is. annexed,

No. 1, we see on the reverse^ the monkey chief, Hanuman,
" Of strength resistless, and wide wasting wrath." b.

Uttara Rama Cheritra, Act 1. Sc. 2.

But this carries us back to mythological times, and to the

old legend of Rama and his " fawn eyed " Slta.

She was the daughter of powerful prince Janaka who

having in his possession by inheritance a valued bow of great

strength, derived originally from Maha deo, declared that no

one should have her in marriage who could not bend that bow.

It was like the bow of Ulysses, Rama the son of Dasaratha,

King of Ayodhya or Oude, bent it, and obtained the hand of

Sita ; but by some court intrigues he was obliged to leave his

a See Asiatic Researches Vol. 17 p. 597, and Journals of the

Bengal Asiatic Society for 1835, p. 673, and for 1837 p. 298 seq. See
also Journal Ceylon Asiatic Society, p. 69.

b There is a representation of this coin in Davy's Ceylon, p.

245, but there the reverse is turned upside down, and it is said the

characters "resemble more hieroglyphics than letters."
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home, and to wander with her as an exile in the forest of Dan-,

daka at the sources of the Godavery

—

The pure Godavery, which wins her way,

Stately and clear, through ancient trees that shade,

Impervious tangling, her majestic course.

Maha Viva Cheritra, Act 5,

Here he encountered and discomfited various members of

the Rakshasa tribe, a demon race ; and having also injured

Surpanakha the sister of Havana, the demon prince, the latter

in revenge seized little Sita and carried her off to his residence

at Lanka. In this extremity, Rama got assistance from the

monkey king Sugriya, who had been dethroned by his own

brother Bali, but restored again to his kingdom by Kama, and

now from a sense of gratitude despatched his chiefs in all di-

rections to find out Sita's abode. Hanuman was successful.

He jumped over the current which runs between this island

and the continent, and saw and spoke to the disconsolate Sita:

then setting fire to Lanka, he returned and conveyed the intelli-

gence to Kama, who immediately proceeded to the southern-

point of the land, where the apes are feigned to have flung

into the sea, the islands of Manaar and Kamisseram and the

other masses of rock which now lie across the strait, and by

which a passage to the island was to be effected. The allied

forces were met by the monstrous bands of Lanka, a fearful

conflict ensued,—but at length the demons were defeated.

Kavana fell by the hand of Kama, and Sita was restored in

purity to her lord who afterwards returned to Ayodhya, re-

ceived from his brother Bharata the dominion to which he was

entitled, and reigned in peace and prosperity a thousand years.

This old legend, which forms the subject of the Ramayana,

an epic poem of remote date, is a great favourite with the Ma-
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labars both here and on the coast, in much the same way as

was the tale of Troy and the house of Agamemnon among the

ancient Greeks, and they have several proverbs in relation to it.

Thus they speak of " the monkey that burnt Lanka" (a) and

say " Sita's birth was Lanka's destruction" (b). They say

also " Kama's arrow was suited to its prey" (c); and « would you

direct Rama's arrow at a small bird ?" (d). In like manner,

probably, is the description of coins we are now considering,

sometimes called " Havana's money" and demon cash ; not how-

ever, I presume that it was the work or the current money

of the demons (by whom we here understand the early inha-

bitants of Lanka, demon worshippers, not acknowledging the

Hindoo gods of the Brahmanical theogony), but because it had

reference to the victory over them in Lanka.

The figure on the obverse of the coins, is supposed to be

Vishnu, of whom Rama was an avatara or incarnation. Vishnu

was also, according to the Mahawanso, chap. 7., the tutelary

deity of Lanka, so assigned at the settlement of Wijeya and

his followers in the island. It is no doubt in the former re-

spect only that he appears on the present coins. By the demons

of the story the Veddah people were perhaps intended ; and

by the allied forces certain tribes of the coast with the ances-

tors of the present Singhalese (e) who have adopted, or then

actually had, as their own, Rama's god ; and also made, as we

find Saman, the brother of Kama, the genius loci of Saffragam.

It may be also, that the Kusta rajah, whose gigantic figure

(a) $60lE16G)<B5GG)lU<ff:<frLL-L- (&j!T!El(Sj

(c) @(Tf)S&g,(¥
)
<5<$jE& jrrrLQ&rrLB

(d) Qwfr&@(Jf)s£lQLfiQ<so jriTLnurr<o6vri5 QsjtrQs&eorrLurr

(e) The Tibetans, who are Budhists and acquainted with the

story of Hanuman, suppose themselves the descendants of an ape and

a lady-demon; such as the union, on the above supposition, of Wijeya

and Kuweni in Ceylon.
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appears cut in the rock at Belligam, is no other than Kakuthsa

the great progenitor of Rama.

The union of Hindoo observances with Budhism, the

notion of tutelary deities, and even the countenance of demon

offerings, is common among the Singhalese ; and this not it

would seem, in anywise by conquest or compulsion, but

throughout the whole period of the Singhalese history of their

own choice and consent.* How is this ? Is it that the Sing-

halese came off from a Hindu stock, before religious intolerance

had yet manifested itself in India ?—and that still finding in

our common nature a want which philosophy cannot supply,

they became, like the men of Athens of old, superstitious in

all things, and seek methods of atonement and propitiation

from the poor yakhos, in spite of Budhu and all his priests.

An investigation into the character of the Singhalese invasions,

and connected with that, an enquiry into the religion and

philosophy of the different states and tribes of Hindustan at

the time, are desiderata. [But see Col. Syke's Notes Journal

Asiatic Society, Vol. 6. p., 248 seq.]

The emblems to the figures on the coins are not clear

;

and the characters inscribed on the reverse differ on different

specimens. The annexed are examples of the different

reverses f with one in which Hanuman appears in his usual

* Among the gifts reciprocally given and interchanged as pledges

of mutual friendship and alliance between Devananpiatisso, an early

king of Ceylon of the Wijeyan dynasty and the famous Dhamasoko
of India, both of them Budhists, though the father of the latter was of

the Brahmauical faith (Mahawanso cliap.5) we find from theMahawanso
chap. 11. there was "a right hand chank"—which is Vishnu's shell

in the Ramayanna, and in the MahawansO chap, 30 & 31, the shell of

of Sakko lord of devos.

f See as respects these inscriptions, Journal of the Bengal Asia-

tic Society for 1837, p. 298 seq.
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attitude in this description of coins, and at his side a fish to

express the water whereby he acquired his celebrity.

There is a small gold coin, apparently of the same class*

with the preceding copper coins. A representation of it is

annexed, No. 2. On the obverse there is a figure resembling

that on the copper coins, yet of superior workmanship \ but on

the reverse there is no figure, but characters only. It may be

later in date. It weighs six grains and a half.

In a communication to this Society from Mr. Simon Casie

Chitty, mention is made of another gold coin of th£ same

class, weighing 60 grains. It is described as having on one

side a figure seated in the Indian manner with the Nagari

characters Siri Lankeswar, the lord of Lanka.* And in the

same communication reference is made to some other coins

also of the same class.

Annexed is a representation of another coin No. 3 which

appears to be the same as that mentioned in the Asiatic [Re-

searches Vol. 17 p. 597 fig. 110, but not otherwise described

there than as having thereon rude figures, one apparently in-

tended for Hanuman. It weighs 51\ grs.

There is also another small copper coin, a copy of which

is annexed No. 4$ having on the obverse two figures, which

one might fancy to be Rama with his bow, and the giant

prince of Lanka. It weighs 45^- grs.

In the Mahawanso mention is frequently made of the

Kahapanan. Mr, Turnour describes this as a gold coin worth

10 masakani which he says is a silver coin Called in Singhalese

massa, and now valued at eight pence. This would make the

Kahapanan six shillings and eight pence. According to another

account, derived from the Books of discipline, the Kahapanan

* This or the preceding seem to be what Dr. Davy calls the

Dambadinian rliatra or gold piece.—Davy's Ceylon, p. 245'
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consists of 4 padas or quarters, each of which contains 5

masaka ; and as in determining cases of discipline at the pre-

sent day, the priests reckon the pada equivalent to a rupee,

the masakan would thus be about 4jdf., and the kahapanan 8

shillings, which was the value of the old Negapatam pagoda.

Yet again it is said the masakan was considered equal to the

Kandyan ridi or silver piece, and this is true though the latter

is accounted by Dr. Davy worth only about Id. English. *

The real value of those old coins thus appears to be now
unknown ; and the stories we have of them in the Mahawanso,

chap. 21 and 30—so incredible are the sums there mentioned

and their application—only, throw the subject into greater

obscurity and doubt. Elaro, for instance, the Malabar usurper^

the yoke bar of his carriage having by accident injured 15

stones of a Budhist building, gave 15,000 kahapanas for its

repair ; and in a subsequent reign, a bricklayer being asked

the best form of a chetyan or dagoba, and replying that he

would make it of the shape of a buble on the surface of water,

had a suit of clothes given him by the king, a pair of slippers,

and 12,000 kahapanas for his learning and ingenuity, and the

king also directed that " sixteen lacs of kahapanas" together

with clothes, food and the five condiments should be placed

at every gate for distribution among the workmen employed

in erecting the edifice. This however, we may collect, that

there was at one time a common current money which included

the kahapanan and masakan, but the time of their actual cur-

rency was remote, short and limited ; and being, as I conjecture

they were, Budhist coins only, though indeed widely known

throughout India as well as here, f their character and value

* This is the value of the mace in China.

f Dhana Nando of India got his name from his excessive love

of money, and we are told that in order to amass together a vast sum,

Y
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became at length matter of mere book learning and tradition.

Neither of the coins named have come under my observation

;

but annexed No. 5 is a representation of a small copper coin

bearing on one side what seems intended for a lion—the

symbol of the Singhalese kings as descendants of the father

of Wijeya, the lion born and lion killer, so described in the

fabulous story with which the Mahawanso veils his origin. It

weighs 35 grains.

Annexed also is a representation of a fish-marked coin,

No. 6—the same as is described in the Journal of the Bengal

Asiatic Society for 1837, p. 302, fig. 16, as a genuine old coin

of Ceylon dug up at Montolle, by which must be meant

Mantotte. On one side is a bull or deer (which latter was a

symbol of the Budhist priests, who it is said sometimes struck

coins in their wihares) and on the other two fishes. The coin is

probably allied to that noticed in the Asiatic Researches, vol.

17. p. 592, fig. 81. It weighs 68 grs.

Annexed also is a representation of the " ridi" No. 7, as

given by Dr. Davy * who says " it resembles a fish hook, and

is merely a piece of thick silver wire bent." This description

accords much with the larin, an old coin and money of account

in Persia and Arabia of 2J mamoodis. It consisted of a silver

wire, about half an inch in length, doubled up, and flattened

on one side to receive the impression of characters. The

mamoodi of Gombron was worth 3d., so that the larin and

ridi were in value too almost the same.

Other ancient coins to be found in the island, but of a

different class, are those of which the annexed are representa-

he converted by recoining each kahapanan into eight. The same
coin, the kahapanan, is also mentioned in the Sandes or epistle from
the Sangha raja of Birmah.—Friend viii. 49.

* Davy's Ceylon p. 245.
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tions No. 8. They are gold, silver, and copper ; but all

apparently of the same general description. The gold coins

weigh about 6 grs., and the silver coins 5 grs., which is abou*

the l-17th of a shilling. My servant found one of these when
travelling with me a few months ago on the north coast near

to Mantotte. But this is as nothing to the vast number dis-

covered about two years ago in the Patchilapaly district of

Jaffna. The number is supposed to have been about 7000.

They were contained in a large blue and white glazed jar
)

3 feet from the surface, and among the roots of an old

tree of the Banyan species, not far from a coilla or Hindu
temple. The jar was near the feet of a human skeleton,

about which were many rich jewels—a ring was found with

the finger bone still remaining in. Ornaments and bars

of gold were also found in the jar. There was no silver or

copper at the place, all were of gold. A small common chatty

was found at another tree hard by, with the same description

of coins. The natives call the trees " demon trees."

Some Roman medals were discovered at Mantotte in the

year 1574. Where they were deposited, and in whose hands

they now are, I have not been able to ascertain. It would be

gratifying if any member of the Society could furnish informa-

tion on the subject.

The annexed representation No. 9 is of a coin of lead 75

grs. in weight, having on one side a Roman head, and on the

reverse an eagle standing on a thunderbolt as in the Roman

gold scrupulus.

II. Modern Coins.

In the former period, coins, always useful both as evidences

of historical facts and as affording illustrations of literary and

historical documents, have more of the former character than
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the latter. Here it is otherwise : the facts of history are now

generally known, and coins are consequently valuable not so

much to prove the existence of certain facts as to illustrate and

explain the accounts we have of them or the allusions made to

them, in history and literature.

And first with respect to the Portuguese, their settlement

in Ceylon appears to have been fatal to the Singhalese :-—it had

the effect of completely separating the people of the coast from

those of the interior, and shutting up the latter among their

mountains away from every opportunity of intercourse or com-

munication with foreign nations while they themselves were at

the same time destitute of all fixed laws and of all settled po-

litical institutions ; and in regard to the Singhalese of the

coast, in endeavouring to imitate their conquerors, they lost

at once their honesty, their principle, and their manners with-

out acquiring better in their place. Generally also, all trade

was carried on by barter, and taxes were paid in kind ; so that,

says the French Editor of Eibeyro, " there is not muchmoney

in the country." The Portuguese had however, it would seem,

introduced the use of pagodas pardaons* latins. The king of

Kandy had also allowed his subjects to make use of a kind of

money which every body was permitted to fabricate. He de-

scribes it as of very pure silver, and made in the shape of a fish

hook. It must have been the ridi. The king also struck, he

says, a kind of money called panan or fanam, which it was

forbidden to imitate under pain of death. But, adds he, all

kinds of money are very scarce ;f and says Bertolacci "what-

ever was the currency of Ceylon during the government of the

Portuguese, no vestige now remains of it."J This last obser-

* The Pardo or Pardao at Goa is a silver coin worth four good
tangas, equal to two shillings and six pence sterling,

f Lee's Ribeyro, p. 43.

j Bertolacci, View of Ceylon, p. 77.
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vation, which must in strictness be limited to the currency of

the island, would show how immediately on the departure of

the Portuguese, their power,—that power by which the currency

is influenced,—ceased.

Under the Dutch, the coins that were used in Holland

were also current in Ceylon ; but besides them there were

copper coins in stivers or pices as they were called, and chal-

lies. The standing value of the pice or stiver was dependent

on a regulation of Government, which made 80 of them equal

to one silver ducatoon. Thirty-six of them weighed a Dutch

pound, of the best copper. This coin however, as says Berto-

lacci * must not be confounded with the Dutch stiver, 66 f of

which (3 florins and 6 stivers) were worth a ducatoon : the two

coins, though bearing the same appellation, had no reference to

each other. The term chally is equivalent to and may have

come from the Greek chalkos, seven of which went to the

obolos or fanam of 12 grs. weight, in value a penny-half-penny

English. The earliest Dutch chally I have yet met with bears

date 1732, and has the usual monogram oVc % with the legend

sp nos in deo, or as it is more fully set out in a chally of 1791

—the intermediate ones not having any motto

—

spes nostra in

deo est. At Tutucoreen gold pagodas were coined, in the

Dutch mint there established, under the controul of the Ceylon

Government. Some silver rupees were coined by Falck who

was appointed Governor and Director of India. 9th August

1765, and also by Governor VandergrafF, but very few :—they

were current for 36 stivers each. And there were also a great

many foreign coins, as the Spanish dollar or piastre, the poo

varahun or star pagoda, the parengy varahun or Portuguese

* View of Ceylon, p. 78.

f This seems a misprint for 46.

\ That is, Vereenigde Oost-Indische Company.
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pagoda or Porto Novo pagoda, the Surat and Sica rupee, &e.

The prices of these were all regulated by their instrinsic value

compared with the silver ducatoon; and keeping the exchange
of the Island currency to 80 stivers for each ducatoon, those

different coins bore a price in copper coin according to that

standard,

The affairs of the Colony had become embarrassed when
Vandergraff was made Governor, which was 7th February

1785 ; and the same year he issued, for the first time in Ceylon,

a paper currency. This consisted of Treasury Notes called

Credit brieven payable to the bearer on demand, in Ceylon

copper coin at the rate of 48 stivers per rix-dollar. There was

it^seems at that time no coin for rix-dollar. : it was merely an

ideal one, divided into 12 fanams, and each fanam into 4 stivers.

On the establishment of the paper money, the Governor not

only made all payments in that way, but also as a further means

of raising a revenue, put up the gold and silver to auction, and

in the year 1795 the silver ducatoon which ten years before

had been exchanged for not more than 80 stivers each, was sold

at a hundred. This result arose partly from the scarcity of

the silver coin, and partly from the depreciation of the copper

coin, for in 1787 Vandergraff had caused money to be coined

from the brass of old guns, instead of fine copper.

Prior to these measures, says Bertolacci, the real currency

was the ducatoon which contained 1 oz. 1 dwt. 1 gr. English

standard silver; but afterwards the copper coin became the

standard, and that standard was injured. This copper coin in

its depreciated state formed with the paper money by far the

greatest part of the currericy when the English took possession

of the settlement.

Annexed is a representation of the silver coin of Holland

weighing about 24\ grs. No. 10, as also of the following copper
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coins, showing the chally with its fractions, and the pice or

stiver with its fractions :

1 Stuiver 1783, about the weight of four challies, each of

which is about 47 grs. or nearly one-sixth of a penny English

by weight No. 11.

J Stuiver of 48 grs. or a chally. No. 12.

Copper coin of 20 grs. bearing date 1753 No. 13.

Copper coin of 16^ or 17 grs, which is about one-third of

a chally, and in weight less than a quarter farthing English.

No. 14.

The chally and stiver had also their multiples ; the former

in copper, and the latter in silver.

The colony in coming into the English possession was held

under the East India Company, and in the year 1800 a new

supply of copper was sent out from England by that Company

in whole half and quarter stivers. But in the beginning of

1802 the Government of the Island was put immediately under

the Crown. Then for the first time were coined silver rix-dol-

lars ; and Treasury notes issued for rix-dollars at the rate of

48 copper stivers for each rix-dollar. A new copper coin was

also made : but the rix-dollar, not the copper coin, was now the

regulating medium. The rix-dollar was composed of an alloy

of Japan copper agreeably to the standard of the Spanish

piastre. Several issues of all these—the copper and silver

coinage and the Treasury notes—were made during the years

1802, 3, 4, and 5 : the rix-dollar being at this time intrinsically

worth Is. 6^d. In 1808 a new coinage took place, the previous

silver coin having disappeared : but with an addition of 10

per cent, alloy ; so that the rix-dollars of 1808 andl809 were worth

but Is. A\d. Both silver and copper however, continued to dis-

appear, by melting and exportation ; and in 1812 there was

little else to be had but paper currency.
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In 1813, according to Bertolacci * the depreciation from

the original value of the Ceylon stivers of 1780 was not less

than 210 per cent, for, in 1780 the ducatoon exchanged for 30

stivers, and in 1813 for 240, which is the relative proportion of

18 rix-dollars for one pound sterling. The depreciation from

the year 1802 to 1803 was about 90 per cent.

In 1815 the Dutch challies which had been current at the

rate of 16 to the fanam, and the new issue of challies then

made, were in consequence as it is said of the changes in the

standard of colonial currency, directed to pass at the rate of 12

challies to the fanam.

Ceylon rix-dollar of the year 1821. No, 15.

Silver piece of the year 1804 bearing the No, 48, and

silver pieces of the year 1808 bearing the Nos. 24 and 96,

indicating the number of stivers in each. Nos. 16, 17, 18.

Copper pieces of the year 1803 bearing the Nos. 48 and

12, and copper piece of the year 1815 bearing the No. 24,

indicating the number of challies in each. Nos. 19, 20, 21.

Copper pieces of the year 1815 of two stivers, one stiver,

and half stiver. Nos. 22, 23, 24.

Copper pieces of the year 1802 bearing the Nos. 192, 96,

and 48, indicating the numbers required of the same to make

up the dollar or rupee. Nos. 25, 26, 27.

Copper wedge shaped piece of the year 1801 bearing the

No. 48. No. 28.

Small silver piece inscribed " Token fanam." It is with-

out any date, but is supposed of Governor North's time. No.

29.

t

View of Ceylon, p. 96.
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Notes on the Climate and Salubrity of Putlam.—By ALEXAN-
DER Oswald Brodie, Esq.—(Bead 26th February, 1848.)

It is a matter not only of scientific interest, but also of

practical utility, to observe and to describe the climate and

sanitary condition of places bitherto neglected or little known.

The attainment even of a mere approximation to the truth is

not to be despised where circumstances seem to forbid the hope

of procuring perfectly accurate results for some time to come.

To give a short, and it is hoped tolerably correct account of

the climate and sanitary phenomena of Putlam, is the sole

object ofthe present remarks. The data on which I have relied

are partly my own observations—in a greater degree however,

various registers which have been kept by the late Command

dant—the present Government Agent, and the various Medical

Sub-Assistants at the station; they extend throughout a period

of eight years (1839—1846), and, though not recorded with that

minute accuracy and regularity which is desirable, will yet, it

is supposed, yield tolerably correct results—owing to the length-

ened period which they include.

It will be necessary in the first place, shortly to describe

the topographical position of the place.

Putlam (in lat. 8° 2' 50"—long. 79° 53' 38") is situate

on the eastern shore of the gulf of Calpentyn, an arm of

the sea about eighteen miles in length, and from two to four in

breadth, which to the north communicates with the ocean by

an opening about two miles in breadth—and which a short dis-

tance to the south of the town contracts, but is continued by

means of a canal and a series of lakes and back-waters till it

again meets the sea three miles to the north of Chilaw. The

greater portion of the gulf is very shallow, being not more
z
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than from two to six feet in depth; and in the north-east mon-

soon a space of several square miles is laid dry; at this time

large quantities of decaying sea-weeds give rise to very un-

pleasant emanations—but it has not been observed that these

prove in any way injurious to health. The western boundary

of the gulf is formed by a long low strip of land from one to

three miles in breadth—which exhibits either bare downs

scantily covered here and there with stunted, windshorn trees,

or extensive plantations of cocoanut palms which are found to

thrive admirably in the apparently arid soil. This peninsula

is commonly called the Akkerupattoo, and is bounded on its

western side by the sea.

The waters of the shallow gulf, being freely exposed to

the violence of the monsoons, are at all times extremely turbid,

and having lost their diaphaneity, it may be premised that they

will be sensibly and rapidly affected by the rays of the sun.

The village itself is situated on the edge of a plain extend-

ing indefinitely to the north and south, bounded on the west, as

before mentioned, by the gulf, and on the east by a range of

low undulating sand hills clothed with dense forests. This

plain in the immediate vicinity of Putlam, is either partially

covered by low open jungle, or is quite exposed; it is traversed

by numerous salt-water creeks, and contains an abundance of

small tanks and marshes
;
except in the rainy season there is

however, no running water within a distance of several miles.

The soil is for the most part quite sandy, with patches

here and there, of black paddy field earth, potters' clay or

recent marl, with deep silt along the shores of the sea and of

the creeks. Cocoanut topes and a few neglected paddy fields

are the only signs of cultivation in the neighbourhood.

I believe that I have now enumerated the chief local

circumstances which can affect the climate of the place and
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the health of the inhabitants, and shall give first of all, a

short synopsis of the weather during the several months.

January:—During this month the mornings and evenings

are chilly with heavy dews ; the afternoons oppressively hot,

the wind generally from the north-east; there are about 7 rain

days and some lightning.

February:—Mornings and evenings chilly; afternoons hot

;

wind east and north-east ; about 4 days rain, chiefly at the

commencement of month ; diseases mild.

March:—Weather variable, occasionally sultry in the

afternoons. At the commencement of the month northerly

wind prevalent ; towards close, interrupted by sea breezes.

On about 8 rain days showers generally in the afternoon or at

night, and not seldom accompanied by lightning. Fever still

prevalent, but the disease is not violent.

April :—Hot at times, but variable in temperature, and

also as regards the direction of the wind ; sickness rather pre-

valent and severe, 1 1 days with rain, frequently accompanied

by lightning.

May :—Wind generally westerly, and temperature low,

cloudy weather with about 15 rain days ; not much sickness,

but diseases acute.

June :—Cool with showers on 9 days, south-west monsoon

blowing uninterruptedly ; a good deal of fever, but in a mild

form.

July:—Cool south-west wind; showers on 4 days; a

healthy month.

August :—Clear hot weather, many of the tanks dry,

and some sickness caused among the native population by

the use of unwholesome water ; the station generally healthy,

south-west monsoon constant ; 3 rain days.

September :—Fine but hot weather ; south-west wind
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blowing occasionally with great violence ; latter end of the

month variable
;
very healthy on the whole ; but it is generally

about this time that cholera makes its appearance; about

eight rain days.

October:—-The periodical rains generally set in about the

middle of the month, or earlier, and the wind veers round to

the north ; there are about 15 rain days, but the station is

healthy,

November:—Very unsettled with rain for about 19 days ;

hot and oppressive weather ; station on the whole tolerably

healthy; but cold, fever, and dysentery appear among the

natives.

December:-—This month varies much in different years;

in general the mornings and evenings are chilly with heavy

dews ; the north-east monsoon still blows violently. There

are on an average about 12 days' rain. Fever, colds and

dysentery prevalent among the natives. It appears then that

the year subdivides itself into the following four portions:—

The great dry season, extending from about the beginning

or middle of May to about the middle of October.

The first rains from the middle of October to the end of

December.

The lesser dry season, from the beginning of January to

the middle or end of March, and

The latter rains from that time till the beginning or mid-

dle of May.

Owing to some cause as to which I have not yet

quite satisfied myself, there are fewer rain days, and also I

think a smaller annual fall of rain at Putlam, than at almost

all, if not at all places situated even only three or four miles

from it. About the beginning of the October rains I have in

a great many instances observed the following series of pheno-

mena:—About three or four, p. m., clouds begin to gather to
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the west and north-west, drift rapidly to the north-east, passing

either over or a little to the north ofthe station, veer round to the

south, run down towards Chilaw, cross to the south-west, and then

returning again over Putlam, pass to the east and are lost in

the interior. Each storm thus visits the place twice, being gene-

rally much more violent on the second occasion than on the

first, as if Putlam were placed first in the centre of a circle

described by the storm and afterwards in the circumference of

the same circle, the whole series occupying from four to ten

hours.

With reference to temperature, the registers are so unsa-

tisfactory, that I deem it unnecessary to give any thing more

than the general result, namely, that the highest temperature

mentioned in them (at noon) is 89° in April, the lowest 78° in

August ; the great majority of heights registered extend how-

ever only from 79° to 86°.

From observations made by myself during the last four

months, I find the average temperatures at the times men-

tioned below to be as follows.:^—

Months. 9 a. m. Noon. 3 p. m. Max. Min. Range.

81-38 83-07 83-09 85-75 79-25 6-5

80-363 82-786 82522 84-00 73-00 11-0

80-33 82-64 82-52 84-50 76-70 7-8

78-15 80-44 80-65 85-00 72-00 130

Average ... 80-056 82-234 32-196

Entire range observed during these four months, 13-75°
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which is certainly greater than I should have expected. The

low temperatures have been observed on bleak rainy days when

squalls from the north-east were prevalent. From these data,

and calculating by a well known formula which appears to be

true, or nearly true, for all localities, it results that the general

mean temperature of Putlam during these months has been

79*363°. As regards the weight of the atmosphere I have

indeed registered it, but unfortunately having only one sympie-

someter, and that not quite trustworthy, I refrain from giving

the results, only remarking that the variations, though constant,

are yet confined to an extremely small range.

In now proceeding to enquire what influence the various

seasons have on the human species, it will be necessary to make

a few preliminary remarks.

The persons on whom the observations have chiefly been

made form the detachment stationed at Putlam; the men are

for the most part of Mozambique origin, more or less inter-

mixed with Singhalese, Tamil, and impure Dutch and Portu-

guese blood. They are strong, rather tall, well made and ro-

bust; they are provided with comfortable lines, draw good and

regular pay, and live better than the natives. They are on

the other hand a good deal addicted to drunkenness. It is also

to be observed that ofcourse the troops generally consist solely

of able-bodied men, young boys, old men, and all persons unfit

for duty from chronic disease or otherwise, being necessarily

excluded.

It appears then that observations on these troops will not

be quite conclusive regarding persons, natives of other coun-

tries, and having other habits, but may yet be valuable as

shewing that the insalubrity of Putlam has been greatly ex-

aggerated, and that by taking reasonable precautions, persons

living there are not more exposed to disease than those who
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reside at places which enjoy a much higher reputation in this

respect. The Caffre soldiers appear to me to resemble Euro-

peans in constitution, character and habits more closely than

do any of the other natives with whom they are mixed. If I

am correct in this, the observations made on these men will be

to a considerable extent applicable to English residents.

In the diagrams appended to this, I have projected the

sanitary phenomena of several individual years, and also those

which result from taking the average of all to which mv data

extend. The plan of these diagrams is simply this The

horizontal lines denote days of sickness due to a hundred men,

and are marked from ten to ten days, the vertical lines (not

the spaces between) denote the several months. The results

appear to me very interesting. To revert to that which shows

the average of eight years, we find,

That from January to May, the health of the station gra-

dually improves ; that it decreases during June, July and

August
;
improves during September and October, the latter

being the healthiest month in the year ; and then rises rapidly

to December which is the worst, whence it again falls as be-

fore ; that is, this table also shows four distinctly marked

seasons.

These seasons however are not synchronic with those indi-

cated by the greater or less quantity of rain, thus, the great

dry weather extends from May to October, the health of the

station is however bad from 'June to August, and rapidly im-

proves in September and October.

The great rains extend from the middle of October to

December, the first of these months is the most healthy, the

two latter are among the least so of the whole year.

The lesser dry weather extends from January to the mid-

dle of March, and the latter rains from that time till May, and
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it appears that during the former period the station is less

healthy than during the latter. I have attempted to show the

relative positions of these seasons in the annexed sheet. The

most striking features in this comparison, are, first, the cor-

respondence in number
;
secondly, the want of correspondence

in time; and thirdly, what appears least explicable, a

want of apparent rule in these variations. A more care-

ful examination of the subject however explains, I think, this

anomaly : thus we find that during the great dry weather, that

is, between May and October, the first month is healthy, the

next three much less so, and the last two again very salubrious.

From this I would deduce that a great portion of the sickness

during June, July and August, is caused by the drying up of

tanks in the neighbourhood, and also perhaps by malaria

transported by the north-east monsoon from the long track of

low swamp jungle which extends towards Anoorajapoora. In

September and October the tanks are on the other hand quite

dry, the shell-fish and plants are no longer putrifying in the

sun, and the station is healthy. This does not occur however,

till after about four months of nearly perfect drought. In

November, December and January, there is almost constant

rain, exposure to which produces catarrh, fever, &c. ; and by

a reference to the diagram on which the average appearances

of fever are detailed, it will be observed that this disease is

more prevalent during and immediately after the great rains,

than at any other period.

During February and March there is little rain, there not

being time however for the tanks to dry up entirely, the state

of health is almost identical with that of June, July and Au-

gust when, as shewn, the circumstances are in this respect

precisely similar.

To put this hypothesis to the test, I have carefully ex-

amined some of the diagrams for individual years, especially
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those which deviate most in regard to time from the average

curve, for it will be observed that in every year there is a

precisely similar double rise and fall, but occasionally the time

when these oscillations occur is premature or is unusually

delayed. If it can be shewn then, that when a season gene-

rally healthy, in one year is found not to be so. and that such

an appearance is invariably accompanied by a corresponding

alteration in the occurrence of the dry and rainy seasons, then

it will, I think, be satisfactorily shewn that the insalubrity of

Putlam ('such as it is is oaring mainly to two causes.

In the first place, to the imm ediate and continued action

of a damp atmosphere; and secondly, to malaria produced from

half dried-up tanks.

In examining the diagram of 1846, we find that April, May,

and June were very unusually unhealthy: now it appears that

in that year March, April and the first half ot May, were ex-

tremely rainy ami unsettled, the dampness of the atmosphere

produced much fever, and the drying up of the tanks affected

the health of the station a month later than usual. Again,

October and November o: this year were very rainy, and the

latter of these months proved unusually unhealthy.

On referring again to the diagrams, it appears from a

comparison of the whole, that the number of days sickness is

about 124 per month in a body of 100 men, which certainly is

not a high average, the rather when it is taken into considera-

tion that a very large portion of this is due to fever, which

very rarely proves more than a temporary inconvenience,

seldom proving fatal, and unproductive of those permanent

alterations ofthe constitution which follow the fevers of other

parts of the Island ; that each slight ailment is registered in a

manner utterly unattainable by those who endeavour to obtain

the sanitary statistics of a whole country, and that not a few

2 A
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of the cases are due more or less to the imprudence of the men,

and cannot therefore in fairness be charged against the climate.

The most sickly year is that of 1846, when the average to one

hundred men is about 218 per month, giving to each man
about 26 days' sickness in the course of the year.

It is remarkable that the salubrity of the station seems to

have been gradually and steadily decreasing during the last

few years, whether this be really the case, or whether this

apparent increase of sickness is caused by the men being more

rigidly required to come to and to remain in hospital when

sick. I am unable to say with certainty, but should think this

the more probable cause. If mistaken in this respect, I should

think at least a part of this sickness must be ascribed to the

existence of some pools of stagnant water immediately behind

the lines.

As to mortality (the number of men stationed at Putlam

is too small to permit of any deductions being made) during

these eight years there have occurred, in a detachment averag-

ing 57*6 men, 5 deaths—3 from cholera morbus, 2 from other

diseases. All the fatal cases of cholera have occurred during

October, and in no instance has fever been a cause of death.

Though somewhat foreign to the subject of this paper, I

may here cursorily remark, that I have, by aid of the registers

placed in my hands, once more tested the world-wide, but yet

undoubtedly erroneous opinion, that the moon exercises an un-

explained yet all powerful influence over weather. This ancient

theory is indeed sufficiently disproved by the simple fact,

that the changes of weather in two places, by no means remote

from each other, may and often do preserve no parallelism

whatever. Accordingly, as might be expected, I find that the

decided changes of weather which occurred in Putlam during

eight years, took place without any definite order whatever ;
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the days of quadrature or any other similar fixed data shew-

ing no undue predominance.

From that which precedes I would then draw these de-

ductions—that Putlam, although of course not altogether free

from the disadvantages of a tropical climate, may yet be con-

sidered as being in many respects highly favoured. During

the greater portion of the year a cool refreshing sea breeze

steals across the face of the country, and in the wet season this

spot is much less subject to rain than many places even in its

immediate neighbourhood ; and though it must be admitted

that the north-east wind does often bring fever with it, and

produces a very disagreeable clammy sensation on those exposed

to it, yet the dry portions of the rainy season are particu-

larly pleasant, the fresh verdure of the extensive plains, the

light green of the budding forest, the coolness and balminess

of the air, and the cloudiness of the sky, not unfrequently

recalling to one's mind the joyous spring of Britain.

With regard to the healthiness of the place, it is almost

unnecessary to say that a favourable verdict must be given :

the ratio of sickness is in itself not great, and even this is

chiefly made up by cases of fever, which merely prove a tem-

porary inconvenience, and only in extremely rare cases pro-

duce any permanent effects on the constitution.

I have now, however imperfectly, completed my task. It

is unnecessary to state that I have made no attempt at theory,

that I have brought forward nothing new. I have simply

confirmed the statements or opinions of others, merely written

down that which is patent to all, and parhaps on this very

account neglected and unknown by many. From its very

nature a paper of this kind cannot in itself possess any great

interest, the sphere is too contracted, and, consequently the de-

ductions too liable to error and objection ; as one of a series, it
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may however be useful. The data for such a series, are in ex-

istence
;

collection, comparison, and generalization is all that

is now requisite, in order to produce, a most valuable account

of the climate of Ceylon.

Should, on the other hand, the data referred to be consi-

dered as wanting in precision, so much more urgent is the

call on us to commence without further delay, a series of ob-

servations not at one, or at two, but at many selected stations

throughout the Island. Even now Ceylon is so closely studded

with Government establishments, that one can scarce draw a

line of fifty miles in length on any part of it, without finding

ourselves in the neighbourhood ofsome Government Office and

some Government official. The opportunity is a tempting

one, no great sum would be required to furnish a number of

these stations with a few of the more useful meteorological

instruments. Intelligent native clerks, such as are now to be

met with every where, might learn the method of recording

these at once, and very soon feel an interest in the registers :

the deducing of results from these documents would be the

work of gentlemen accustomed to such calculations, and of

these there must now be many in the Island.

In conclusion, I have only to acknowledge the courtesy

of James Caulfield, Esq., Government Agent of the North-

Western Province, and of S. C. Roe, Esq,, Deputy Inspector

General of Hospitals, for having so kindly granted me

permission to make use of the registers over which they

exercise controul.
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The Revenue and Expenditure of the Dutch Government in

Ceylon, during the last years of their Administration.—By
John Capper, Esq.

—

{Read 26th February, 1848,)

The mode in which a Government taxes its subjects is

nearly always a fair criterion by which to judge of the amount

of civilization existing in any country. Viewed in this light,

a brief sketch of the Income and Disbursements of the Dutch

in Ceylon during the last years of their rule, may not be con-

sidered beyond the scope of our Society's labors. It will, to a

certain extent, form a link in the political history of Ceylon,

and it is only to be regretted that we do not possess the means

of ascertaining with any thing like accuracy, the extent and

mode of taxation pursued by the Portuguese.

Although we do not possess an unbroken series of docu-

ments in reference to the Dutch rule in Ceylon, there are yet

sufficient matter extant both in the Dutch Records and in the

various Fiscal Books or Staat Reekening, in our possession, to

enable us to ascertain pretty accurately, the sources from which

our predecessors obtained their revenue.

It is only intended, in the present paper, to offer a sum-

mary of the Revenue and Expenditure of the Dutch during

the years 1786 to 1793, and as it may fairly be presumed that

they had at this late period of their Government made many
modifications and improvements in their various fiscal arrange-

ments, this statement must be taken as the most favorable

picture we could possibly draw of their colonial finances.

For the purposes of taxation, the Maritime Provinces of

the Island which bounded their sway in Ceylon, appear to have

been divided into four principal Collectorates or Provinces,

much the same as they are at present, viz: Colombo, Jaffna-
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patam, Galle and Trincomalie, with the subsidiary stations of

Calpentyn, Manaar, Matura and Batticaloa. These we may
term the western, northern, southern and eastern Collectorates,

In their own account of the local revenues as given in the

General Staat Reekening, they classified their Income under

but three principal heads:—Farmed Kevenues, Collected Re-

venues, and Profits and Gains.

Before, proceeding to give a detailed statement of these

several branches of the Ceylon Eevenue, it may be as well to

offer a few preliminary remarks concerning them. At the pe-

riod of which I am writing, the Dutch had abandoned several

of their early and most stringent monopolies, caused no doubt

by a conviction of their impolicy. Governor Van Imhoff was

a man of more than ordinary ability in financial and com-

mercial matters, and to him the Dutch were indebted for sev-

eral relaxations in the system of trade existing between Ceylon

and the various ports of the Indian Continent. The early

career of the Dutch in the East was one of unmixed monopoly

carried out with unrelenting severity. Commerce was the prime

object of their Government, as had been conquest and conver-

sion to Catholicism the aim oftheir predecessors, the Portuguese.

In Ceylon, as in all other of their possessions, the entire trade

of the place, both export and import, lay in the hands of the

Government. No vessel arriving in the Colony, whether For-

eign or Dutch, could dispose of their goods or purchase pro-

duce except at the Stores of the Company. In after days, this

Regulation was relaxed as regards the importation of Rice, and

later still with reference to the trade in Coast Cloths, the im-

port of which was permitted to private individuals, on pay-

ment of a duty rated at about the amount of the Company's

gains on the sale of the article. This duty was farmed, and

a portion of the proceeds given to the servants of Government,
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as compensation for their loss of the profits in the trade which

they had previously shared. Some articles, such as Coffee,

Pepper, Betel-nuts and Coir, were obliged to be delivered into

the Company's godowns at certain fixed rates determined by

themselves. Pepper for instance was deliverable at 1 and 1|

fanam per lb., Coffee at 1 fanam per lb., Coir-yarn at 4^
fanams per bundle of 24 lbs. Betel-nut was received at 3 Rds.,

and afterwards at 5 and 6 Eds., per ammonam. -All of these

articles were originally exported by the Company alone, but

in later days were disposed of by them to private individuals

wishing to ship them on their own account.

Farmed Revenues.

Under this head were included many taxes and duties the

collection of which, by our system, is always retained in the

hands of the Crown. Some of the articles were so small in

amount as not to have been worth consideration, unless to na-

tives who rented them. It not unfrequently happened that

certain taxes or duties were farmed out to the servants of the

Government, who were thus enabled to add greatly to their

incomes. In some cases duties and even profits on the mono-

poly of certain articles, such as Native Cloths and Coir

Cordage, were set aside, and divided among the Commandant,

Master Attendant, and other officials in respective proportions

to their rank. Several instances are related in the Dutch books

of the servants of Government who rented Import Duties at

an advalorem rate of 20 per cent., admitting them on payment

of 10 per cent., convinced that the former rate was too high,

and we are told that they realized a larger profit under the

reduced scale than previously when the high rate was

enforced.

The Table whi8h accompanies this (No. 1) presents in a

condensed form, the Revenue of Ceylon for 1791—2 under the
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three heads of Farmed Revenues, Collected Revenues and

Profits. Of the Farmed Revenues, the Import Duty on Cloth

appears to have formed a most prominent item ; and it may-

well have done so when we know that the annual value of the

Indian Cloths imported into Ceylon at that time was not less

than £40,000. The importations of these goods were chiefly

from Bengal, one, or two ports on the Coromandel Coast, and

from Madura, The duty levied was nominally 20 per cent*

on their value, but as I have already remarked, this exorbi-

tant rate was not levied by the farmer who found it to his

interest to make a much more moderate demand. The different

regulations and rules of Government in respect to this duty

were very numerous and complicated, and, as a consequence,

were of but little use.

All other Import Duties which came under the head of

Farmed Revenues were included in what was termed the

" Alfandigo" or General Farm. A very complex scale of

articles, chiefly of Import from Holland, existed, which left a

great deal in the hands of the Farmer of the taxes : the gen-

erality of the goods were rated at 5 per cent. Paddy and

Rice however appear to have been admitted free of duty, and

in addition to this, foreigners were permitted to expose both

these articles for sale in the public bazaars, which was not the

case with any other goods. The produce of the Alfan-

digo was usually about £2,000 for the whole island, so

that allowing for fair profit to the renters over and above this

sum, and assuming the whole duties to be at 5 per cent., we

find the total annual value of the Imports which were farmed,

to be about £50,000. From the liability to this tax none were

exempted who imported goods, not even the ships of the

Government. •

Licenses and Rents formed the 2nd division of these taxes.

The Fish Rents were not inconsiderable in value and
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together with the renting of the various Fish Markets,

amounted to £4,000 or £5,000. These rents were levied on

Fish caught in Lakes and Eivers, as well as those from the

Sea. It varied in amount in different places, from one-third

to one-fifth of the value of the fish caught, after deducting 5

per cent., which went to the headmen of the Fisher caste called

" Pattangatims" There was a difference always made in favor

of fish caught by nets over those caught by lines, the latter

paying more than the former.

The Bents of certain gardens, and the permits for digging

for precious stones, although numerous, were but small in value,

and scarcely deserve notice.

In earlier times, the extent of the Government gardens of

Cocoa and Areka nuts was large, and realized good sums ; being

leased for 2 years at a time. But most of these were after-

wards sold, and at the time I am referring to, none remained

but very small ones.

The Arrack and Toddy Rent does not appear to have

formed any considerable item in the revenues of the Dutch

Government. In the Colombo Collectorate it varied from

£1,200 to £1,400, but in the other districts it yielded but a few

hundreds. In the Colombo district the farmer of this rent had

formerly the sole privilege of exporting Arrack, but this how-

ever, was no longer the case at the time I now refer to. The

licensed retailer of Arrack was compelled to sell the spirit if

within the Gravets of Colombo, at 1J fanam the bottle; and as

a means of ensuring him at all times a steady supply of the

article, he was permitted the right of taking three-tenths of all

the Arrack which was brought to Colombo for exportation by

private traders, paying for the same a similar price to what

they obtained for the remainder.

The Bazaar or Shop Tax was rather a ground-rent levied

2b"
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according to the extent occupied by the shop. It was a very

slight one, but in addition to this there was a small fee of 1^

Doit or Cash paid by each Shop-keeper to a Bazaar Master

who had also a small pay from the Government out of the

proceeds of the farm. It was the duty of this Bazaar Master,

who had an establishment of Lascoryns under his orders, to

preserve order and cleanliness throughout the Bazaar, to see

that all rubbish and filth were removed, and more especially to

examine weights and measures, and see that the market was

well supplied with an abundance of good meat, vegetables and

fruits. In the event of his finding any articles of bad quality,

he had power to remove them, and fine the seller ; and should

there have been a scarcity of any particular article of daily

consumption, he was bound to report the same]to the Governor

who would then cause supplies to be brought in from the coun-

try, at any cost. This system appears to have worked well,

and though the rent yielded little or nothing to Government,

all parties seem to have been satisfied with it.

The remainder ofthe Farmed Revenue not included under

the two preceding heads we may term various.

Sundry duties collected at Manaar were trifling in extent,

and appear to have been remains of Singhalese taxes kept up

from time immemorial, long since abolished in all other parts

of the Colony, but said to be retained here as their collection

tended to afford information as to the nature and extent of the

traffic carried on between the Kandyan Country and the Coast

to the northward. The jealousy of the Dutch, added to their

constant warfare with their Kandyan neighbours, would greatly

favor this supposition.

Service Taxes were levied in lieu of certain fixed services

exacted of some of the lower orders of people. It was some-

times in money, but more frequently in kind.
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price on the occasion of any infraction of treaties, and which

frequently happened. It does not seem to have occurred to

them, that, by increasing this one source of revenue, they

would have been enabled to have abandoned many trifling

and comparatively unprofitable taxes. The probable reason of

this moderation was, that the supply of Cinnamon from the

Kandyan country was of too great value to them to risk by

any addition to the selling price of Salt.

Table No. 1,

Farmed Collected Profits.

i

Revenues Revenues

s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

6278 3 4 2475 10 5874 3 2

6341 12 6298 10 625 6

1311 18 1429 6 4 1525 17 2

498 182 15 8 1080 2 2

24 1188 10 2 82 11

26 16 945 9 7

£... 14480 9 4 12520 1 2 9188 6 6

Collected Revenue.

The amount of Revenue directly collected by the officials of

Government did not fall far short of those farmed out to individuals.

In the year 1791-—2 the total receipts under th# head were

£12,520 Is, 2d., as shewn by the following Table:

—
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A.

Revenue collected by the Government of Ceylon in the year 1791— 2.

s. Urn

Kevenues collected at Colombo, Calpentyn and Putlam... 2475 10

Do. at Jaffnapatam, Manaar and Wanny 6298 10

Do. 1429 5

Do. 1371 7

Do. 945 9 2

£... 12520 1 2

In the following Table (B.) the collected Revenue of the

Island during three years is shewn classfied under three sepa-

rate heads. The largest of these amounts are derivable from

Licenses, Arrack Farms and such sources, the sums realized

from the Poll Tax and Tax on Land having been most incon-

siderable, except in the Jaffnapatam Collectorates.

Of the amounts under the first head, those produced by-

Stamps appear to have been most inconsiderable : the export

and Import duties made up the bulk of these. Of Export

duties, that on Palmiras in the Collectorate of Jaffnapatam, and

at Colombo on Coir, Betel-nut and woods, appear to have been

the most considerable. In the earlier days of the Dutch Go-

vernment, the export of Palmiras was prohibited except on the

express permission in writing of the Commandant and dissave of

the district. For this License a fee varying in amount with

the extent of the shipment and the caprice of the officials, was

invariably levied. It is easy to imagine that this in time grew

into a valuable source of emolument : indeed at a later period,

(1787) the Government found this system worked so prejudi-

cially to commerce, that the duty was fixed and made payable
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to the Public Treasury, the Civilian, of the Jaffnapatan dis-

trict being allowed Rds. 5000, annually, as a compensation.

Coir was chiefly exported on account of Government, but

it was also an article of trade to private speculators, and in

these cases paid a duty of one dollar per thousand pounds

for raw Coir and half a dollar per thousand on Cables

and Cordage. Betel-nuts paid a duty on Export of 60 per cent,

on the value of this amount—one-fourth was the emolument of

certain officials—the remaining three-fourths going into the

Treasury. The Paddy Tax is not included in the Farmed

Revenues, because it was put up to auction in detached por-

tions at stated intervals.

The same may be said ofthe rent of the several Arrack and

Fish Licenses, the proceeds of all of which were collected in

detail.

A Capitation Tax appears to have been once levied on

all classes of Singhalese varying in amount according to their

caste. This however, gradually fell into disuse, until at length,

during the period I am alluding to, none but the Moors were

subject to the impost. These people were very numerous in

the Northern part of the Island, as also at Batticaloa, and the

amount realized in those districts was evidently of too much

value to be readily abandoned, the more especially as it was on

strangers. In addition to the Capitation Tax there was a Ser-

vice or Labour Tax paid by those who wished to commute the

Service annually due to the Crown, and which in certain castes

was as much as one-fourth of their time. This Labour, or as it

was termed Oulliame, pressed with great severity on the Moors

who appear to have been allowed to reside in the island entirely

on sufferance. They were in earlier times obliged to appear an-

nually at the chief office of the district in which they lived, and

take out a fresh license for the privilege of residing there for
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the ensuing year ; and for this permission they had to pay a fee

of 2\d., which was divided as perquisites amongst the officials.

The Moors who usually commuted their personal service, could

only do so by a payment annually of 18s., and in some cases

even more than this was paid. The collections of this com-

mutation was occasionally sold by auction under the title of

the Farm of the absent Oulliame; and in 1794 appears to have

produced for the Colombo district about £100. In the North-

ern Collectorate a much larger sum was produced.
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Profits and Gains.

The third source of local revenue arose from profits on

a few articles of produce such as Cinnamon, Betel-nut, Coir,

Cloths, &c, and these were chiefly in the Colombo and Galle

Collectorates. The articles in which the Government traded

were all monopolized ; that is, they were received from the

Native Cultivators or Collectors at low fixed rates, and resold

at other fixed rates. Betel-nut appears to have yielded the

highest profit varying between £1,000 £1,800. Cloths left but

a small gain to the Treasury, seldom exceeding a few hundred

pounds. There were however some large profits realized on

sundry articles of European merchandize : these, added to the

gains on Coir, Timber, &c, yielded asmuch as £6,000 or £7,000.

In the year 1791-2, the profitsmade within the Colony stood thus,

Colombo and Calpentyn £5874 3 2

Jaffnapatam and Manaar 625 6

Galle and Matura 1525 17 2

Trincomalie and Batticaloa 1162 13 2

• £9187 19 6

Having thus enumerated the various sources from which

the Dutch Government derived its income, I will now shew

by the following Table, the total amounts of Income and Ex-

penditure in the Colony during six years ending 1791-2.

Table C.

Abst. of the Col.

income and Expen. dur- Expenditure. Revenue. Excess of

ing the &ix years 1791-2. Expenditure

In the years. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 5, d.

1786-7 - - - - 58066 10 30066 4 28000 6
1787-8 -

;.

- - - 63534 16 31147 2 32387 14
1788-9 - - - - 68952 9 31504 4 37448 5
1789-90 - - - - 57716 17 33934 1 23782 16
1790-1 - - - - 63461 6 37099 19 26361 7

1791-2 - - - - 72006 18 36158 2 35848 "16

£ - - . 383738 16 199909 12 183829 4

2 c
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Here we see a balance of 86,500 in favor of the Colony

which materially alters the position of the Island accounts,

even if we allow a good deal for inaccuracies in detail, &c.

One more Table completes this paper, shewing the va-

rious heads of Expenditure in the several Collectorates during

1791-2, and which will give a tolerably accurate idea of the

same during a series of years, except when hostilities were

being carried on against the Kandyans or other neighbours,

when of course the war expenses were considerably augmented.
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From this it will be seen that the excess of Expenditure dur-

ing 6 years varied from £23,782 to £37,448, giving an

average deficiency of £30,638. By this mode of keeping the

accounts the whole of the profits made on the shipments of

Cinnamon &c„ to Europe were lost sight of, although in the

Expenditure had been included the cost of keeping up the

various plantations, salaries of officers supervising, and even

cost of shipping. The real Income of the Colony may be

seen by another Table for the same year.
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List of Books in the Pali and Singhalese Languages.—By
the Rev. R. S. Hardy. (Read 26th February, 1848J

1 ^ZS^6 <?33355^03
2 cp^53<35^ca

3 ^ssosae&tf essBca

4 ^©®&eD£0tf ^§030
5 qp<5><K>3£oejc? §^539
6 qp«SDS3(5589o<3\el

8 qpsJdfiSD^ ^§©30
9 ^<rj'B6€i eko^-esJ

10 ^SD^caa) ©o6>eS

11 <?<gdi© iDKD&aS

12 ^ps^ei
13 ^e^«a ^§©30
14 <£§k^3jS)S©

15 gstSQ^ca

16 qjtsa® s^30

18 %&®m&m®6
19 Sogi5S530

20 $t8Qg&3^ G0o<3®ta

21 §&&s ®$a&s

23 qp@dSo®ea

24 ^©dSoaa es^sssS

25 q»®3<5@tfis

26 qiSo0^(5

27 e?®8^©33
28 $8?£) esc5Sv«&

29 ^003^(5^3303^(3

SI fp3icc3 0c5<^t(z6(33

32 epQscss <5T,e©3QD0

33 cp-fS03^(3
34 §^§C5 C3®^£5

35 C.<3 §2333335

36 eFes©5®3©d
37
38 -q^§©30
39 cosscB es^«3S3

40 ^C3«ccs3 d'eDscc^sd'

Akkkarakoselle

Akaradiya
Angottara-sangiya

Angottara-atuwawa
Angottara-tikawa

Attangaluwanse
Attkakatka-wannana
Attkasalini-atawawa

Anabhirati-jatake Pali, Sing.

Anagata wangse
Anorudha satake

Apadaney
Apadana atuwawa
Abbhutadamma
Abkidarmmaya
Abhidarmina tikawa

Abkidarmma inula tikawa
Abhidarmmawatarey
Abkidarmma matrukawa
Abhidarmmata sangrakey

Abhinav/a madkawe
Abisambodki-alangkare

Amarasingke
Amarasingka-sanne
Amarase
Amawatura
Ambawidamana
Ariskta-satake

Awawadaratna-male
Akhyata-pade
Akkyatawaranangilla

Akkyatarupamalawa
Andimale
Indriya-yamake

Itiwuttake

Iswar-male

Udan£
Udana-atuwawa
Upasarga-satme

Upasakajanalangka-ro

Pali

Pali

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
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43 ^sret; e5c::?.o Ekaza"=^:aa:.a

44 SaSb3cx5MS Ez z_ kza~zazaz

4

45 £-;£ Saz^zz:.— :a:aza-:.ka~
46 ^:£o^?^3 Kazavaze
47 ^-r?^ E^eza^aza-praiaraze Pali

43 <s£s:2c? Kao aava—v: zed i d:,

49 ©£»3«3 Kaoza7azz.-;zida-z;za—a ::,

50 4s£q2^> 9»i€^-:;£ Kaoza.Vaza-:z^-^~- a- a"*-*, i;.

51 «ja>3« Ssd£D*3j3 Ka:zav;Lza--azzzza-:-, da.

52 fijstoaa ssa-s^ KaazaV— a-vare dz
53 4E£:-cr: ~; Ks.czdVsna- sdrs-ziki^ d:.

54 ^d:£^£ Kazza^a
55 fi&Sea s~ £:S Ea:da-ai7a-a:a^i-ra

56 4sc:£-'^ ^z><ssS Karzawai~-77akarazr
57 "^b?^ Xaz aaz a a- :

a'zak 5

53 e^JSas- Karzza-azja-a :aa

59 ceesj^escys Xa:dza:izza-zia

60 «>3*sxDadc skdjQ Eazz : ra z-:*-ka:zi -

3

61 ecsSvjo s3^2J'?cao KaTawirirl-giihi-p-z-a

62 s.ji-:-5£3
>«3 Ea-a^zraz-;: a zza-5.azze

63 a6*5&q Karazada
64 42?^--26^*:^?^ Ka.jazi-przkaraze

65 sSQSfco Kawszazziza,

66 ^€f^.?^:£e Kawzaizikazd-la

67 ffl§^i<^ Ea~7zzza;azazz
63 £f ia^£5Zc£i;?e Ka^azzzaad-gazazzda'

69 £^>£'trcv.;c^?9 Kaiiaa a = zzgazazi laazzd

TO 5345: z'z c ? i= Kahakaralasandeae

71 ^^i^icf'f- Kaaaz az zazaazaz; ari7a

72 Kala—;azazf
73 £3£2?ss?5 Ka~a.aekaza,

"4 ^:£-f oszzzr:?^ Ea~yazizaaazire
75 ^:£-£^eS Kz-jazaalaazza

76 e:'£~f Ka~azzpaze

77 ^:?£5'^?o-? Ka--::ra:aza

73 ^e^ers-s^cs Kzazgcz-sazagiTa

79 ^gSs Kzdzsdka

50 ^£':^r£-e33 Kziarzza-sidzivs

51 egSSreggeSaM Kazazaa.5az:z ii-j azad e

82 *gsss£o?<es5 Xzaa- ; a:aza

83 &&xi@@aec Kozdazzdde

b4 ?^:§e~-T -^~~ K: wad-razzed
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85 e*sw*c ^©0e55bi8
86 g)$?<253C33^£

87 §^«5C33<£) 3§8a©
88 CDCoa^c^sj^^D

89 <53«3®»^9s3i,Q3

90 (E>eda)£cs3^£>

91 co©«d'©<s*«)

92 QM&eteo&&)oB
93 (Sdoees^esoo

94 c8$g^<tf
' 95 cg^oo^&

96 og^^^desoQ^K)
97
98 <K)68o^es<^c3S3

99 <9»e@oo
100 ©<5J©«fG33rf®i«9

101 8«J«>83(3§cj«9ca

102 ©5cs989(^«J

103 ©Scao8c)s3<p§©3©

104 S&3q&>6&<&0

105 ©ais)3©^6€S^«3£S3

106 SQ55>^)§S3^g(^^

107 §(3*9s^^es
108 gees^^^ca
109 f^aSketee)
110 d^)0o^c3
111 tSfeOiSCotfS^

112 ^s)^(?c33«i0S3ai(^e3

113 efcaSD ^p§©30
114 cto«)(^c3(3

115 d>S3«3<^C3G CQ(^«3S3

116 dko^oeko
117 ^©Ss^
118 d\2£>30'25X)(^&

119 «5Si^«53(^<5

120 -^oeesi <3vsNC3S3t35&@>Ga

121 ©^(^SSJ&od 633 &) 666**063

122 ^C3© (^S3

123 c^toSo
124 ^^(5(553^3 q?§839
125 G^ffcOsSo

126 <3*C3§(533C33 ^pg030
127 ^edaaS^-asi

128 ^©33(3o«33(^(5

Kosalabimba-warnnanawa
Khuddakapathe
Khuddakapatha-atuwawa
Gangarohane
Ganadewihaslla

Gandhattapatey
Gamanchakre
Gargawasanghitawa
Girasandtfee

Gihiwine
Gunapath^
Gunados-sangrahe
Guttila-jatake

Geetapada-sanne

Grahawalalla

Gebin-sastre

Chakkawaladipaniya
Chariya-pitaka

Chariya-pitaka-atuwawa
Chandrabharene
Chintaman-sarme

Chulakarama-wighanga-sutre
Chula-niddese

Ch 61asadda-mtiya

Chulasidhante

Janawanse
Jatakibharene

Jataka-pot-wahane

Jataka-atuwawa
Jatakapela

Jatakapela-sanne

Jataka-padiya

Jinacharite

Jinalangkare

Tantrasare

Tringsatbh ai shajange

Telkathara- gatka-sanne

Thupawangse
Thera-gatha

Thera-gatha-atuwawa
Theri-gatha

T b eri -gatha-atuwawa
Dankantine
Dadyalangkare
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129 $a)©<5<3^
130 ^i)8c330

131 ^©8C33 <p§©3©
132 <^l)8csa es^eDsa

133 ^©ss-esfoiQ^ed' tg<S}cs

134 ^es^etSegadgsjee^cKO
135 ^c^© ^
136
1.37 ^es^cD^D©>?feo9
138 ^S)©e3(5<^ @oo©
139 §^€6«SC0

140 §<5tese8 ^§030
141 |<5JeSc8§^3©

142 §«3©5coa8

143 §c5s?g(^ £3<^»s^e£

144 ^a©o(^es

145 §835^2553 S5(5

146 §®n«5(S ^>^3©

147 @^®e ^es§€)

148 @^©$€Cte> S>63©

149 <^©£)$§) csfco^s)

150 (SVS^Qsq 353©^S)<£g©

151 <3^©<Z§ §a©©<3VS3

152 a©©seaoe9 g«)tf©ws6

153 S-gSeftoS ^383^9

154 S)3-5g§fi53<^©

155 Sto-egeJaooj 9§©3©
156 Q3^C33G>a

157 £)0-22£30& S5C^£0£D

158 S)a^©^es
159 0>33)§SD3©^3©

160 essi^cs^©^^^©
161 «25Di><^033}

162 eD^d^g s©*9c8

163 e?So©s3 esoq^ea

164 eoQtfsfe^o

165 33©cg^es^33£0

166 eaQe^os^sweDead esoo^ej

167 &>o®6^.o ©3qo©
168 253o©<5xo oSD^d"^
169 aa?©©(5 ^DtcSco

170 SD3©3d0^^55

171 <2>DJ©3©gG0

172 «D305cO®VS;

Dandumarane
Dampiyawa
Dampiya-atuwawa
Dampiya-sanne
Dam sakpsewatun-sutraya

Damsakpsewatun-sutre sanne

Daladawangse
Dasarajadharme
Dasanipata-warnnanawa
Dahamsarana-pota
Diksangiya

Diksangi-atuwawa
Diksangitikawa
Dinachariyawa

Diyasawul-sandese

Dipawangse
Dighakosala-jatake

Dukeli-kathawa
Demala-nighanduwa
Dewadatta-kathawa
Dewadharma-jatake
Daiwagnyakamadhenuwa
Daiwagnyamukhamandane
Danimasangani-prakarane

Dhanwantari-nighanduwa
Dhatu-wibhange
Dhattt-wibhanga-atuwawa
Dhatu-pathe
Dhatu-patha-sanne

Dhatu-manjuse
Dhatuwibhawanawa
Nandiyawelanda-kathawa
Nam-pota
Narendrapawaniya
Nawapatala -sangrahe

Nawaratne
Nawaguna-sanne
Nawalokottara-sangrahe

Namarupamalawa
Nam arupaparichhede
Namawaranagilla
Namashtake
Kamawaliya
Narayane
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173 ^o^^gdo ©od8ca

174 *8<25X)CS S5oC£)23G3

175 *8s3e}9

176 «9esg S3^«320

177 ^83§ ^5)30

171 *0<3^<s^s

179 ^8<^>o3^&
180 <£8C23S3 S5^55DSD

181 &<5ii5$£> 8£<^s>

182 e9c5i«j49fiaa(5 ©o^w
183 ^CS^3^®3 CSS^^eS
184 s^sfeSca

185 <s*eccfo93s»9

186 ©€USsVe33$)

187 C©C3^-333

188 £2©25>^D3<^33

189 a©g^(5^o^i) fp§030

190 £2©30£jS)d)£)<2^

191 C5©^3©
192 e@«3©t9$ ©a^cS

123 C3§£3©^©3<§ ^§030
194 cSss^eBe,©

125 £3^5532)^^3 '

196 £3^es3a)^S^39

197 o«^^^)3es(^03

198 .
e^etetfoaos^

199 0^©3>2>3©

200 C3<3DS3

201 C3&X3**a

202 cdb)«> *p§©30
203 §^3©
204 C(5©o

C

6a§cS5^c3

205 C3C5£D^a^d5^S«33«J© ^§030
206 o8§®&&q
207 aS©a<5c3^&
208 a6&z3o®c{®&

209 C3e»3<3t§:d

210 O3©eo&0
211 ooc<&>2S)&oQ

212 C?jg§€D£3 «5§^«3
213 Oad>5?.8»3 <^C33SD

214 ^3333^-23)3 ^§©30
215 8$© qptSQo^eo

216 e§03^3£3^2O2O

Namikapuspa-manjariya
Nikaya-sangrahe

Nighanduwa
Nigliandu-sanne

Nighauu-tikawa
Niddese
Nidana-pathe

Nipata-sanne

Nirutti pitake

Nirutti-sara-manjuse

Nilakobo-sandese

Nettiya

Netti-tikawa

Pachiti-pota

Panchapakshe
Panchaka-nipate
Panchaprakarana-nam-atuwawa
Hanchayudha-jatake
Panchikawa
Patisambhidanarge

Patisambhidamarga-atuwawa
Patisambhidawa
Pada-sadhane

Padasadhana-tikawa

Padakosalle

Padachita-pathe

Padamanawa-jataki
Patasa

Patthane

Patthana-atuwawa
Papanchasudani-tikawa
Paramarthawingsatiya
Paramarth aj otikanam-attiwawa
Parichhede

Pariwara-patlie

Parawi- sangdese

Pahagsembura
Paudinaluwa
Palangakathawa
Palimnttakawine

Parajika-pota

Pasadika-atuwawa
Piyum-abidane

Pariwana-sanae
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217 8&6£teri es&o®^
218 8@e%($ S3^«3S3

219 qcsSqssq&gs^gH&cq
220 g£^©(^c3

221 gC3jse8C5i9»«)

222 q*9s3«fcS €5o^^g553(5(3\<s^

223 g§8«53©
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Third Anniversary Meeting of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, held 22nd April, 1848.

The Honble Mr. Justice Stark, Vice President, in the Chair.

The Secretaiy read a letter from the President of the Society,

the Honorable Sir James Emerson Tennent, relative to the annual

address.

Resolved.—That the President be respectfully requested to ap-

point a time, most convenient to himself, for delivering the annual

address.

Moved by the Hon"ble Mr. Justice Stark.

Seconded by E. L. Layard, Esq.

That the Rev. Mr. Ondatjie of Matura, be elected a member of

the Society.

Moved by the Rev. J. G-. Macvicar. D. D.
s

Seconded by the Rev. A. Kessen, L. L. D.

That the Rev. Mr. Percival of Jaffna be elected a member of the

Society.

Moved by the Rev. D. J. G-ogerly.

Seconded by H. Bessel, Esq.

That the Rev, Mr. Dickson of Caltura be elected a member of

the Society.

The foliowing Resolutions were unanimously adopted:

—

1st.—That the Anniversary Meeting of the Society be held for

the future in the month of August.

2d.—That the following gentlemen compose the Meteorological

Committee for the ensuing year:—the Rev. J. G. Macvicar, D. D.,

J. G-. Davey Esq* M. D., J. Capper, Esq., and the Rev. A. Kes&en

L. L. D.
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3d.—That no monthly Evening Meeting be held in Februarys

March, April and May, and that the Committee of management pre-

pare a course of subjects for discussion, during the remaining months

of the year, and arrange the places of Meeting.

4th.—-That the Honble Mr. Justice Stark,

The Rev. J. G. Macvicar D. D.,

The Rev. D. J. Gogerly,

The Rev. J. D. Palm, and the Secretary, form a Committee

to prepare a Certificate of Membership.

5th.—That Copies of the Society's Journal be presented to each

Library in Ceylon, and forwarded to various Literary Societies.

The Secretary then read the Report of the Committee of

Management for the past year.

Report of the Committee of Management for 1847.

At the termination of another year of the Society's existence,

your Committee is happy to be enabled to speak in very encouraging

terms of its operations.

The fear that was entertained at the corresponding period of

last year, that the removal of several Members from the Colony might

impair the Society's usefulness, has not been realized, while the acces-

sion of eleven additional Members, residing in different parts of the

Island, holds out a fair prospect of enlarged and successful labours.

Indeed the wide sphere of its operations, deeply interesting to the

Physiologist, the Naturalist, and the Antiquarian; the growing interest

and confidence in its stability and usefulness, along with expressions

of sympathy and co-operation by several kindred institutions, afford a

reasonable presumption, that notwithstanding the unpromising results

of several attempts to establish Literary and Scientific Associations in

Ceylon, your Society is now based on a permanent foundation.

In accordance with a Resolution passed at the General Meeting

of September 1847, a correspondence has been opened with the China

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, which will very probably elicit

interesting information respesting the character and influence of
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Budhism in that extensive empire. This is a field of investigation which

abundantly repays every effort to explore it ; and it must be gratifying

to your Society that its proceedings in this department are likely to

attract the attention of eminent scholars in the continents of Asia and

Europe.

A correspondence has also been commenced with the Batavian

Society of Arts and Sciences, and your Committee anticipates that the

results will be mutually beneficial.

The following notice of papers which have been read at the Gen-

eral Meetings, during the year, shows the direction of the Society's

operations,

The Mineralogy of Ceylon.

History of Jaffna from the earliest period to the conquest of the

Island by the Dutch.

Manufacture of Salt by Solar Evaporation as practised in the

Chilaw District.

Extracts from the Pansiya-panasjataka..

Notes on the Rise and Fall of the Calany ganga from 1844

till 1847.

Notes on the Rock-Inscriptions and Hot-Springs in Batticaloa

District.

Notes on the Climate and Salubrity of Putlam.

The Revenue and expenditure of the Dutch Government in Cey-

lon, during the last years of its administration.

On some of the Coins, ancient and modern of Ceylon.

In addition to these, the Rev. R. S. Hardy has presented a Ca-

talogue of Books in the Pali and other languages of Ceylon, and

Simon Casie Chetty, Esq., a paper entitled "An Historical Poem of

the Moors, in the Tamil Language," together with an Analysis of its

Contents.

The Society's Museum has been increased by the following

donations:—
1—A collection of Shells. 2— Specimen of Iron Ore from the Ma-

tura district. .3—Specimens of Copper and Lead Ores from New South

2 e
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Wales. These are the more valuable from the fact, that a Member of

your Society has been appointed by Government to report upon the

Geology and Mineralogy of the Saffragam district, introductory

perhaps to a more extended enquiry.

With a view to elicit information on the subject of Native Ma-

nufactures, so as to afford the means of promoting their improvement,

a series of questions bearing on this branch of Industry, has been

addressed to influential Gentlemen in different districts of the Island,

and the Society will have accomplished much, if by means of such

inquiries, the industrial prosperity and social well-being of the Native

population be advanced.

The subject of Native Agriculture has lately been discussed at a

Monthly Meeting of the Society, and probably before the return of

another anniversary further information will be obtained.

Your Committee cannot but allude with satisfaction to the sub-

ject of the "Monthly Evening Meetings" held by the Society, for

the purpose of conversation and discussion on topics connected with

its labours. Although the nature of these Meetings preclude any Report

being given of their progress, it is evident to your Committee, that

they have a sensible influence on the prosperity of the Society, tending

as they do, to the opening up of new subjects of inquiry, and generally

imparting additional vigor to the efforts of its Members. With a view

to render these Meetings of greater practical utility, your Committee

beg to suggest, that, for the future, a course of subjects for discussion

be prepared every six months, and circulated amongst the Members, so

as to aid those who are disposed to prepare at leisure for entering on the

topics. Under present arrangements, the shortness of the notice renders

this impracticable ; the time and place for the Meetings might remain

for after adjustment.

Your Committee have much satisfaction in laying before you the

Report of the Statistical Committee for the past year, and in doing so,

express a hope that it will continue its labours with unremitting care,

forming as they do, a most interesting branch of our inquiries.

No Report has been forwarded from the Meteorological Com-
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mittee, but it may be observed that your Secretary lias received from

Captain Pickering, R. A., several volumes relating to magnetic ob-

servations made in Canada and elsewhere. ,ro be availed of in the event

of an Observatory being hereafter erected at Colombo. Of this there

appears a probability at some future period.

The Treasurer's Statement is satisfactory.

£ s. d.

Balance from last year S 19 11

J

Receipts during the present year -. 41 12 6

£50 12 5J

Expenditure during the year 34 5 7

Balance in Treasurer's hand at date ... . £16 6 10J

The payments include £1 Is., given to the Rev. Mr. Hardy to

purchase books in England, TTe have also a sum of £10 in the hands

of the Meteorological Committee, who have ordered instruments to

that amount, but in procuring which there appears to be some delay.

In conclusion, whilst your Committee would invite a more general

co-operation in the Society's proceedings, they cannot but anticipate

a prosperous and useful career.

A. EESSEN. L.L.D.

Secretary.

Resolved 6th.—That the Report now read be received and adopt-

ed. The Secretary then read the Report of the Statistical Committee.

Report of the Statistical Committee of the Asiatic Society of

Ceylon, for the year ending 29th February. 1843.

Your Committee dates its appointment from the end of the year

1846; but as it did not commence its labours until February 1847, the

presenttime is really the termination of the first year of its operations.

Conscious that where nothing had hitherto been done, too much must

not at first be attempted, your Committee resolved at the commence
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ment of their office, to confine their enquiries to the vital and indus-

trial statistics of the Island, leaving other subjects of research for a

later period, and for other Committees.

In the month of February 1847, a letter was sent to the Honor-

able the Colonial Secretary, stating the object of the Committee's

appointment, and requesting such assistance as the Government might

be able to render us from the public Records in its possession, and

at the same time the attention of the Government was especially

directed towards the Population Returns of past years. In reply

to this communication, the Colonial Secretary assured your Commit-

tee of the sense entertained by His Excellency the Governor

of the importance of the enquiries contemplated, and of his

desire to afford them every facility in his power. The statistical

data however, to be found in the Records of Government, were said

to be very meagre, whilst the Population Returns, the latest of which

were for 1843, it was feared, had not been collected with the fidelity

and industry which was necessary to give them value.

Your Committee was, in conclusion, requested to furnish such

points of enquiry as they deemed of consequence, and these were

promised to be furnished, as far as practicable, from the Records.

In compliance with this request, your Committee furnished a list

of enquiries touching the Manufactures, Agricultures, Fisheries and

Population of the Island, and although no reply has hitherto been

received to this last communication, your Committee cannot but feel

that some benefit has arisen from the correspondence.

The local Government having had its attention drawn to the scanty

supply of facts connected with the progress and condition of the Colony,

have seen the necessity which exists for obtaining more valuable data,

and to this we may no doubt trace the Governor's Minute of 3rd

December last, calling upon the Agents of Government in the several

Provinces for quarterly reports on the condition of their districts. These

returns, we anticipate, will lead to important results in connection with

our inquiries.

The next step which your Committee took was to address

Government on the subject of the Annual Returns of the Imports and
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Export? of the Island, published in the Government Gazette, as sent

in by the Officers of Customs. : In this communication it was pointed

out, that whilst the Quarterly Returns of the Imports and Exports

were drawn up in reference to quantities, those for the entire year,

were made up according to the value of the goods passing through the

Custom House. This it was shown, might lead to much misconception

on the part ofany one wishing to draw conclusions from these Tables,

for it was clear that articles subject to much fluctuation in value, the

money amount for which they were entered at the Custom House could

form no standard whereby to judge of the extent of the trade. This

is especially the case in Cotton goods, and more recently we know

how low Coffee has fallen in value. In addition to this, the Quarterly

Returns were made out for the Port of Colombo only, whilst those

for the year related to the whole Island: and moreover the confusion

existing by classing Rice, Gram and other grains together, was pointed-

out. The result of this was that the Government intimated that a

better arrangement should be made in future with reference to the

Annual Customs Returns,

Your Committee have been also in correspondence with several

gentlemen in various parts of the Island, from whom are expected

some valuable contributions on statistical subjects.

A manuscript has been received from Mr. Taylor of Batticaloa

on the Statistics of that District, which would have been printed

amongst your Society's papers, but from the circumstance of the work

having been previously communicated to the Statistical Society of

London, by whom an abstract of it was printed. Tour Committee would

recommend that Mr. Taylor be requested to furnish data up to the

present time, so as to enable the Society to make a fresh and improved

digest of its contents which are highly interesting.

Your Committee cannot refrain from noticing amongst other

occurrences bearing upon the subject of this Society, the appointment

by the local Government of Dr. Gygax to the office of its Geologist and

Mineralogist. It is mentioned here, because your Committe believe that

it was the Society which first publicly directed the attention of the
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Government to the total absence of all data connected with the resour-

ces and capabilities of the Colony.

The Society's Library has had some interesting additions made

to it, in some Statistical works of value, amongst which may be in-

stanced the Criminal Statistics of Bengal, and the Journal of the

Royal Statistical Society of London.

In conclusion your Committee trust that each coming year may

witness some accession of useful information to the Society, and that

no difficulties or discouragements may check the labours of succeed-

ing Committees, convinced, as they are, that the value of the data

which may be^collected in this Island, cannot well be over-estimated.

JOHN CAPPER,
Secretary of Statistical Committee.

Resolved 7th.—That the Report now read be received and adopt-

ed, that the thanks of the Meeting be presented to the Statistical

Committee, and that the Gentlemen composing that Board be

requested to continue in office another year.

8th.—That the thanks of the Meeting be presented to the Pro-

prietors of the Journals which have inserted, free of expense to the

Society, the notices of its Meetings and Proceedings during the year.

9th.—That the thanks of the Meeting be presented to the officers

of the Society for their services during the past year.

10th.—That the following Gentlemen be the Officers of the

Society during the ensuing year.

Patron.

The Right Honorable Lord Viscount Toerington

Vice Patrons.

The Hon'ble Sir A. Oliphant, Chief Justice.

The Right Rev. The Bishop of Colombo.

President.

The Hon'ble Sir J. Emerson Tennent.

Vice President.

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Stark.
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Treasurer 8? Librarian.

J. Capper, Esq.

Secretary.

A. Kessen, l.l.d*

Committee.

Rev. J. G. Macvicar, d. d. J. Scott, Esq* M. d.

Rev. D. J. GogeIly. H. L. Layard, Esq.

Rev. J. D. Palm, E. L. Layard, Esq.

J. G. Davey, Esq. m. d.

The Treasurer and the Secretary, ex-officio.

A Statement of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Society

was laid before the Meeting showing a balance, in the Treasurer's

hands, of £16 6s, I0±d.
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BOOKS presented to the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, during 1847.

Aristotelian Logic, by W. Knighton, 1 vol. Presented by the Author,

Ceylon, Ribeyro's History of, Translated by George Lee, Esq., 1 vol.

Presented by the Librarian,

Persian Poems, 1 vol. Presented by Dr. Gygax.

Valentyn's Voyages, 4 vols. Presented by Dr. Gygax.

List of Boohs, Pamphlets, 8fc. purchased by the Ceylon Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, during 1847.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal of Parts 12

Astronomy, Bentley's Historical Views of the Hindoo Vol. 1

Bactrian Coins Vol. 1

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society^ Journal of Parts 4

Ceylon Almanacs from 1818 Vols, 20

Chinese Novels, by Davis Vol. 1

Eastern Archipalago, Journal of .... Nos. 12

Geological Society, Journal of Parts 6

Hindoostan, Antient History of Vols. 2

Hindoo Literature Vol. 1

Metrology, Oriental Vol. 1

Naga Tribes, History of Vol. 1

Statistical Society, Journal of. Nos. 6

Trade, History of, in East and West Indies. Vols. 4
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List of Members of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society,for 1847.

Ackland, George - - - * - *; « Colombo

Armitage, John ------- do.

Bailey, The Rev. J. B. II . - - - - - do.

Bessel, Hulme - - - - - - do.

Bishop of Colombo, The Right &ev. - - - do.

Braybrooke. J» G. F. * - - - * - do.

Brodie, A. 0. - Putlam

Dalziel, John - Colombo

Dawson, Robert - - - - - - - do.

Davey, J. G. * - - • - - do*

Davies, The Rev. A. do.

Gardner, George Peradenia

Grace, A. - . Galle

Green, William ------- Colombo

Green, George - - - - - - do.

Hardy, The Rev. R. S. - - - - - - Negombo

Gogerly, The Rev. D. J. - - - - * - Colombo

Kessen, The Rev. Dr. - - - - - - do.

Layard, Edgar L. - - - - - do.

Bayard, Henry L. - * - - • do.

Lister, Samuel - - - - - - - do.

Livera, F. de ------ Matura

MacCarthy, The Hon'ble C. J. - - - - - Colombo

Macvicar, The Rev. Dr. - - - - do.

Misso, Dr. - -- -- -- - do,

Mooyaart, J, N. Galle

Murdoch, J. - Kandy

Nelson, J. B. - - - - - - Colombo

Palm, The Rev. J. D. do.

Stark, The Hon'ble Mr. do.
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Sel'by, The Hon'ble Mr. Colombo

Steuart, George - do.

Scott, J., M. D. - - . - - - do.

Tytler, R. B. Kandy

Templeton, Robert, M* D. - - - - - Colombo

Terment, The Hon'ble Sir James Emerson do.

Torrington, His Excellency Viscount do.

Willisford, F. - do.

Members of the Meteorological Committee,

The Rev. Dr. Macvicar.

J. Gr. Davey, M. D.

J. Thwaites, M. D.

John Capper, Honorary Secretary,

Members of the Statistical Committee,

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Stark.

The Rev. J. D. Palm.

J. Armitage, Esq.

The Hon'ble H. C. Selby, Esq.

F. Willisford, Esq., M. D.

John Capper, Esq., Honorary Secretary,

5 FE


